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Abstract:
A considerable body of evidence links social and economic
inequities to poor health. One of the means through which
these inequities are translated to the body is via negative
emotions, which carry known psychological and physiological
responses. This thesis is a historically contextualized study of
how migration from Mexico to southern Arizona is
experienced at the site of the body. In this dissertation, I
outline the ethno-historical background of traditional
medicinal usage and concepts of health and healing in
northern Mexico, the primary sending region to southern
Arizona. This historical grounding enables a richer
exploration of how Mexicans understand migration to effect
their physical and mental health. I then examine migrationrelated psychosocial stressors impacting first-generation
Mexican immigrants in southern Arizona, and report on the
primary emotional experiences immigrants associate with
these stressors. Finally, I use the illness narratives of my
participants to move more deeply into the connections
between these experiences of emotional suffering and
physical health. Here I employ immigrants’ own words to
draw a link between group level epidemiological data on
health declines in the immigrant community and established
research in biological anthropology and neurobiology that
identifies individual emotional hardship as a biological
pathway to disease. Given the heavy emotional toll of
migration and the direct impact that regional legislation and
border security has had on well-being, this thesis argues that
emotion be considered an important mechanism for health
declines in the immigrant community.
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Dissertation Introduction
A Conceptual Framework for Considering the Role of Emotional
Hardship in Health Declines Amongst Mexican Immigrants in
Tucson, Arizona
On the south side of Tucson, Arizona, a medium sized metropolitan
area lying 70 miles north of the international border, thousands of
Mexican immigrants live in a state of poverty, fear, and
marginalization. They lack access to most state services, face high
rates of underemployment, and suffer from anti-immigrant hostility
fueled by recent exclusionary legislation and border militarization.
Multiple overlapping jurisdictions of law enforcement lead
undocumented immigrants to live in constant fear of arrest and
deportation, causing social isolation and high levels of stress. Many
families are split across the border, unable to reunite due to the
surging costs and dangers of the border crossing. In the mornings,
immigrant laborers gather to seek work in the shadows of a longstanding immigrant friendly church that serves as a de facto
sanctuary, while local soup kitchens feed hundreds of hungry
migrants on a daily basis.
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Just getting from Mexico to southern Arizona has become a hazard in
itself over the past two decades. Since 1998, more than 6,330 men,
women, and children have died during the border crossing, a tragic
end for desperate migrants trying to evade detection by traversing
ever more harsh and remote terrain (Colibrí Center for Human
Right). In 2013, approximately 11.6 million Mexican immigrants
resided in the United States and 522,000 of them lived in the state of
Arizona, the majority of whom endured the harrowing experience of
the desert crossing. For those who make it through the desert alive,
the dreams of American life are thwarted by the inability to find
regular and safe employment without immigration papers, the pain
of loneliness and separation from loved ones, and the daily anxiety
and fear over the very real possibility of imprisonment or
deportation. As Raquel, a 43 year-old research participant, states:
“We wanted a better life: We got more things, but less life.” This
research project is an ethnographically and historically grounded
study of how experiences of migration-related social suffering impact
the health and well-being of Mexican immigrants in Tucson.

1. The Research Problem – The Latino Health Paradox
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Public health literature has extensively documented that Mexican
migrants arrive to the US surprisingly healthy by American standards, in
spite of their low socio-economic status (Hertzman and Boyce 2010;
Markides and Coreil 1986). Given the tight link between health status and
wealth in US populations, Mexicans’ initial health advantages present
what is known as the “Latino Health Paradox.” Yet empirical findings also
indicate that Mexican immigrants quickly lose these initial advantages
and begin to suffer from widespread health declines. Early foundational
work in epidemiology documented these health declines in multiple areas
affecting the life course of wellness, including birth outcomes (Cervantes
et al. 1999; Fleuriet 2009), obesity and diabetes (Barcenas et al. 2007;
Hamilton et al. 2011; Van Hook et al. 2012), and mental health (Alderete
et al. 2000; Breslau et al. 2007; Kaester et al. 2009; Vega et al. 1998).
While it has been posited that the Latino Health Paradox is merely “an
illusion produced by data artifacts, ” including error in reporting on age
and ethnicity (Palloni and Arias 2004:387), the paradox is widely taken
for granted as a real phenomenon. Globally, 232 million international
migrants are on the move, many of who face similar processes of
traumatic dislocation and health declines. That makes the Latino Health
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Paradox and its associated health declines an issue of great concern
internationally.

1.1 Weakness in Current Explanatory Frameworks
The epidemiological profile of this disturbing trend is well defined,
but the causal mechanisms by which immigrants become less
healthy in an environment of increased earnings are poorly
understood, presenting a quandary to health researchers. The
epidemiological literature cites several possible causal factors for
the paradox, but no clear consensus has been reached on its origins
(Hunt et al. 2009). One such common explanation is “the healthy
migrant effect,” which argues that the healthiest Mexicans are selfselected to migrate internationally, thus explaining their high health
indices upon arrival to the US. Recent research based on nationally
representative longitudinal data from the Mexican Family Life
Survey indicates a great deal of variance on health statistics between
men and women and rural and urban populations in Mexico and
overall shows weak evidence for the healthy migrant effect
(Rubalcava et al. 2008). Other sources likewise doubt the validity of
this explanation (Abraído-Lanza et al. 1999; Breslau et al. 2007; Van
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Hook et al. 2011).

A second explanation posited to explain why Mexicans appear to
boast an initial health advantage is the “salmon bias,” which
presumes that Mexican’s low mortality rates in the US are due to
migrants returning home to die and thus disappearing off US
mortality records (Palloni and Arias 2004). Although recent
research suggests that some migrants make “medical returns” to
their home country when ill (Horton and Cole 2011; Wallace et al.
2009) the idea that the number of migrants returning home to die is
statistically significant has likewise been challenged in the literature
(Abraído-Lanza et al. 1999; Breslau et al. 2007; Van Hook et al.
2011).

But by far the most common causal explanation, cited in
approximately 2,000 articles over the past 40 years, is the concept of
acculturation, which originated in the field of anthropology to
explain the process of change in cultural patterns resulting from the
continuous contact of two or more distinct cultural groups.
Anthropologists developed acculturation as a way to expand upon
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more limited notions of “cultural change” and “assimilation” by
incorporating the nuances of types of contact, the relevance of racial
background, and the particulars of certain cultural traits under
transition. Yet despite acculturation’s wider net of considerations,
the concept still only allowed for three possible outcomes of cultural
contact: acceptance, adaptation, and reaction (Redfield et al.: 1935).
By the 1960s, acculturation theory had been largely discarded by
anthropologists as overly simplistic, given its reliance on static
factors such as number of years of contact and language acquisition
as its primary measures (Fleuriet 2009). Nonetheless, acculturation
theory is now favored in public health and transcultural psychology
literature for its well-recognized pathway along which group-level
health outcomes appear to be patterned. This favoring of group level
explanation over genetic or biologic causes came in response to
prior medical theorists having overlooked ethnic group level
variables that could determine both health advantages and declines.

While acculturation measures have become more sophisticated over
time, social science researchers are increasingly critical of the
“static” and “reified” proxy variables such as language and years of
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US residence employed in acculturation theories to explain what
Virruel-Fuentes (2007) maintains is a highly contextualized, grouplevel experience (Hunt, et al. 2009; Fleuriet 2009).) Moreover, given
the size and intra-group variation of the population of Mexicans in
the US and their varying levels of integration in US society, the use of
acculturation begs the crucial question of to what and whom
immigrants are assumed to be acculturating. For example, are
Mexican immigrants acculturating to meet the cultural and health
norms of Latino or specifically Mexican-origin US communities
versus a larger cross-section of ethnic and racial communities in the
US? Research shows that Americans perform poorly on a wide range
of health and well-being measures, including life expectancy, chronic
disease, drug use, and rates of incarceration and teenage pregnancy
(Wilkinson and Pickett 2009). This occurs in spite of living in one of
the most advanced economies in the world, or perhaps because of it.
Wilkinson and Pickett (2009) argue that wealth disparity is directly
correlated to poor health outcomes across the spectrum. And while
those at the bottom of the hierarchy such as new immigrants may
fare the worst, ultimately inequity erodes health across all sectors of
society.
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Another important limitation of acculturation theory is its inability
to capture the effects of structural barriers to well-being in
American society (Virruel-Fuentes 2007). This results in a bias
toward blaming illness on individual health behaviors and the loss
of supposedly protective health practices amongst immigrant
populations (Scribner 1996). However, through the use of
biomarkers to measure epigenetic modifications — external changes
to the expression of genes that do not change the DNA — recent
research has shown Mexican immigrants to become less healthy
according to time spent in the US irrespective of either individual
health behaviors or access to medical care (Kaestner et al. 2009). By
operating at the meta-group level, acculturation theory misses
valuable nuances potentially affecting the health of immigrant
individuals and has thus been criticized as “acultural, essentialistic
and universalitistic, linear, one-dimensional, static, acontextual and
ahistorical” (Chircov 2009: 91). Many social science researchers
increasingly doubt the ability of acculturation theory to tease out the
complex web of contextual factors at work in the paradox and other
health phenomena (Hunt et al. 2009; Martinez 2012), leaving the
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causal mechanism at work in immigrant health declines poorly
understood (Viruell-Fuentes 2007). Abraído-Lanza et al. (2006)
warn that: “acculturation may be a proxy for other variables, such as
prolonged exposure to stressful events or adverse circumstances,
including those associated with immigration and eventual
settlement, or disadvantaged social status” (1343).

1.2 An Anthropological Approach to a Health Crisis – The
Embodiment of Context
This anthropological study explores these highly contextualized
variables in immigrant life as a means to examine how race and
citizenship status “get under the skin” to produce disease (Hertzman and
Boyce 2010). Here I highlight individual emotional experience in order
to expose what Damasio (2003) calls the “brain’s body maps,” or the
physical marks of emotional suffering on the body (86-7 as quoted in
Reichman 2006: 211). By using historically informed social theory to
situate migrants within the social, economic, and political realities of
their “lived lives” (Green 1998), this dissertation seeks to
simultaneously contextualize and “de-pathologize” the mental and
physical health of migrants in order to reveal the paradox’s complex
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inner workings (Ramos Tovar 2012: 67). The aim of this research is to
expand the study of the paradox beyond the impacts of commonly cited
“acculturative stressors” and into the realm of subjective emotional
experience and its relationship to health and well-being. Increasingly,
researchers are looking to the stress response system — the mechanism
by which stressful events trigger the release of neuro-hormones in the
brain — as the primary driver for how life circumstances are
communicated to the body (Kaester et al. 2009). This dissertation
research offers key insights into how migration triggers the stress
response system by examining the structural barriers and concomitant
emotional experiences that immigrants face in connection to the process
of migration to and settlement in the US.

This study is informed by the theory of embodiment, which holds
that life factors are translated directly to the embedded bodies of
individuals. By situating the bio-social body within its contextual
milieu, embodiment lays the basis for a nuanced, anthropological
approach to health declines (Krieger 1999 and 2001; Lock 1993 and
2001). Moreover, embodiment highlights the body as a prime site of
analysis, for “the biological and the social are coproduced and
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dialectically reproduced, and the primary site where this
engagement takes place is the subjectively experienced, socialized
body” (Lock 2001: 484). Because embodiment is integrative across
the life span, it informs the exploration of factors intersecting with
the emotional health of individual migrants before, during, and after
the process of migration. This life history approach does not merely
provide background information but is crucial to unraveling
pathways to disease and exploring the role of cumulative adversity in
health outcomes and the life-time continuum of health (Singer et al.
1998; Slopen et al. 2014).

I also employ the theory of structural vulnerability in order to situate the
participants in this study within the framework of regional history and
socio-political developments. Quesada, Hart, and Bourgois (2011) argue
that Mexican immigrants have come to “occupy a disjunctive liminal
quasi-caste status in the United States,” in which they are marginalized
via processes of economic subordination, cultural depreciation, and legal
persecution, leaving them structurally vulnerable to poor health (346).
The insidious impacts of this anti-immigrant climate have been shown to
directly increase the stressors of migration and carry an inverse
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relationship to health (Carvajal et al. 2012). Moreover, by including early
life experiences of migrants before they cross the border, this study
reveals how “structural vulnerability can act as both cause and
consequence of migration and its associated health outcomes” (Duncan
2014: 1-2).

This research seeks to highlight the health impacts of state-level
discriminatory policies that have made the border crossing increasingly
perilous, blocked employment opportunities, increased fear of police
detection, and intensified family separation, deportation, and detention. I
achieve this by exploring the specific emotional experiences such as
loneliness, sadness, fear, frustration, and trauma related to these
structural vulnerabilities. I record the frequency of these emotional
experiences amongst my research participants and also explore the ways
in which they feel these emotions in their bodies. Moreover, I investigate
immigrants’ own health definitions and disease etiologies in order to
more deeply understand how they see migration as affecting their mental
and physical health. This research expands our understanding of how
migration is reproduced at the site of the body and offers crucial lessons
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for enhancing community-based mitigations capable of reducing the
deleterious impacts of migration.

2. Historical Contextualization
2.1 Tucson, Arizona as Study Site
Lying just 70 miles north of the current US-Mexico border, Tucson,
Arizona is contradictorily marked by both its deep Mexican roots and
a long history of state level anti-immigrant policies. Tucson has been
home to Mexican peoples since before it’s founding as a Spanish
presidio (military garrison) in 1775. The city now houses a large and
diverse population of Mexican immigrants ranging from recent
arrivals to Sonorense families dating back to the period when Tucson
was a part of the far northern reaches of the Spanish and later
Mexican frontier. The significant historical links with Mexico, large
Latino population base, and provision of bilingual goods and services
contribute to a distinct sense of contiguousness between Tucson and
Mexico. Most participants in this study felt very at home in Tucson
and found it to have much in common with their Mexican
communities of origin. One man from southern Mexico recalled that
when his coyote announced that they had reached Tucson, he looked
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around at the sparse ranchos on the outskirts of the dusty town and
was convinced that he was still in Mexico and that his guide was
surely trying to cheat him.

Yet the potential benefits of this cross-border continuity are radically
tempered by the long-standing trend toward legal and social
marginalization of Mexican origin peoples in Arizona. This trend has
reached a climax point during the past two decades with the passage
of legislation that has fractured families and rendered immigrants
more vulnerable to deportation and arrest, while blocking access to
employment, civic, and educational opportunities. Tucson’s Mexican
origins and its long-standing status as an immigrant-receiving city
make the passage of these anti-immigrant policies all the more
disturbing. These combined factors made this research site a rich and
nuanced location in which to study the emotional life of Mexican
immigrants.

2.2 The Historical Context of Mexican Migration to Tucson
The physical isolation and uniquely harsh geographical and social
landscapes of southern Arizona combined to curtail European
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settlement of the area during the colonial period. Limited European
settlement was initiated only at the turn of the 18th century when
Jesuit missionaries established a spotty presence in the region. The
resident Tohono O’odham peoples inhabiting the Santa Cruz River
Valley and surrounding environs were loosely incorporated into the
colonial empire via the mission systems of Jesuit and later Franciscan
missionaries, as well as through labor in the area’s ranches and
mines (Radding 1997). During the quarter of a century between
initial Spanish contact and the founding of the Tucson presidio in
1775, the region’s O’odham population shrank drastically in
response to the introduction of European diseases and likely to
changes in lifestyle and diet as well (Jackson 1994). As smaller
rancherias in the Santa Cruz River Valley collapsed under
populations decline, the communities of Tucson and Bac
incorporated surviving O’odham and saw a slight increase in their
small native populations (Dobyns 1976). Meanwhile, silver
discoveries around Tubac and Arizonac in the mid-century attracted
prospectors and colonists from the south. On-going warfare with the
Apaches, Seri, Yaqui and other regional indigenous communities
continued to restrict the size and permanence of European
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settlement in the region (Officer 1987). European settlement was
concentrated in and around the few existing presidios, which were
sorely understaffed and lacking in supplies. In order to secure a
superior edge against Apache attacks, the Spanish moved the Tubac
presidio downstream to the native village of Tucson in 1775,
founding the city of Tucson (Officer 1987).

When the Mexicans won independence from Spain in 1821, Hispanic
Arizona housed only 1,000-some Mexicans, a population that was
further dwindling due to the lack of military security and the
intensification of Apache raids (Officer 1987). During Tucson’s brief
period under Mexican rule, the city elected its first mayor and
received a boost in its military force headed by a new commander.
Nonetheless, the settlers eked out a meager existence virtually
imprisoned within the presidio walls for fear of Apache attacks, while
the military was so gravely under-provisioned that soldiers were
forced to sell their few weapons in exchange for food (Officer 1987).
Conditions for the region’s native inhabitants were arguably even
worse. Birthrates amongst Tucson’s 300-some O’odham community
were so low that Dobyns (1976) argues that they indicate “the
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tremendous biological advantage persons of European ancestry
enjoyed in the biological and cultural environment of the times in the
lower Santa Cruz River Valley” (139). Moreover, native groups faced
the territorial encroachment of Mexican settlers during this period,
as a small but influential elite group of Hispanic settlers began to
secure extensive land grants (Officer 1987).

It was during the Mexican period that yet another group appeared to
further complicate frontier life in Sonora, as Anglo beaver trappers
and later gold seekers made their way along the Gila River heading
west. Though the Anglo newcomers viewed Tucson as merely a quick
supply stop en route, many were unable to procure their provisions
and became stranded in town and in O’odham settlements along the
rivers. The end of Tucson’s isolation from Anglo society brought both
new opportunities for trade and information about the riches afield
in California, as well as the cholera outbreaks and often-times rude
and racist American behavior (Officer 1987). As the Mexican
American war raged on throughout northern Mexico and Apache
raids intensified, the Sonoran frontier was strangled into virtual
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starvation and many remaining able-bodied Mexicans followed the
Americans west to California in search of gold and safety.

By the time the U.S. took possession of Tucson and southern Arizona
in 1854 under the Gadsden Purchase, the ranchos, mines, haciendas,
and towns of northern Sonora had been sacked and largely
abandoned by their Mexican inhabitants. Officer (1987: 310-11)
notes that: “Only in the Santa Cruz Valley had Hispanic culture really
taken hold, and except for the Tucson area most of what had been
implanted had been uprooted”. American culture had an even
weaker hold on the region. With only a handful of Americans on
record in Tucson in the mid-1850s, Sheridan (1986:41) argues that:
“Mexicans in Tucson seemed to assimilate Anglos rather than vice
versa in the wake of the Gadsden Purchase.” Even following the
switch to American jurisdiction, the sparse population, forbidding
climate, and on-going Apache unrest in Tucson and its environs
combined to slow the domination of American power that rapidly
occurred in other regions of the Southwest (Otero 2010). During the
early years of American rule, Tucson’s small Mexican and American
populations banded together both to subdue surrounding Apache
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communities via brutal attacks and to establish a new civil society
through inter-marriage, business ventures, and political
partnerships.

Yet despite the on-going cultural dominance of Mexicans in Arizona,
the change of power to American control spelled immediate political
losses to Mexican residents of the area. Menchaca (1993) argues that:
“When the United States acquired Mexico's northern frontier, the
mestizo ancestry of the conquered Mexicans placed them in an
ambiguous social and legal position” (584). For while Mexico had
recently abolished its caste system technically affording Mexicans of
indigenous origin full legal citizenship rights, the US still granted
citizenship only to “free whites”. Thus although Article VIII of the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo guaranteed all Mexicans US citizenship
regardless of ancestry, “the states' constitutional right to deny
Indians U.S. citizenship introduced the ideological and legal
foundation for limiting the Mexican people's political rights”
(Menchaca 1993: 587).
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By 1863 when Arizona was inducted into the US as an independent,
pro-slavery Confederate territory, the power balance was already
beginning to shift dramatically toward the Anglo American settlers
seeking wealth from the region’s mineral and agricultural bounty
(Boyce and Launius 2011). The newly independent territory swiftly
enacted the Organic Act of Arizona, following in California’s footsteps
in limiting voting rights to white men (both American and Mexican)
and denying Mexicans the right to serve as lawyers or justices of the
peace (Menchaca 1993). Sheridan (1986 and 1988) maintains that
the arrival of the railroad in 1880 heralded the coming dominance of
Anglo people and culture in the region and a rapid tapering off of the
region’s brief and unique history of inter-cultural cooperation. In the
ensuing decades, Anglo capital expanded its control of Tucson,
resulting in the systematic subordination of Mexican capital, labor,
and civic participation. While the treaties ending the MexicanAmerican war pledged to respect existing property rights, in effect
many Mexican landholders were unable to validate their titles and
Americans snatched up property from within the presidio walls to
valuable large landholdings outside the city (Officer 1987; Sheridan
1986).
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During the first several decades of American rule, there was no
federal immigration policy toward Mexico nor any true policing of
the 3,100 mile-long international border. Since its inception in the
early 20th century, federal immigration policy has followed the
course of a violently swinging pendulum, recruiting migrants when
labor was needed and then brutally and suddenly expelling them
when the market constricted and public opinion turned sour. Push
factors in Mexico included a cycle of widespread poverty, loss of
rural landholdings, and harsh declines in real wages (Cardoso 1980).
Extreme levels of violence and political upheaval during the Mexican
Revolution of 1910-1920 sent 1 million people spilling over the
border in search of refuge, swelling the ranks of Tucson's foreignborn population by 75% and solidifying it as the largest and most
established Mexican community between El Paso and Los Angeles
(Sheridan 1986). Out-migration from Mexico was largely a cyclical
phenomenon in the early years, with migrants moving along
established corridors of migration northward from the border states
of Chihuahua and Sonora as well as from southern central states
(Acuña 2008). These migrants sought temporary work within a
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context of Mexican culture, replicating “Sonora Towns” and
“Chihuahuitas” throughout Arizona and the Southwest as sites of
refuge (Acuña 2008).

Significant growth of American industries likewise served as a major
pull factor attracting Mexicans to the southwestern US. In Arizona,
federal reclamation projects fueled massive growth in agriculture,
while the discovery of major deposits of copper and coal and the
continued expansion of the transcontinental railroads likewise led to
an increased demand for cheap labor. The onset of WWI resulted in
labor shortages that fueled a guest worker program for Mexicans
eager to flee north for the six-fold pay increase. The vast majority of
these migrants stayed in the four border-states and gradually began
to urbanize (Cardoso 1980). Industry lobbyists succeeded in
exempting Mexico from the Quota Acts of 1921 and 1924, and once
established in 1924, the Border Patrol turned a blind eye to
economic migrants (Cardoso 1980; Sheridan 1986). Border crossings
during this period only required that the “braceros” pay a small head
tax and pass a health screening (Molina 2006). This ease combined
with the slow post-Revolutionary recovery of the Mexican economy
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resulted in an annual average of 100,000 Mexicans crossing the
border without official sanction during the 1920s (Cadava 2014).

Despite labor recruitment and lack of border enforcement during
this period, the vast majority of Mexicans had no legal citizenship
rights and remained vulnerable to the often times brutal whim of the
American public and its government (Meeks 2007). Three massive
deportations were carried out in the first half of the 20th century
(1921; 1930-35; 1954). Mexicans were excluded from organized
labor throughout the Southwest, resulting in uneven pay and hiring
practices (Acuña 2008; Sheridan 1986). Generalized anti-Mexican
sentiment erupted in violence in Arizona mining camps in 1914 and
was accompanied by restrictive labor laws and the legal
entrenchment of school segregation in 1909. Sheridan (2012)
maintains that residential, educational, and medical segregation in
Arizona was as entrenched as the Jim Crow practices in the South
well through WWII. This wash of anti-Mexican legislation and
sentiment relied heavily upon stigmatizing notions of biological
inferiority. In Los Angeles, labor camp outbreaks of typhus in 1916
and the plague in 1924 were used to prove the inferior biological
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nature of Mexican bodies. This notion in turn justified a racialized
construction of Mexican citizenship in which Mexican bodies were
blamed for disease outbreaks that were in fact the products of
structural inequities in housing and health care access (Molina
2006). By the late 1920s, whites became a majority in Arizona, and
by the mid-20th century, the Mexican community represented only
20% of Tucson’s population, its lowest percentage both before and
since (Cadava 2014).

When the Great Depression hit in 1929, Mexicans were quickly and
brutally reminded of their enduring status as outsiders. Having lost
the protection of industry lobbyists, ineligible for the little available
humanitarian aid from the US government, and facing
unemployment rates of 20-50%, 500,000 Mexicans faced either
voluntary or forced repatriation by 1935 (Sheridan 1986). Those
Mexicans who remained in the US during the Depression years
largely migrated to urban centers for work and survived by securing
government employment in exchange for food (Martin 1992),
foraging for wild foods and through garbage dumps, bootlegging, and
the kindness of strangers.
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In states such as Arizona, where Mexicans were deeply embedded
into the fabric of local society and economy, even these desperate
times did not entirely decimate the community fabric of Mexican
society. Meeks (2007) argues that: “throughout Arizona’s history [the
process of cultural conflict] would remain contested and incomplete,
as a transborder regional community defied the efforts of the United
States to promote a homogenous national culture and enforce strict
territorial and racial boundaries” (8-9). The dire circumstances of the
Great Depression fueled a surge in community organizing via
Arizona’s well-established mutualista societies in Mexican
communities and the election of local Mexican-origin
representatives. Poor southwestern barrios remained the
cornerstone of support for Mexicans during this period, affording a
space that was shielded from the worst of outside discrimination and
offered the comfort of familiar smells, foods, plants, and cultural
practices (Sheridan 1986). In short, while Mexican Arizona largely
lacked legal citizenship, it boasted over a century of “cultural
citizenship” in the region (Meeks 2007) allowing its members
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options for community support and survival strategies in the face of
persecution and discrimination.

Then in the mid-20th century, the pendulum of US immigration policy
once again reversed course. In response to wartime labor shortages,
the US government formalized Mexican labor recruitment via the
Bracero Program (1942-1964), institutionalizing Mexican
agricultural labor migration to California, Texas, and Arizona. It was
during this same period, however, that political and business leaders
in Arizona stepped up their efforts to marginalize the state’s Mexican
minority, deepening the prejudicial “racial subtext” of Arizona state
legislation (Boyce and Launius 2011). The region’s Mexican minority
faced widespread discrimination in the workplace and schools, and
exclusion from labor organizing (Sheridan 2012). Gradual loss of
land and political clout to American settlers eventually stripped the
largely Sonorense community of its economic and social status,
increasingly marginalizing Tucson’s Mexican-origin residents to
segregated and substandard housing on the city’s far south and
western edges (Sheridan 1986). In keeping with regional trends in
urban renewal in the 1960s, the city of Tucson razed 80 acres of
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adobe homes and family businesses in the most densely populated
corner of Arizona to clear the way for a modern downtown,
uprooting the tight-knit Mexican community and destroying many
key sites of Mexican cultural significance in the process (Otero 2010;
Sheridan 2012).

Partially as a means to employ thousands of returning braceros after
the official end of the program in 1964, Mexico instituted the Border
Industrialization Program (BIP) in 1967 (Huesca 2003). The
program attracted US manufacturing companies to the border region
by eliminating tariffs and promising low-wage workers and relaxed
environmental standards. Over the years the BIP encouraged
dramatic growth in the border region, attracting thousands of
Mexicans from the interior in search of higher paying wages at the
newly sprung maquiladoras, many of whom continued their
migration further north across the international border. The
industrialization of northern Mexico, in combination with
widespread economic and political crises in Latin America and
changes to American immigration law, combined to propel increased
migration northward from Mexico. This sudden increase in out-
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migration from Sonora and elsewhere in Mexico in the 1970s,
reversed the long-standing decline in the relative percentage of
Arizona’s Mexican population. The immigrant population in Arizona
boomed during these years, doubling during the 1970s alone. These
shifting patterns of emigration from Mexico as well as the purposeful
funneling of migrants through the deserts of Arizona beginning in the
mid-1990s began to diversify the largely regional character of
Mexican migration to Arizona, which had been 75% Sonoran up until
this point (Cadava 2014). The sample population I interviewed for
this dissertation reflects this continued diversification. Just over onehalf of my study population originated from Arizona’s bordering
state of Sonora. Other highly represented states were Sonora’s
southern coastal neighbor Sinaloa and two southern states, Oaxaca
and Chiapas, while remaining states of origin included Veracruz,
Distrito Federal, Michoacán, Jalisco, Chihuahua, Guanajuato,
Zacatecas, and Puebla.

The impacts of globalization operating amidst an already entrenched
culture of out-migration from Mexico spurred in part by US labor
recruitment (Wilson 2010) drove Mexicans to migrate northward at
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unprecedented rates during the 1990s. As part of a wave of
liberalizing economic reforms, in 1992 Mexico amended Article 27 of
the Constitution of 1917, effectively ending over 70 years of state
sanctioned land reform and communal property ownership. The
new Agrarian Law enabled the lease and sale of formerly communal
lands, allowing for the disintegration of ejido properties and the
privatization of lands reserved for low-wage workers (Perramond
2008). “By formally establishing ejidatario rights to their land and by
‘liberating’ ejidos from state control, the new Agrarian Law sought to
increase efficiency and encourage investment,” but these changes
had very real effects for low-wage workers (Lewis 2002: 405). The
22% of economically active Mexicans working in subsistence and
small tenure production of corn, beans, barley, and wheat were
particularly hard hit by this economic liberalization, contributing
both to rural violence and to the displacement of low-wage workers
who subsequently joined the ranks of internal and external
migratory flows (Ramirez 2003).

The 1994 passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) and its concomitant flooding of Mexican agricultural
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markets with cheap US goods further exacerbated rural
displacement. Despite initial assurances of a gradual phasing out of
state subsidies, in reality state support for small-scale agriculture
rapidly disintegrated. This combined with a flood of imports from
heavily-subsidized US and international corn producers led to double
digit declines in production of corn and wheat and almost a 50%
drop in corn prices by 1996 (Ramirez 2003). While some economic
gains have been attributed to the institutional reforms dictated by
NAFTA, including an increase in foreign investment and growth of
the maquila sector concentrated in northern cities, the low wage
earning population has suffered a stagnation and decline in real
wages and the continued low status of human capital (Ramirez
2003). The dramatic escalation in drug-related violence further
exacerbated these conditions. Together these factors have produced
extensive internal displacement within Mexico, leading to increased
urbanization and flight to the northern Mexico’s maquila zone, the
long-standing historic jumping ground for cross-border migration
(Cardoso 1980; Fernández-Kelly and Massey 2004).
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The US federal response to this spike in immigration was to shut
down traditional points of entry in Nogales, Arizona, San Diego,
California, and El Paso, Texas in the 1990s in order to create a
“funnel effect” into more perilous and remote regions (Cornelius
2004; Massey et al. 2002). The policy assumption underlying this
federal action was that if the crossing were perilous enough,
migrants would make a neoclassical cost-benefit analysis and opt to
stay home. Instead, undeterred by the skyrocketing costs of illegal
entry or the risks of injury and death, detention, or expulsion,
Mexicans continued to migrate to the US at unprecedented rates
during the first decade of the 21st century (Cornelius 1989). While
federal policy failed to deter migration from Mexico, it did succeed in
diverting migration to the cragged hills and parched deserts of
southern Arizona, making the Tucson Sector of the U.S. Border Patrol
the busiest in the country by the late 1990s (Cadava 2013). The
concomitant build-up of border security and surveillance was part of
a new national course of action to pursue “increasing restrictions of
human mobility” geared toward the elusive security of external and
internal borders (Fassin 2011). As a consequence, at least 2,200
souls have perished trying to cross this region to reach their safe
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havens since 2001, and hundreds of thousands more have suffered
grave bodily injury and mental anguish in the crossing (Colibri
Center for Human Rights).

Anti-Mexican rhetoric reached a feverish pitch during this period,
reducing Arizona to ground zero both for popular anti-immigrant
sentiment and legal persecution of Mexican nationals. The state of
Arizona passed a series of thinly veiled exclusionary legislation
designed to legally marginalize and deny services to both legal and
undocumented immigrants and to marginalize people of Mexican
decent. The state legislature passed English-only legislation in 1987
and again in 2005, voters denied access to in-state tuition for
undocumented students in 2006, the state passed a bill limiting
immigrant access to state services and requiring mandatory
immigration status reporting by state workers in 2009, and in 2010
banned ethnic studies programs from public schools under House
Bill 2281. The culmination of this anti-immigrant tide was the
passage that same year of State Bill 1070, then the strictest
immigration enforcement bill in the nation, requiring police to
determine the legal status of anyone they came into contact with and
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making it a criminal act to transport, shelter, or hire undocumented
immigrants (Anderson and Finch 2014; Hardy et al. 2012).

The guiding doctrine of SB 1070 was that of “attrition through
enforcement,” and the bill’s aim was to render Arizona an untenable
place to live by limiting employment opportunities and stepping up
harassment, profiling, and arrest (Boyce and Launius 2011). To
some extent, the bill achieved its goal. Research by the Pew Research
Center shows a 40 percent drop in undocumented residents in
Arizona from the population’s peak at 500,000 in 2007 down to
approximately 300,000 by 2014 (Pew Research Hispanic Trends
Project 2014). During the course of my research, service providers
and immigrants alike confirmed this same story, that large numbers
of undocumented immigrants fled southern Arizona in the wake of
SB 1070. Research participants most commonly explained the
exodus as a result of limited employment due to the state’s deep
economic slump as well as the exhaustion bred from the daily terror
over detention and deportation due to an increasingly aggressive
police presence in immigrant communities. Yet just as the mass
deportations of the Great Depression had failed to completely uproot
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and disintegrate Arizona’s Mexican communities, likewise hundreds
of thousands of Mexican origin residents stayed put through the
intensified challenges to working and living in a post-SB 1070
Arizona. As of 2014, approximately 522,000 Mexican immigrants
still resided in the state (Migration Policy Institute 2014). Tucson’s
population remained almost half of Latin American origin (41.6% in
2010), and a quarter of those residents were foreign born (U.S.
Census Bureau 2010). Moreover, over one-tenth of state public
school students today have at least one undocumented parent (Pew
Research Hispanic Trends Project 2014), further reinforcing the fact
that undocumented and mixed status families remain a vital and
important sub-population of the state of Arizona.

Nonetheless, this exodus deeply disrupted the fabric of the
undocumented Mexican immigrant community, which Fassin (2011)
argues is composed of mostly “long-term residents in the receiving
country where they live, work, marry, and start a family, but where
they always remain in a state of precariousness that facilitates their
exploitation” (218). SB 1070’s passage raised fears of detention and
deportation amongst those immigrants who chose to remain in
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Arizona, leaving noticeable gaps in civil participation and public
access and generating widespread “social disruption” and
“institutional mistrust” (Rabin 2011). The exodus of immigrants from
Arizona following the passage of SB 1070 has had: “a range of
consequences for those left behind, including the loss of friends and
family, social and academic problems, anxiety-related health effects,
and the destabilization of schools” (Rabin 2011: 1). The legislation –
which largely withstood a subsequent Supreme Court challenge – has
likewise been linked to a decrease in utilization of medical care
(Toomey et al. 2014) and increased levels of stress and fear (Orozco
and López 2015) and depression and distress in the immigrant
community (Gonzalez 2013). My research revealed that during this
period following SB 1070’s passage, immigrants increasingly failed to
appear for medical appointments, soccer leagues faltered from lack
of players, and free English classes at the library went unused (Ojeda,
Breems personal communication). The Sunday following SB 1070s
passage, a parish church in south Tucson was so empty that its
pastor declared: “I thought it was a holiday and everyone was out of
town because there were so few souls at Mass” (Trevizo, personal
communication).
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The hundreds of thousands of immigrants who remained in Arizona
now live in an environment that is, by all accounts on the ground,
worse than at any prior point in recent memory. The border crossing
can now cost upwards of $2,000-4,000 and require over a week of
walking through harsh and remote territory where threats to
personal safety abound. These dangers nullify the option of cyclical
migration, effectively cutting Mexicans off from their homeland and
families. Once in Tucson, immigrants struggle to avoid detection in a
geographical space policed by agents from U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), the Tucson and South Tucson police
forces, the Pima County Sheriffs Department, and the 3,000 strong
Tucson Sector Border Patrol, which sets up routine check points in
the area. Despite an excess of caution, immigrants remain powerless
in the face of workplace raids and routine traffic stops that lead to
deportation, detention, and sudden separation of families. Going to
church, participating in recreational and school activities, and even
accessing health care services have been rendered too risky for many
Mexicans in Arizona (Hardy et al. 2012). Moreover, many
immigrants’ pursuit of livelihood is hampered by lack of legal work
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permits in an already depressed local economy. Thirty-eight year-old
Adelina says this of her life in Tucson: “Economically it is better here,
yes that is true. But as far as life itself goes, no. It is a great country; it
just has its down sides. We can’t rent, we can’t work because we have
no papers, and there is so much racism. We feel inferior as human
beings, like we are nothing.”

While this research is rooted in the unique socio-political and
historical context of Arizona, the impact of SB 1070 did not make a
hard break at state borders. In the years following its passage,
twenty-three states introduced copycat “show me your papers” laws,
increasingly challenging the long-standing dominance of the federal
government in the regulation of non-citizens (Wallace 2014).
Although most of these bills failed to pass through state legislature,
five additional states – Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, Utah, and
Mississippi – enacted analogously restrictive legislation. Moreover,
even in states where the bills were not signed into law, there was a
clear intent to regulate, inspire fear in, and reduce the immigrant
community, messages that had very real impacts on Mexican
immigrants around the country (Wallace 2014). Moreover, several
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federal actions have further compounded state level challenges to
immigrant communities. These included the enactment of E-Verify,
which digitized employer monitoring of social security numbers
making it impossible for undocumented residents to attain stable
employment; the increase of auditing and sanctions for large
employers; massive workplace raids and deportations; and the
failure of the Senate to approve the long-promised Deferred Action
on Childhood Arrivals, or Dream Act. It is therefore evident that the
lived experience of hostile immigrant environments is a broad
condition in the United States, and, I will argue, one that is damaging
people’s health.

2.2 Mexican Health and Healing in Historical Perspective
I also employ a historical lens in this research in order to examine
Mexican healthcare and healing traditions from pre-colonial times to
the present. This investigation enriches the discussion on immigrant
health in two primary ways. First, it provides a framework for
understanding immigrant’s experiences of health and illness prior to
migration, which has a direct impact on their health outcomes in the
US. This topic is crucial in affording a life-course perspective to my
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dissertation work, capable of revealing the transnational nature of
immigrant health (Duncan 2014; Horton and Barker 2010; Spallek et
al. 2011). Second, by exploring the background of healing traditions
and disease etiologies commonly employed in Mexico today, I seek to
highlight the embodied and integrated mind-spirit-body approach
that many Mexicans take to health (Velasquez et al. 2004). These
traditions – many of which originate from pre-colonial Indigenous
communities – intimately inform the ways in which immigrants
understand migration-related emotional distress to impact their
overall health and well-being.

In this section, I explore two important colonial legacies that
continue to impact the ways Mexicans, and thus Mexican immigrants,
experience and understand health and disease. The first legacy is the
incomplete and unequal development of public health services
during the colonial and national periods in Mexico, which left the
largely Indigenous and impoverished rural regions largely underserved (Lanning 1985). The severe shortfalls in public provision of
care initiated during the colonial period in Mexico continued to
define health access well into the modern period. It was not until the
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mid-20th century that the Mexican government began to reverse
colonial patterns of reliance on private entities to provide care for
the country’s poor majority. In 1943 the government instituted the
Mexican Social Security Institute for public and privately employed
workers in the formal sector (IMSS), and subsequently added
coverage for federal workers (ISSSTE) in 1959. These developments
notwithstanding, 40% of Mexicans remained uninsured through the
late 1970s (Nigenda 1997). Moreover, government funding for health
care was fickle, such that despite major reforms to the Social Security
programs in the late 1990s, which vastly expanded health care
coverage, 10% of Mexicans still lacked access to basic health services
by the turn of the 21st century (Knaul et al. 2003).

While Mexico has made significant strides toward expanding public
health coverage over the last decades, creating a system of public
health insurance called Seguro Popular in 2002, the impact of these
colonial and national shortfalls remains strong. This is particularly
true within the lower socio-economic sectors of Mexican society,
from which most international migrants draw their ranks. The
persistently uneven access to care in Mexico is reflected in the pre-
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migration health experiences of my research participants, slightly
over half of whom had no health insurance while growing up in
Mexico and several of whom lived several hours away from
professional medical care facilities. While the majority of those who I
interviewed stated being very healthy as children, 18% of them came
from families who had suffered one or more infant mortality.

The incomplete and inequitable provision of health services from
colonial times forward in Mexico is deeply reflected in today’s
pluralistic health care system and most notably in the widespread
practices of both self-care and lay care referred to under the
umbrella rubric of Mexican Traditional Medicine (MTM). Mexicans
actively incorporate a host of traditional diagnoses that address
spiritual imbalances not often incorporated in Western medical
definitions – such as susto, nervios, empacho, and mal ojo – into their
concepts of health. In order to treat these and other common
ailments, Mexicans rely heavily on a diverse base of therapeutic
herbal remedies such as teas, salves, and poultices, and also
commonly obtain bio-medical supplies such as pain-killers and
antibiotics without a doctor’s prescription (Cajete 1999; Trotter and
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Chavira 1981). The treatment of some more advanced issues may
require a lay care specialized traditional healer, such as a curandero,
midwife, or herbalists, who may prescribe both natural and chemical
medicines (Leyva-Flores et al. 2001). I examine the lasting relevance
of practices of MTM in order to determine how Mexican immigrants
to southern Arizona both understand and treat their physical and
mental woes.

On-going practices of MTM rely heavily on ancient Mesoamerican
concepts of illness as a fundamental state of imbalance borne from
the body's psychosocial embeddedness in its environment (Gonzales
2012; López Austin and López Luján 2001). López Austin and López
Luján (2001:240) maintain that in pre-colonial Mexico, “illness was a
state that usually signified an imbalance or conflict among internal
essential forces of beings and among those beings and their
environment; the prolonged absence of one of the animic essences;
or the intrusion of a supernatural being into the body”1 . Modern
practices of MTM remain infused with both pre-colonial and Catholic
religious notions of social healing, incorporating the quotidian
Lopez Austin (2001) stated that the animic forces in need of
balance resided in the heart, the liver, and soul.
1
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realities of environmental stressors, weather, dietary insufficiencies,
marital distress and domestic violence, labor conditions,
discrimination, and sexual and social transgressions in disease
etiology and treatment. The central tenet of Mexican traditional
etiology is that the person is an open system and as such is
“inseparable from the physical and social environments in which he
or she lives,” (Velasquez et al. 2004: 4). This openness renders the
individual vulnerable to all nature of environmental insults.

Several factors continue to drive the use of traditional modalities of
care in Mexico. Biomedical care remains geographically and
economically inaccessible for the millions of residents of Mexico’s
rural areas, indigenous communities, and informal settlements
surrounding most large cities and the border region (Knaul et al
2003; Leyva-Flores et al. 2000). Traditional practices also transcend
these demographic boundaries, however, with Leyva-Flores et al.
(2000) reporting that 61% of a national sample of Mexicans relied on
self-care to treat their most recent ailments. Traditional care is more
affordable than consulting with a doctor, with many of the remedies
being based on commonly used foods, herbs, and materials easily
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located in natural health stores and markets (Bye and Linares 1983).
In addition, due to declining federal funding and uneven political
commitment, Mexico's public health sector is suffering from quality
declines, resulting in patients experiencing long waits in the public
hospitals and for specialists, shortages of medications, and poor
patient-doctor relationships (Napolitano 2002).

Moreover, MTM persists because it addresses health in a holistic and
community centered way that biomedicine does not. By contrast, the
decontextualized nature of biomedicine and its theories of biological
reductionism and dualism curtail its ability to address the “inimical
existential milieu” central to Mexicans' popular notions of etiology
and expectations of healing (Finkler 1991: 233). As such, many
Mexicans view biomedicine as incapable of addressing the host of
ailments that they believe to be borne of their life circumstances.
Traditional medicine, by contrast, may offer familiar and reliable
histories of usage and ancient knowledge that continues to help
people understand what is wrong with them. As such, its “healers are
crucial to the delivery of a type of care that is respectful of millennial
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native cosmology and the centrality of community relationships to
the conception of wellness” (Martinez-Cruz 2011: 75).

There has been significant debate over the cultural under-pinnings of
traditional and herbal practices in Mexico today, but most agree it to
be a fused system incorporating pre-colonial Indigenous roots
(López Austin and López Luján 2001). Gonzales (2012) maintains
that while MTM incorporates elements of “Catholicism, spiritism,
[and] African, European, and Moorish traditions … The failure to fully
recognize the foundational nature of Indigenous knowledge in
curanderismo serves to colonize it as a European meaning system”
(212). She maintains that Mexican’s widespread adherence to
indigenous medicinal principles refutes the common idea that
indigeneity has “some hard borders that always stop at a particular
place or point in history or a specific body” (214), explaining that
even when Mexicans do not recognize themselves as indigenous,
many of their health and healing references are very old.

The widespread adherence to traditional medicine amongst my
immigrant sample confirms Gonzales’s (2012:222) assertion that:
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“the Native self has not disappeared among Mexicans” . While only
five of the forty immigrants I interviewed identified themselves as
indigenous, the majority upheld this integrated body-spirit concept
that stems in large part from pre-contact indigenous knowledge.
Seventy-five percent of the immigrants I interviewed cited herbal
remedies as being a valuable part of their healing arsenal, confirming
the continued relevance of herbal medicine amongst Mexicans on
this side of the border (Waldstein 2006 and 2010). Moreover, more
than half of my study sample employed traditional diagnoses, such as
susto and nervios, to define the malaise they connected to migrationrelated emotional suffering. This speaks to the enduring relevance of
traditional etiologies amongst Mexican immigrants in the US.

In this study I explored self-care mechanisms and practices including
the usage of home remedies, traditional medicine, and healing foods
prior, during, and post migration. Over three-quarters of my sample
population relied heavily on traditional remedies while growing up
in Mexico, and the majority of them continued aspects of these
practices once in the US. This continued cross-border usage of herbal
remedies stems from several factors, including the fact that the vast
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majority of my study sample was uninsured in the US (88%) and
faced extremely limited access to affordable biomedical care. The
small handful of free or reduced-fee medical clinics accessible to
undocumented and uninsured immigrants in Tucson are primarily
staffed and run by volunteers and offer a very limited schedule of
operation. Confusion over accessibility and cost, and fear over police
detection present further barriers against immigrants utilizing the
few services available to them. These combined factors exacerbate
and intensify the need for immigrants to rely on home and
alternative care.

Moreover, as mentioned above, MTM also bears significant relevance
to the health of Mexican immigrants because sacred and healing
foods and medicine are understood by many Mexicans to play key
roles in bodily and spiritual health (Cajete 1999). Concerns over the
potentially harmful and addictive nature of biomedical prescriptions
remain common in Mexico and were voiced regularly by my research
participants. For example, Juan Carlos, a Sonoran man in late 20s told
me that his grandmother “would tell me that the medicine we have
now, yes it does stop the symptoms, but it's all narcotics, it's drugs,
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it’s something strong that can harm you. Before [the remedies] were
all healthy and natural. So they mostly taught us about natural
remedies, not really medicines.” Mental health care providers whom
I interviewed commented upon the reticence of their Mexican clients
to experiment with anti-depressants and other pharmaceutical
approaches to medicate trauma and suffering.

The medical theories and healing remedies encompassed by MTM
have strong connections to land and place, which is yet another facet
of Mexican lifeways that are potentially interrupted by migration.
Many of my research participants expressed a strong connection to
and knowledge of where to find herbs and food in the wild, many
having learned from parents and grandparents as well as through
land-based employment such as farming, food gathering, and
ranching. Many of the immigrant participants in my study likewise
lamented the dietary changes that accompany migration. In
particular, they noted the heavier use of chemicals, steroids, and
preservatives in American food and the easy access to and
affordability of fast food over fresh food options. Those who were
raised on rural, land-based diets were even more likely to mourn
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their severance from dietary traditions and sacred foodways.
Faustino, a forty year-old Indigenous Sonoran recalls that as a child:
“my dad taught me to harvest roots and leaves from the trees that he
knew were good for our health. And I would go out into the monte to
bring home dry wood so my mom could cook … and I looked for the
tree my dad had told me about and I cut a piece of the root and I
started to chew it and I drank the water from that root.” The loss of
such land-based traditions contributes to a nutritional decline, as the
traditional Mexican diet is healthier than the American diet due to
high ratios of fiber, complex carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and
proteins, and low rates of fat and cholesterol. Yet is equally a loss of
the community cohesion and continuity of culture afforded by
traditional foods and ceremonies (Salmon 1999). The continued use
of home remedies and healing foods may offer immigrants one way
to hold onto this sacred base of healing. Gonzales (2012) argues that,
in the midst of such loss to wider practices and tradition, “birthing
and healing practices are often the ways Indigenous and “deIndigenized” Mexicans maintain a connection to the natural world”
(5).
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Despite the changes in geography and interruption to land-based
activities resulting from migration, earth knowledge remains active
and useful for many immigrants on this side of the border. While
herbal knowledge is often considered to be a primarily female
domain (Waldstein 2010), the men in my English class at the day
laborer’s center easily compiled a long list of natural healing
remedies. “Underneath the Palo Fierro tree there is a root that looks
like ginger and it’s very helpful for many ailments,” a worker tells me
one morning when I ask where they acquire natural remedies.
Several others recall having found precious water during the long,
hot desert crossing by cutting open barrel cactus. Another man cites
harvesting goma de arból – resin of local mesquite trees – to treat
tooth pain, and using backyard plants such as rue, chamomile, and
mint for healing teas. Ignacio, a middle aged Sonoran man known
affectionately by the other workers as “hermano” for his tendency to
quote biblical verse, looks somewhat confounded by my question. He
dips his hand into the pocket of his worn button down work shirt and
pulls out a fully intact basil plant. “I get my medicines from the earth,
maestra,” he tells me. “They are the sacred remedies of God.”
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Indeed, MTM’s flexible incorporation of a wide variety of healing
materials and medical theories enables its practitioners to
incorporate new healing treatments, herbs, and remedies into its
arsenal and facilitates its cross-border relevancy. Gonzales (2012)
explains that practices of MTM adapt to wherever Mexicans may find
themselves in part because, “the plants also migrate with us as we
move through the lands,” meaning new plants are readily substituted
for those that can no longer be found (23). Such changes were less of
an issue in Tucson, Arizona, sitting only 70 miles from the Mexican
border. When I asked my study participants where they acquired
their materia medica, they easily identified large Mexican-oriented
grocery stores and naturista and other herbal distributors. A few
immigrants did mention having family from Mexico bring or send
healing supplies they were unable to find here. Interestingly, these
hard to find materials were often biomedical supplies, particularly
antibiotics, which were traditionally widely available in Mexican
pharmacies but largely unavailable in Tucson without a doctor’s
prescription2.

One local Tucson Mexican meat market, or carnicería, was
cited by a few people to have previously distributed
2
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This examination of Mexican health and healing in historical context
is critical to understanding how Mexican immigrants view migration
through an embodied lens which often leads them to connect their
experiences of migration to bodily suffering. For example, Arturo, a
man in his mid-50s from the northern state of Sonora, explains how
he believes lived experience affects the body: “Sadness and
loneliness are great frustrations for the body, because the body feeds
off of happiness and joy – good things. And if you always have
happiness and joy, the body will never feel hurt at all, the body stays
strong.” Because childhood experiences of illness and healing
influence immigrants’ ideas about disease etiology, they commonly
incorporate contextualized life factors into their understandings of
illness and are adept at explaining how daily life gets embodied as
disease. This topic is crucial to deepening our understanding of how
immigrants experience migration at the site of the body.

antibiotics, but due to health code inspections was forced to
end this practice.
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The participants in this study repeated many common refrains
revolving around the central notion that “pain makes us sick.”
Scholars have argued that traditional diagnoses, such as susto (soul
loss) and nervios (nervous disorder), can play an important role in
validating embodied migration-related stressors and affording the
sufferer culturally mandated support and healing. Migrants may
prefer a diagnosis under MTM over biomedical psychiatric diagnoses
both because psychological disorders carry such stigma in Mexico
(Lara and Salgado de Snyder 2002), and because biomedical
diagnostic processes make grave and frequent errors with native and
Mexican people, due to erroneous and non-historically situated
measurement criteria (Duran and Duran 1995; O'Nell 1996).

Over half my research participants cited nervios and susto resulting
from migration-related experiences such as dangerous border
crossings, loss of and separation from loved ones, violent attacks, and
deportation and detention. Many immigrants closely linked both
nervios and susto to bodily weakness and illness, including diabetes,
depression, and high blood pressure. Moreover, as a fundamental
source of imbalance recognizable before the manifestation of
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standard bio-medical symptoms, susto has been shown to be an
important precursor and predictor of disease, most notably diabetes
(Coronado et al. 2004; Poss and Jezewski 2002; Weller et al. 2002
and 2008). By exploring how immigrants understand their health to
be intimately related to the experiences of migration, I hope to
highlight the potential of their embodied knowledge as an undersourced base of knowledge about the body level impacts of structural
vulnerability in the Mexican immigrant community. When
interpreted through the embodied lens of MTM, the putative Latino
Health Paradox begins to appear less and less paradoxical.

3. Methods – Sampling, Procedure, and Analysis
This qualitative ethnographic research project was conducted in
Tucson, Arizona over the course of 14 months in 2013-2014. The
methodological tools of ethnography, including the individual
interview and participant observation, are designed to draw out the
context of daily life and health behaviors that are too sensitive to be
captured by statistical analysis and rapid appraisals alone (Hamilton
et al. 2011). I employed the tools of ethnography in this study in
order to investigate participants’ health experiences over their life-
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course. This included their subjective experiences of migration to
and settlement in the U.S. and their perceived relationship between
these emotional experiences and overall health.

3.1. Sample Population
The sample population for this research project was limited to firstgeneration adult immigrants from Mexico in order to examine the
direct impact of the process of migration on the body. The Mexican
immigrant population has historically been difficult to capture for
census or other statistical purposes, given its high level of mobility,
vulnerability, and the large number of members with legally liminal
status (Passel Pew Research Center 2013). This challenge was
further compounded by conducting my research in an unbounded
urban environment with uncontrolled edges and a high level of flux
that Passaro (1997) refers to as the “chaotic present” (in Gupta and
Ferguson 1997). In order to address these obstacles and still present
“as whole, entire, and undiminished” a portrait of Tucson’s Mexican
immigrants as possible (Short and Hughes 2009), this study relied on
a three-pronged approach to data gathering.
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3.2. Exploratory and Background Research
The first phase of research consisted of exploratory research in the
form of semi-structured background interviews (N=32) with local
immigrant activists and service providers. These interviews were
carried out in order to examine how local conditions have impacted
Tucson’s immigrants both collectively and individually. Participants
included medical personnel, traditional healers, religious leaders,
immigration lawyers, and activists supporting immigrants during the
desert crossing and in periods of incarceration. The interview guide
was designed to draw out information on demographic shifts over
the past twenty-five years; conditions of daily life for Mexican
immigrants; impact of state laws on the provision of medical
services; structural vulnerabilities in immigrant life; and group-level
health risks, exposure, and problems. These interviews helped to
establish the demographic parameters of the sample population,
orient the study problem, guide case study interview questions, and
identify appropriate venues to reach members of this vulnerable
community.

3.3. Case Studies
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During the second stage of research, I selected several sites in and
around the small, incorporated city of South Tucson for the purpose
of conducting ethnographic inquiry about Mexican immigrant life.
Ethnography does not generally rely on randomized sampling
techniques, since its purpose is to delve deeply into the nuanced
context of life rather than to present statistically–based factual
information. Moreover, such practices as phone sampling or
recruitment of interviewees in public spaces was not feasible or
advisable in my study given immigrants’ high rate of mobility and
their concerns about avoiding detection by police authorities. Thus,
this study employed the method of “venue-based application of timespace sampling,” designed to reach hidden populations (Muhib et al.
2001). According to this method, sites serving the target population
are selected and the hours of relevant operation are identified,
allowing researchers to create a population with known properties.

The sites identified for this study include two groups within Tucson’s
Protection Network Coalition, which unites immigrants and activists
in pursuit of positive social change and mutual support. The first is a
day laborers’ center offering training and political organizing for day
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laborers, and the second is a women’s group teaching tools for
empowerment and healthy living. The two remaining sites are free
“pop-up” or “safety net” medical clinics that rely on federal and
private grants and are thus eligible to serve the undocumented
community without the need to verify immigration status. Basing
myself at these four sites, I conducted life history case studies with
individual immigrants (N=40) as well as extensive participant
observation. I recruited one quarter of my participants from outside
these study sites by word-of-mouth recommendations in order to
gain as broad a base as possible.

Case studies were based on a fixed interview guide including a brief
survey section tabulating basic demographic information on family
background and health problems, as well as several pages of openended questions. Based on the life history approach, the interview
guide for the case study was designed to expand the baseline of
immigrant health research in three important ways. First, the
baseline was expanded theoretically by exploring the ways in which
traditional Mexican concepts of healing and disease etiologies
commonly link life’s emotional experiences with health outcomes.
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Participants who ascribed to these more embodied notions of health
largely made intimate connections between experience of migration
and their physical, mental, and emotional health. Interview topics
exploring these themes included definitions of health and illness,
connections between spiritual and bodily health, and experiences of
the Mexican folk diseases of nervios and susto related to the
migration process.

Second, interview questions expanded the temporal baseline of
immigrant health research by addressing health from a life-course
perspective. Case studies included questions about childhood life
conditions, such as the occurrence of economic scarcity, emotional
trauma, illness, and lack of access to health care. Exploration of these
factors enabled me to establish a binational approach to migrant
health capable of highlighting intra-group variations in patterns of
early life health exposures that may have lasting health impacts
(Spallek et al. 2011). Large-scale studies linking childhood exposure
to poor health outcomes in adults, such as the Adverse Childhood
Experience study, make clear the necessity to examine health risks
faced by migrants before arriving to the U.S. Sabo et al. (2014)
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rightly point out that such large-scale studies lack inclusion of
migration-related risk factors. However, a small body of qualitative
research has demonstrated that variations in health exposures in
Mexico, such as those determined by gender, ethnicity, socioeconomics, and rural versus urban region of origin, have important
ramifications for health behaviors including diet and pursuit of
health care once in the U.S. (Horton and Barker 2010; Gálvez 2011;
Van Hook et al. 2012).

And third, this study’s life-history approach expands the baseline of
immigrant health studies spatially by including the physical act of
migration from Mexico to the US as a potential health determinant
for immigrants. The case studies explored the initial decision to
migrate as well as the mode of crossing the border. Particular
attention was paid to the experience of undocumented border
crossings carried out by over half of this study’s sample population,
and variations were noted according to time period and region of the
crossing. Interview questions addressed any dangers faced during
the desert crossing, including exposure to the elements, scarcity of
food and water, physical exhaustion, and victimization by criminals
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and US Border Patrol agents. Case studies explored immigrants’
emotional states during the crossing as well as and the long-term
sequelae of such experiences on their overall well-being.

The remainder of the case study interview addressed the structural
challenges faced by immigrants once in Tucson, including
experiences of deportation, arrest, and detention; living with
undocumented status; separation from family and social isolation;
experiences of discrimination; extreme levels of relative socioeconomic disadvantage; barriers to healthy diet and exercise; and
lack of access to medical care. Related questions explored the
emotional responses to these stressors, which were most commonly
sadness, loneliness, fear and anxiety, stress, powerlessness, and
trauma. Case studies ranged in degree of engagement. The minimum
level of interaction consisted of a single 60-minute interview, the
average interview was somewhat longer between 1.5-3 hours, and
the most intensive level on interaction consisted of repeated
interactions and informal interviews over the course of several
months.
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3.4. Participant Observation
The final prong of the research approach was the extensive practice
of informal participant observation. Participant observation has been
shown to promote trust between the researcher and the study
population, and to afford a means for more natural and potentially
honest interaction with participants than that found during the
structured interview process (Peralti 2013). In this study, I
conducted scheduled participant observation in a volunteer capacity
at research sites, teaching a weekly English class to day laborers and
acting as a medical interpreter during physical and mental health
consultations. I found that having an assigned role as helper afforded
me greater intimacy with study participants and greatly aided in
building trust and camaraderie between us. I also conducted
unscheduled participant observation in the participant’s homes as
well as in courtrooms, political protests and organizing meetings,
and churches in order to gain intimate familiarity with the structural
and social factors dictating immigrant’s daily lives.

3.5 Data Saturation
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In this study, the sample was evenly divided into two groups
according to gender, with one-half of the women and one-quarter of
the men being recruited at clinic sites. According to Peralti (2013), a
substantial sample of in-depth case study interviews (at least 40)
makes possible considerable quantitative analysis with those
materials. The core of 40 case studies I conducted as part of this
study form the basis for the visual charts and numerical descriptive
statistics displayed in this paper.

3.6 Gender Balance
I actively sought out a gender-balanced sample population because
much of the anthropological literature on contextualizing health in
the Mexican immigrant population has focused exclusively on women
(see Gálvez 2011; Mendenhall 2012; Waldstein 2010). Particularly
because Mexican men have been described as emotionally
unexpressive and self-defined by notions of machismo, I was
interested in exploring whether their emotional responses to
migration were indeed significantly different from those of women.
While the women in my sample reported slightly higher rates of
sadness, loneliness, and depression and the men reported slightly
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higher rates of stress, overall men did not cite lower rates of
migration-related emotional suffering. Moreover, the men in my
study group were more likely to cry and reveal previously
unexpressed emotional suffering than were the women, confirming
the important role these stressors play in their lives (see also Holmes
2013; Munoz-Laboy et al. 2009; Napolitano Quayson 2005).

3.7. Analysis
Data analysis was an iterative process during the course of research,
with a spiral of analysis between cycles of data collection. Most of the
service provider interviews were conducted during the first phase of
research and were transcribed and coded using MAXQDA qualitative
data analysis software. Coding followed the norms of “focused
coding,” identifying salient themes in immigrant life including fear of
detention, poverty, family separation, and lack of access to care, and
then arranging codes into categories which help define the central
axes of research around which everything else orbits (Boeije 2010).
These themes were used to help construct the case study interview
guide used during the forty immigrant case studies. I then
transcribed, translated, and coded the case study interviews
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according to the principles of “selective coding,” highlighting the
links between categories of codes addressing the daily experiences of
migration with those of emotional responses, in order to define the
relationship between migration-related stressors and declines in
individual well-being (Boeije 2010). The process of examining these
relationships highlights cases of co-occurrence, helping to define
patterns of relationships (Harding 2013) and highlighting the ways
in which immigrants understood migration to impact their overall
health.

4. Outline of Thesis Chapters
This research is premised on the medical and public health study of
biological health inequities and remains interdisciplinary in its
theoretical underpinnings, qualitative and life course methodology,
as well as its analysis. Therefore, I chose to present my doctoral
research in the form of three scholarly articles in order to best reach
diverse audiences and make this highly relevant research more
readily available to applied medical, legal, and policy practitioners.
In this manner, I have been able to pull coherent themes from the
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larger story of the impact of emotional suffering on immigrant health
in order to most effectively reach a wide audience of readers.

Article One, entitled “Healing on the Edge: The Construction of
Medicine on the Jesuit Frontier of Northern New Spain” (Journal of
the Southwest 56.2 (2014): 293-318) outlines the ethno-historical
background of traditional medicinal usage and concepts of health
and healing in northern Mexico, the primary sending region to
southern Arizona. Based on three years of archival research at the
Arizona State Museum, this article explores powerful colonial
legacies that continue to shape Mexicans’ reliance on self-care and
herbal medicine, as well as the embodied ways in which they believe
traumatic life experiences compromise their integrated physical,
mental, and spiritual health. By extending the temporal baseline of
immigrant health to better understand immigrants’ prior health
experiences and expectations of healing, this article adds valuable
historical context to dominant models of immigrant health study.

Article Two, entitled "Emotional Testimonies: An Ethnographic
Study of Emotional Suffering Related to Migration from Mexico to
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Arizona" (Frontiers in Public Health 3 (2015): 177) addresses a
public health audience in the exploration of the incidence and
experience of emotional suffering during migration. This article
builds on my extensive ethnographic interviews with local health,
legal, and social service providers in Tucson, Arizona (N=32) and indepth case studies with first-generation Mexican immigrants (N=40)
to identify the primary “structural vulnerabilities” (Quesada et al.
2011) that Mexican immigrants in Tucson face in their efforts to live
healthy and productive lives. The immigrants I interviewed identified
the most important causes of their emotional suffering to be: premigration factors (childhood trauma and extreme poverty);
dangerous border crossings; family separation; detention and
deportation; undocumented status; and extreme poverty. Study
participants commonly lament the loneliness and sadness that stems
from separation from family and dislocation from community during
detention and deportation. These feelings are exacerbated by stress
related to extreme levels of poverty and underemployment in the US.
Those who made a desert trek to reach Arizona and who lack legal
residency status describe traumatic memories and an ever-present
fear of border authorities generate toxic levels of stress. My results
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indicate that a majority of immigrants share multiple and
overlapping emotional experiences of sadness, fear, loneliness,
stress, and trauma related to these circumstances of migration. This
article identifies emotional suffering as dominant facet of immigrant
life and an important health risk.

Article Three, entitled “Bodily Imprints of Suffering: How Mexican
Immigrants Link their Emotions to Sickness,” addresses an
anthropological audience and moves more deeply into the
connection between emotional suffering and health declines. Here I
employ immigrants’ own words to draw a link between group level
epidemiological data on health declines in the immigrant community
and established research in biological anthropology and
neurobiology that identifies individual emotional hardship as a
biological pathway to disease. Many Mexican immigrants are quick to
acknowledge that “emotional pain makes us sick,” a fact
corroborated by the literature on emotional triggers of the stress
response system (Caccioppo and Patrick 2008; Cole 2010; Sternberg
2001; Van der Kolk 2014). When asked about health definitions and
disease etiology, this study’s immigrant participants widely cited
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emotional balance, spiritual groundedness, and overall well-being as
necessary factors for strong physical and psychological health. These
findings regarding an integrated and holistic approach to health are
indicative of the lasting legacies of indigenous and colonial medicinal
traditions explored in Article One of this work. The immigrants
interviewed for this study commented widely on the physical and
psychological impacts of their emotional suffering. Indeed emotion
was often cited as the trigger for the onset or worsening of
conditions ranging from anxiety and depression to diabetes and high
blood pressure. This article, which will be published by the UA Press
as part of an edited volume of border scholarship sponsored by the
Amerind Foundation, lays the groundwork for my argument that
emotional suffering may indeed play an important role in the
disturbing health declines so widely documented in this community.

In my Conclusion, I argue that emotional stress and pain be
considered an under-studied and integral piece in the puzzle of
immigrant health declines. Taken together, I hope that this collection
of papers and scholarship encourages academics and practitioners
working with immigrant communities across the globe to take a
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more holistic approach that considers the potential health impacts of
daily emotional suffering in immigrant life.
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Conclusions
Making Space for Emotion in the Conversation
About Immigrant Health Declines
I. Why Emotion?
I have always been fascinated by the process of migration and
the ways in which it changes people who move from place to
place. Having lived in California and now Arizona for most of
my adult life, I have crossed the US-Mexico border countless
times, living, working, and traveling on both sides. In my years
working as a teacher, violence prevention organizer, and
medical and legal interpreter in Mexican immigrant
communities, I was struck by how hard immigrant life seemed
to be, so full of loss and sadness, so plagued by social
fragmentation, violence, and family disintegration. After being
assigned readings about the Latino Health Paradox during a
graduate course in biological anthropology, I was confronted
for the first time with the hard quantitative results of all that
suffering. I learned that Mexican immigrants arrive to the US
surprisingly healthy given their low socio-economic status,
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but that their health declines dramatically in the areas of birth
outcomes, obesity and related comorbidities, diabetes and
other non-infectious and chronic conditions. The most
commonly posited explanation for these health declines is the
theory of acculturation, which argues that the longer one
spends in the US and the more English they speak, the more
they lose protective health behaviors, resulting in poor
nutritional intake and increases in smoking and alcohol
consumption. Yet it seemed clear to me that these health
declines were about something much deeper than health
behaviors. I decided to dedicate my dissertation work to
exploring the intimate emotional experiences of Mexican
immigrants living in Tucson, Arizona and to see what I could
learn about how emotional stress might interplay with the
putative Latino Health Paradox.

What was most salient to me about using emotion as a unit of
analysis in my doctoral research was its capacity to
circumnavigate the political stalemate over immigration
policy. I wanted to contribute knowledge capable of
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transcending the polarized state of immigration debates by
remaining rooted in the experience of the body. Emotion is
the most raw, most basic descriptive medium we can use. The
literature on immigrant health declines is increasingly
acknowledging the damaging impact of structural inequalities
for immigrants, identifying the potential role of hardship
related to resulting experiences such as racial discrimination
and family separation. Yet, there has been only a very small
body of work exploring the emotions that these experiences
engender. I wanted to strip the issues down even further,
beyond the identification of societal inequities, so that I could
get at the question: how does it feel in the body to be a
Mexican immigrant in Tucson?
Part of the attraction of rooting my study in emotion is
that emotion now has science behind it. Scientific
investigation has factually proven that emotional stress of
many kinds – including fear, loneliness, and sadness – literally
makes us sick. Moreover, from my years working and living in
Mexican-origin communities, I believed that immigrant’s
grounding in ancient holistic medicinal theories would make
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them uniquely prepared to narrate the emotional journey of
migration. I hoped that their illness narratives could connect
the dots between known health declines, structural
vulnerabilities in immigrant life, and how emotional stress
impacts the body.

II. Contributions to the Literature
In the Introduction to my thesis where I lay out a justification
of my research design and methodology, I argue for the
relevance of a historical approach to the study of immigrant
health. I work to expand the use of history in two important
directions in hopes of working to undo the tendency of
immigrant health studies to measure health as if suspended in
place and time. First, I use the historical context of migration
from Mexico to Tucson to situate the place and people in my
study. The fact that Tucson was originally part of Mexico and
has been home to Mexican peoples since its’ founding affects
immigrant’s emotional experiences of living here. On the one
hand, many Mexicans feel at home in Tucson due to the
dominant presence of Mexican culture. On the other, I argue
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that the recent rash of anti-immigrant legislation was
experienced even more painfully here given the deep roots of
Mexican life in Tucson and the intensity of immigration
enforcement in border regions.

And second, in Article 1, I explore the syncretic historical
underpinnings of herbal medicine in northern Mexico, the
traditional sending ground for immigrants to Tucson. This
ethnohistorical analysis of primary historical documents
furthered an original argument for why traditional medicine
remains in such strong practice in northern Mexico, primarily
reflecting the region’s social and geographic isolation from
Mexico’s colonial core. The enduring historical legacy of
traditional practice and beliefs, based on an integrated mindbody-spirit theory, in turn impacts the embodied ways in
which immigrants understand their emotional experiences of
migration, as elaborated upon in Article 3. These two lines of
historical contextualization expand spatio-temporally the
discussion of immigrant health declines.
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The latter half of this thesis explores in depth the experience
and incidence of emotional stress among Mexican immigrants
in Tucson and the impact such stress carries on their mental
and physical health. In Article 2, I present a holistic portrayal
of immigrant emotional life. First I name the primary
stressors the immigrants in my study identify: pre-migration
factors; dangerous border crossings; family separation;
detention and deportation; undocumented status; and
extreme poverty. What is unique about this research is that it
does not try to isolate single factors of hardship, as is
commonly done in the literature, but rather highlights the
cumulative toll of migration. In addition, I employ an
individual life history approach in my immigrant interviews,
arguing for an expansion of the baseline of immigrant health
beyond the moment of their arrival to the US. This enabled me
to incorporate both pre-migration factors such as excessive
poverty and abuse as well as the experience of the
undocumented desert crossing itself. This article then works
to move beyond the identification of these stressors in order
to connect such structural vulnerabilities with their individual
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emotional ramifications. Specifically, the immigrants in my
study most commonly cited experiencing the emotional
sensations of fear, sadness, stress, trauma, and loneliness in
response to the above named migration-related stressors.

And lastly, Article 3 traces the intimate experience of this
emotional suffering and relates how immigrants believe it
weakens and sickens their physical bodies. Here, I employ the
highly under-utilized framework of Mexican traditional
medicine to demonstrate that Mexicans largely rely on an
embodied view of health that makes them acutely aware of
how their life suffering impacts their bodies. The ethnography
I present in this article offers a distinctive and in-depth
window into how Mexicans literally feel the stress of
migration travel through their bodies and interact with
generalized declines in well-being and the onset of specific
diseases. This article also contributes to expanding the
visibility and application of neuro-scientific literature on the
emotional pathways to disease, a body of literature that has
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the potential to clarify and factually prove the ways in which
emotional stress impacts the body.
I conclude my dissertation analysis by using two
scientific bio-markers – epigenetics and allostatic load – to
hypothesize that the Mexican immigrant community
collectively suffers from historical trauma related to the harsh
conditions of migration. I argue that this trauma affects both
the life course of health for individual immigrants as well
potential future generations of children.

III. Areas for Future Research
The primary theme that emerged during the course of my
research that I did not fully address in these three articles is
the potential for mitigating factors to help ease the health
declines discussed in this thesis. This issue figured
prominently in my discussions with immigrants in Tucson
and it is an important topic given its potential benefit to
community health. Yet because the primary directive of this
dissertation was to identify the role of negative emotions in
immigrant health declines, I did not have ample space to
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explore the other side of the coin---the positive ways
traditional healing practices in some small measure buffer the
physical and psychological indignities of immigrant lives.

Several factors were raised by immigrants and service
providers as possibly alleviating the detrimental impact of
immigration related stress. The most commonly mentioned
attenuating factor was the role of positive emotions,
specifically hope and faith. Though most immigrants in this
study cited multiple and intense negative emotional
experiences related to migration, the majority also stated that
they remained hopeful about their lives. They commonly
mentioned faith in God as providing a base of hope and faith
in their lives, and most immigrants mentioned connecting
with their spirituality and religion in some way, such as
attending church, reading the bible, or praying at home altars.
Many people mentioned how important it is to not lose hope
amidst difficult times.
Another important factor in maintaining a healthy
balanced approach to life was social support. While many
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spoke of the frustrations and sadness of not being able to
return home for family visits, they noted that integrating
themselves into activist and other social networks served an
important role in managing stress. Likewise, exercise, and
specifically exercising outside in natural spaces, was
commonly cited as an effective stress reliever and something
that afforded a sense of peace and purpose. This connection to
the natural world extended to activities such as cooking with
whole foods and using herbal remedies, which helped ground
immigrants in what they knew to be good for their bodies. I
was particularly struck by the knowledge and practice of
natural medicine among the male day laborers in my study, a
finding that contradicts many assumptions made in the
literature regarding Mexican women as the keepers of this
traditional knowledge.

While the science on the role of positive emotions in
contributing to healing is much less developed than the
science on the harm wrought by stress, a small body of
literature does make clear that hope and faith contribute to
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both mental and physical healing. I discuss some of these
factors briefly at the end of Article 2, but a more in depth
discussion of immigrant’s own suggestions for how to
mitigate health declines is warranted. The information
provided by the immigrants in my study on how to build and
expand upon positive emotional experiences has the potential
to play an important role in healing at the individual and
community level. It is important to keep in mind, however,
that such mitigating factors will not prevent or undo the
widespread health declines observed in this community.
Moreover, it would be unethical to forward the notion that
building personal stamina and resiliency is the solution for
addressing the structural factors at work in migration related
health declines. Without changing the structural inequalities
and trauma so pervasive in immigrant life, any individual
healing practices will merely serve as a bandaid in the
continued tide of massive community level health declines.

IV. Final Thoughts
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In this dissertation, I have attempted to portray immigrant
experiences of daily hardship and to use their own illness
narratives to help two large and important bodies of scientific
knowledge speak more directly to each other. Group level
epidemiological research on the Latino Health Paradox makes
evident that immigrant health declines occur across a wide
spectrum of health indices the longer Mexicans remain in the
US. Meanwhile, the burgeoning field of neuro-science on the
emotional pathways to disease narrates the ways in which
individual humans embody their emotional lived experiences
by documenting the physical marks that stress leaves on the
body. These impacts include the disruption of systemic
homeostatis in the body, potentially affecting the life course of
individual health and maybe even impacting future
generations of offspring. Given what we know from this
dissertation and other sources about the toxic levels of stress
in the immigrant community, it appears evident that the
science of emotional pathways to disease should be
incorporated into our understanding of immigrant health
declines.
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To date, however, very little work has been done using
biomarker data such as cortisol measurements, allostatic load
scoring, or analyses of epigenetic changes to the body among
immigrant populations. As such, despite the potential
clarification that biomarker data could lend to the discussion
of the putative Latino Health Paradox, these two bodies of
scientific data are not currently in dialogue with each other.
This dissertation has worked to fill in that gap in knowledge
and communication by using ethnography to identify the
primary emotional stressors amongst Mexican immigrants in
Tucson, explore their emotional responses to these stressors,
and elaborate on the connections that immigrants make
between such stress and their physical and mental health. I
have argued that Mexican’s embodied health definitions
afford them a keen understanding of how their daily lives
affect their health, making their illness narratives an
especially salient though under-utilized source of data on this
topic.
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In the second and third articles of this dissertation, I
incorporated data on the science of emotion as another source
of evidence on the relevance of emotion in these health
declines. The scant scientific biomarker work that has been
conducted in immigrant communities has shown that stress
appears to be a major causal factor for disease in this
population. I believe that expanding the use of scientific
biomarkers to study health changes in this vulnerable
population could prove decisively that emotional stress is a
major contributor to health declines amongst Mexican
immigrants.

I have shown that these health problems wreck havoc on
individual, family, and community life. Moreover, these health
declines also generate substantial financial burden on local
hospitals and tax payers when immigrants with limited access
to health care wind up extremely sick and utilizing emergency
health services. While I believe it is important to identify
possible mitigating factors in these health declines (such as
those I propose above for future research), until we can fully
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comprehend the body-level implications of our immigration
policy, any work we do to improve community health for
immigrants will be only a piecemeal effort to pick up the
broken pieces of a system gone terribly awry. The true
remedy for the declining health of immigrants is to make real
changes to the structural inequalities that cause such grave
emotional distress in the immigrant community. These
changes must include addressing the hostile border policies
and enforcement strategies that produce such widespread
individual suffering, in addition to working to eradicate
exploitative and discriminatory labor practices that engender
persistent poverty amongst Mexicans in the US.
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Healing on the Edge: The Construction of
Medicine on the Jesuit Frontier of Northern
New Spain
Rebecca Crocker

Like a servant of God who bends his back over virgin soil, they
recorded the charge of misery in the presence of our Lord God:
the introduction of Christianity occurs; blood-vomit, pestilence,
drought, a year of locusts, smallpox are the charge of misery, also
the importunity of the devil.
The Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel
Healing, sickness, and disease formed the backdrop of Spanish
colonization of the Americas, a process that unleashed such rapid
decimation of Native populations that it is recognized as one of the
greatest demographic collapses in the history of humankind (Cook and
Lovell 1991). Illness and death were so pervasive in the daily experiences
of regional peoples following initial Spanish contact in 1492 that Reff
(1991) has noted the entire process of colonization should be understood
to have taken place in a “disease environment.” As such, scholars have
extensively examined the demographic demise and the important role
played by such extreme loss of life in Spain’s rapid political and military
victories throughout the region. As with most historical treatises, however,
the story generally relayed is that of the core regions—in this case, the
colonial capitals of Mexico City, Puebla, Santiago de Guatemala, and
Lima—populated by highly organized and hierarchical societies with
developed medical and apothecary systems, while a dearth of knowledge
exists regarding the experience of health on the remote colonial outposts.
This is certainly the case for the colonial province of Sonora, an isolated
R e b e c c a C r o c k e r is a doctoral candidate in the School of Anthropology at the
University of Arizona.
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and sparsely populated region along the northwestern Spanish American
frontier. This article examines historical, ethnographic, and archival
records to portray how medicine and healing were constructed in this
frontier region during the Jesuit period (1617–1767), and the influence
of Jesuit philosophy and practice on local medicinal practice. Chambers
and Gillespie (2000:228) argue that a geographic region can constitute
a “scientific locality” when there exists “a local frame of reference in
which we may usefully examine the role of knowledge construction and
inculcation.” I maintain that colonial Sonora during the Jesuit period
constitutes its own scientific, and specifically medical, locality due to
three primary factors: (1) the influence and healing perspective of the
erudite and scientifically minded Jesuit missionaries, (2) the area’s
geographical isolation, and (3) the biopharmaceutical composition of
the arid northwest. The available historical record reveals that these three
factors interacted to necessitate and encourage the continued use of
regional healing substances and practices in concert with imported
modalities. Due to the dearth of medical informants from the era, much
of the information in this article comes from the broader region of Sonora
rather than O’odham territories specifically. Nonetheless, the regional
experience of fusing medical techniques and theories is applicable to the
O’odham, and the second section of this article will employ a modern
ethnographic resource (Bahr et al. 1974) to focus the discussion more
specifically on what we can glean about the O’odham historical experience.
If we take as true Porter’s (1985:192) statement that “health is the
backbone of social history,” the hypothesis forwarded here is not just
important in the realm of healing, but also in the field of regional
processes of cultural change and continuity.

T h e I n t e r a c t i o n o f C u lt u r e C o n ta c t ,
Geography, and Biology
The isolation and apparent desolation of Sonora spelled cultural
isolation from the colonial core for a long period following initial
exploration of the region by Spanish military parties during the 1540s
and 1560s. When European penetration of the area was reinitiated, it
took place largely under the auspices of Spain’s newest religious order,
the Society of Jesus. Whereas the church and state served as “dual columns
of royal authority” on the frontier (Radding 1997:11), the institution
of the Jesuit mission was the primary foreign influence on local cultural
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order (see also Sheridan 1992; Valdés Aguilar 2009). The Jesuits
distinguished themselves from their fellow religious brethren by refusing
tithes, declining to wear the habit, applying themselves to learning the
languages of their converts, and educating themselves in the sciences.
Many Jesuits on the northern frontier became prolific chroniclers of
American natural history, including Manuel Aguirre, Juan de Esteyneffer,
Juan Nentvig, Joseph Och, Ignaz Pfefferkorn, Andrés Pérez de Ribas,
Hernando de Santarén, Luis Xavier Velarde, and Miguel Venegas, several
of whom ministered to or traveled through O’odham territory.1 In
response to widespread interest in botanical cures, the Jesuits developed
what Anagnostou (2007) refers to as a “worldwide drug transfer,” in
which missionaries from China, India, Japan, the Philippines, and Spanish
America interchanged knowledge and materia medica. They took
inspiration particularly in natural history, not only for its practical
applications to knowledge expansion and healing, but because, on a
higher scale, they believed that God’s love was embodied in nature’s
bounty (Acosta 1962). Anagnostou (2007:294) maintains that,
“according to Jesuit philosophy and spirituality, nature reflected God’s
omnipotence and divine providence. To describe and explore nature was,
therefore, one way of worshipping God.” According to Harris (2005),
this predilection to see God in nature opened the minds of Jesuits
throughout the world to more readily incorporate and accept the healing
traditions they encountered. What is more, as the most educated of the
European religious orders, many Jesuits took seriously the mandate to
learn indigenous languages as a means to decipher how the order in
language reflects the order in customs and culture, a process that then
forced them to “contemplate alternative truths” (Reff 1999:36).
Jesuit interest in healing knowledge was compounded by a firmly held
belief that “the bodies of their spiritual charges should be aided along
with their souls” (Kay 1996:25). The Jesuits held an “activist” approach
to missionization, in which the role of healing or witnessing illness was
deemed more important than a night spent in isolated prayer (Reff 1999).
Jesuit preoccupation with illness and remedy was evidenced in the essays
on missionary life they left behind, which addressed sickness, doctoring,
and specifically their own roles as physicians. Ignaz Pfefferkorn
(1949:178), for example, in his Sonora: A Description of the Province,
wrote of his missionary years that “the vigilant care of the sick was one
of the most important concerns of the missionary.” Missionary chroniclers
report having traveled long distances in harsh and uncertain conditions
to attend to the sick and baptize the terminally ill lest they be left to take
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their last breath as “sinners.” The report of Captain Juan Mateo Manje
(1701), who accompanied Father Eusebio Francisco Kino on many
missions of discovery through O’odham territory, noted such activities,
stating that “the father rector was confessing the sick and catechizing
others in order to baptize them, for they are currently [suffering] from
the epidemic commonly called pitiflor. A sick man died the following
night without baptism, [causing] the father great sorrow because he had
not counseled him.”
However, the aforementioned factors that contributed to Jesuit interest
in and openness to local healing modalities must be understood within
the framework of the essential colonial order imparted by the mission
system, which was deeply rooted in a belief in the superiority of European
culture and peoples. Indeed, the reverence with which Jesuit missionaries
on the Spanish American frontier describe the botanical bounty of the
region contrasts starkly to the often condescending and dismissive tone
with which they address the culture and habits of their Native converts.2
“Their nature is based upon four traits, each more despicable than the
one that follows: ignorance, ingratitude, inconstancy, and laziness,”
wrote Nentvig (1980:55) in his Rudo Ensayo: A Description of Sonora
and Arizona in 1764. Moreover, while the Galenic medical theories
imported by the Jesuits from Europe offered precedent for the use of
new botanical remedies in the colonies, they held firmly that their
Christian God alone ruled the supernatural realm. Harris (2005:75)
notes that this distinction was crucial, explaining, “Especially in the hands
of Jesuit missionaries, medical botany was as much a matter of defining
and stabilizing ‘the natural’ and monopolizing ‘the supernatural’ as it
was of fending off illness.” This division between salubrious botanicals
and supernatural evildoing—a distinction common in missionary writings
from throughout Mexico (Fields 2008:44–45)—was evident in the
conflicted nature with which the Jesuits viewed curanderos and medicine
men, and in their quick denunciations of Native religion. Fear of the
devil and evil forces was very much alive in sixteenth-century Europe
(Reff and Kelly 2009), rendering the supernatural element so intertwined
with Native concepts of healing a direct threat to Catholicism.
But while the Jesuits may have had the intention of stamping out
indigenous spiritual traditions and imposing their own religious theories
of healing, the reality of Sonora’s geographic isolation and harsh landscape
often frustrated such efforts. It was not by chance that the province of
Sonora came to form the northern edge of the colonial empire. The
region served as a formidable natural barrier of vast open and arid land
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of dramatic temperature extremes, divided by the rugged Sierra Madre.
Crossing this region proved perilous to the newcomers, and its topography
provided ample escapes for the Native populations, many of whom
successfully avoided incorporation into colonial society and even waged
rebellions against the intruders long after Tenochtitlán, the capital of
the Aztec empire, fell in 1521 to Spanish forces. Radding (1997:5) notes
that in this region Spanish settlement stabilized only in the mid-eighteenth
century (just as the Jesuits were being expelled from the colonies) and
as such “indigenous peoples moved in and out of the colonial domain.”
Sheridan (1992:168) maintains that such was the isolation, rebellion,
and challenge to European settlement in the region that “much of the
Greater Southwest remained contested ground—the frontier of a
periphery, not a periphery itself—throughout the entire colonial period
and beyond.”
Sonora’s standing as a frontier meant it was virtually forsaken in terms
of European medical supplies and treatment. In medicine, as in many
other aspects of culture contact, this isolation forced greater
interdependence between the foreigner and the native, and increased
reliance on local resources. Few, if any, European-trained medical doctors
made their way north, other than the occasional Jesuit father with
scientific background or the rare surgeon accompanying military
expeditions into the northern hinterlands (Lanning and TePaske 1985).
The shortage of European medical personnel meant not only a lack of
practitioners, but also a lack of exposure to modern medical theories and
practices emanating from Europe and its other colonies. Moreover, the
European and Asian herbs employed in classical cures abroad were
extremely difficult to come by, expensive, and of lower potency due to
long travel times. When the Jesuit missionaries from Sonora sent their
annual memorias—lists of needs for missionary upkeep and functioning—
to Mexico City, orders could take months to arrive and often would not
arrive at all or only in small quantities. As such, Jesuits who considered
themselves lay doctors in the region, including Pfefferkorn, Nentvig,
and Esteyneffer, all quoted local herbal substitutes for imported remedies.
Even in cases where the Jesuits did not approve of local traditions,
such as those of Native shamans whom they believed were really just
“wicked imposters” (Pfefferkorn 1949:221), suppressing these practices
was difficult on the remote and isolated frontier. The administrative
means through which medical personnel and religious leaders sought to
eradicate supernatural practices in the Nahua heartland of the colony—
the courts of the Inquisition and the laws of the Royal Protomedicato
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(Lanning and TePaske 1985)—were for all intents and purposes
nonexistent in Sonora, leaving the Jesuits with few formal venues for
enforcement. In the urban colonial centers, regulations under the
umbrella of the Royal Protomedicato were established, albeit loosely, as
early as 1527, regulating the practices of apothecaries, surgeons, medical
doctors, bone setters, bloodletters, and herbalists, and dictating that only
people of pure Spanish blood were to serve as doctors in the colonies
(Valdés Aguilar 2009). However, by the turn of the eighteenth century
it remained uncertain whether the doctrine held jurisdiction over the
entire territory or merely the urban centers and their surrounding five
leagues, and its reach into the far northern territories was intermittent
at best. The lack of colonial regulatory bodies and European trained
doctors and medical supplies, in concert with the high level of mobility
among Native communities, likely afforded the O’odham and other
Native groups more leeway in the continuance of their traditional
practices. While European doctors and medical supplies had formed part
of Spanish colonization from its inception, on the frontier the Jesuits
were forced to put whatever scientific knowledge they had into practice,
and to look to the people and the earth around them for cures.
Jesuit correspondence with the Crown was laden with Eden-like
descriptions of these surroundings, as part of a conscious effort to justify
continued financial investment in the missionization of these remote
regions, often envisioned by the Spanish Crown as dry wastelands
inhabited by bellicose nations (Reff 1999). While such descriptions served
a practical purpose, as scientifically educated natural historians the Jesuits
were not wrong in their assessment of the region’s wealth. Indeed, the
isolated territory in which they worked to establish Catholic society was
rich in terms of medicinal plants, roots, minerals, and animal products.
Because the plants of the Sonoran Desert evolved to withstand great
extremes of temperature and aridity, they contain particularly high
quotients of the phytochemicals that make plants both medicinally active
and potentially toxic (Kay 1996). Whereas the more tropical regions of
Mexico report higher numbers of known medicinals (Lozoya et al. 1988),
arid-adapted plants have a uniquely high rate of toxicity, alkaloids, and
tannins (Tewari 1979). According to Kay (1996), the fact that plants
imported from the Mediterranean were less phytochemically rich but
therefore safer to use may partially explain why these imported plants
became so widely accepted by lay practitioners throughout Mexico.
Nentvig, Pfefferkorn, Esteyneffer, and Velarde were among the Jesuits
who described the northwest fringes of the Spanish empire as a veritable
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panacea of curing medicinals. Nentvig (1980:43–44) proclaimed, “the
providence of nature or should I say the Divine Providence? has endowed
Sonora, devoid of physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries with excellent
medicinal herbs, shrubs, gums, fruits, mineral and animal products of
such quality that there is no collection like it in Europe.” Certain plants
were so efficacious that they were described as virtual miracle drugs.
Nentvig extolled the virtues of the jojoba nut for healing arrow wounds,
including a personal story in which the nut had cured him of an intense
bout of indigestion. Velarde (1716) recorded the valuable cures he
learned from various missionized communities—for example, he
recounted that the Sobaipuris told of jojoba (coveted from Mexico to
Spain), and the Julimes taught that the jicamilla root is an antidote to
poison arrows and venomous bites. These Jesuits touted not only the
potency, but also the great variety of plants that could be used effectively
to combat every nature of venomous stings and bites, lesions, fractures,
fevers, and a host of intestinal ailments. Nentvig (1980:53) stated: “To
attempt to name and describe all the medicinal plants that Sonora so
lavishly produces would be an enormous task. If ten people were afflicted
with the same ailment, each could use a different medication to effect a
cure.” There was jua gum to heal the lockjaw induced from red ant
stings, seep willow to reduce muscle tension and inflammation, hierba
manza to relieve toothache, and passion flower to address fevers and
imported European contagions. To these lists there were added many
nonbotanical cures, such as the medicinal incense emitted by the cocoon
of a worm known to the Ópatas, which when inhaled had been known
to cure malaria, and the intestinal stones3 wrought from local deer, said
by Velarde (1716) to be so coveted throughout Mexico and even Spain
that the supply was already dwindling and prices increasing by the early
1700s. These accounts suggest that the efficacy of local herbs contributed
to the Jesuits’ use of Native resources of Sonora.

Realities of Illness and Healing on
S pa n i s h A m e r i c a n F r o n t i e r

the

Although the framework elaborated in the preceding section helps to
establish the parameters within which medicinal traditions on the frontier
developed during the period of initial Spanish contact, scarce documentary
sources paint only limited sketches of the daily reality of health and
healing in the early colonial period. Moreover, because the few colonial
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medical reporters were all Europeans, the little information available on
O’odham and other Native healing traditions and theories of disease is
heavily filtered through the lenses of Catholicism and ethnocentrism.
Sheridan (1988) has cautioned against relying blindly on this biased
documentary record, as doing so is a tacit acceptance of the contemporaneous
interpretations of the reporters themselves. Biases on the part of the Jesuit
recorders color and distort their interpretations of all elements of Native
culture, including theories of healing and sickness, making it crucial to
carefully scrutinize colonial interpretations which are necessarily “crippled
by the ethnocentric assumptions of the Spaniards and Mexicans themselves”
(Sheridan 1988:181). Relying exclusively on the documentary record can
lead to what he calls “documentary reductionism” (Sheridan 1988:177),
which assumes that because the European reporters of the time did not
mention a certain cultural tradition or pattern, no such tradition existed.
Indeed, even the most careful reading of the Jesuit documentary record
would not elucidate any highly developed theory of illness and healing
on the part of the natives. By contrast, most of the Jesuit reports criticize
a perceived lack of healing knowledge amongst the natives and what was
widely misinterpreted as a lack of investment in their own lives and those
of their loved ones (Pfefferkorn 1949).
A potentially powerful means of filling in some of these informational
gaps is modern ethnographic research, which can be “upstreamed”4 and
applied to historical times. This line of evidence is available only relatively
recently in the area of O’odham medicine, thanks to the collaborative
work of Bahr et al. (1974) in Piman Shamanism and Staying Sickness,
which elaborates the theories of illness, diagnosis, and healing of a
contemporary O’odham shaman. Their work clearly indicates an elaborate
and sophisticated O’odham cultural domain in the area of disease that
is unlikely to be a recent development or a dramatically distinct postcolonial evolution. Kozak and Lopez (1999:3), in referencing the space
considered to be indigenously O’odham and how deeply connected that
space is to the sacred, state: “The staying earth is more than physical
geography, plant life or precipitation patterns. Sacred mountains, hills,
springs, and shrines loom large in the O’odham imagination . . . . The
staying earth is both sacred and profane and delineates the perceptual
and physical boundaries of their universe.” This highlights the extent to
which notions of sacred space are built into O’odham culture and also
suggests longevity of such beliefs and traditions. Yet this very delineation
between “staying sickness” and “wandering sickness” at the center of
Bahr et al.’s (1974) work could well have been a post-colonial theoretical
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divide in response to the European-introduced contagions. This point
highlights the clear limitations of upstreaming ethnohistory to reinterpret
the past; most importantly, the risk of assuming “a ‘uniformity’ and
‘static quality’ to change” (Sheridan 1988:180) that can muddy the
effort to decipher historical processes. It is not possible to apply Bahr et
al.’s work directly and without scrutiny to the healing traditions
encountered on the northern frontier of Spanish America in the early
colonial period, as the interceding centuries have surely introduced new
elements and created hybrid traditions. Nonetheless, their work, which
notes widespread constancy and agreement amongst modern-day
shamans, clearly establishes that the O’odham had complex theories of
disease, diagnosis, and healing that pre-date missionization. The discussion
that follows attempts to interpret and fuse information from texts in the
traditions of narrative history and modern ethnography, while taking
into account what Spicer (1962, as quoted in Sheridan 1988:171) aptly
noted, that “the expansion of Spain in the New World . . . is a series of
events the record of which will remain forever incomplete.”
The status of health pre-conquest in the region has been a topic of
considerable debate, with an initial assumption of “a relatively disease-free
paradise” (Dobyns 1976:1) being slowly replaced by a more nuanced
examination of mortality from disease, warfare, and injury (Alchon 2003).
Valdés Aguilar (2009) notes the presence of locally borne illnesses such
as dysentery, syphilis, and pneumonia, and Quebbeman (1966) states
that stomach disorders, arthritis, neuralgia, pleurisy, and pneumonia
colored the region prior to conquest, as did every variety of bodily injury
and infection as well as poisonous bites and stings. Despite the clear
presence of such daily afflictions, most missionaries observed that the
Indians suffered relatively fewer maladies than Europeans. Pfefferkorn
(1949) remarked that the Indians had clean blood and healthy humors
and were unaffected by common European scourges such as dropsy, gout,
sciatica, and apoplexy. He attributed this healthy constitution to their
having been toughened through exposure as children, as well as to their
untainted natural diet, the latter of which, according to Cajete (2000),
played a crucial role in pre-conquest health maintenance. Valdés Aguilar
(2009) maintains that the average lifespan of Sonora’s early inhabitants
exceeded that of Europe at the time (40 years as compared with 25),
given the high levels of vitamins, minerals, proteins, and calories afforded
by a varied diet of fish and game, gathered wild foods such as mesquite
and agave, and the propagation of corn, beans, squash, and chiles.
Though isolated from the colonial core, during the post-contact era
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the far northern frontier was no stranger to European-introduced
epidemics. Together the missions, pueblos, and presidios on the
northwestern fringes of the empire proved to be effective loci for inviting
and spreading germs from afar. Reports by Jesuits in O’odham and
surrounding territories make evident that outbreaks and contagions
abounded and life for the colonizer and colonized alike was colored by
death, disease, and risk. It is the greater challenge to piece together the
intricate combination of healing modalities and theories that were
employed to face these health challenges. European missionaries brought
a medicinal knowledge that was blended even before their arrival to the
Americas, both because the Jesuits drew their ranks from diverse European
nations (such as Spain, Italy, Germany, and France) and also because the
medical practices of these missionaries had previously been influenced
by Arab, Chinese, and Ayurvedic traditions gleaned during prior
missionary experience. Relying on imported Galenic and Hippocratic
theories of medical diagnosis and healing, the Jesuits on the frontier
struggled with a lack of European-trained personnel and familiar healing
materials, increasingly fusing Catholic prayer with European theory and
local medicinals (Kay 1977).
In the face of devastating epidemics, Sonora’s Native inhabitants
willingly received this new medicine yet did not abandon their own
traditions. Rather, through movement, evasion, and/or necessity, Native
peoples continued to rely upon traditional healing foods and medicines
and to venerate the shamans so feared by the Jesuits. Although the
historical record does not often decipher how distinct ethnic communities
in the region shaped their medicinal practices, nor does it reflect a linear
and progressive continuum of cultural change throughout the course of
colonial history, modern ethnographic resources (Felger and Moser
1985; Yetman 2002) make evident that those communities remaining
on the fringe of the colonial domain due to geographic constraints,
revolt, or resistance (such as the Seris, Yaquis, Tarahumaras, and Warijios)
retained more culturally traditional healing practices (Kay 1996). Bahr
et al.’s (1974) exploration of modern O’odham traditions makes clear,
however, that even amongst heavily missionized societies like the Pimas
Altos, elaborate Native medicinal traditions and practices survived the
process of colonization and far beyond.
Reff (1999) has hypothesized that the inability of Native health
techniques to successfully address European diseases induced some degree
of disillusionment with Native shamans and healers. Death by epidemic,
according to Reff (1999:42), “undermined the structure and functioning
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of native societies, including the authority of native shamans and other
elites, who could neither explain nor prevent the unprecedented suffering
coincident with epidemics.” Although European medicine also failed to
fend off sickness and prevent death from epidemic, Europeans benefitted
from prior exposure to epidemics, which gave them higher levels of
immunity to new outbreaks. The resulting disparity in death toll between
the locals and foreigners likely encouraged the Indians to look upon
European religion as possessing a great power to protect its believers.
Because O’odham were so disproportionately affected in comparison to
Spaniards, they may have considered the imported epidemics as “staying
sicknesses,”5 which, according to Bahr et al. (1974: 21), carry implications
of individual moral transgression, “an impropriety against rules which
were set down for Pimans at the time of creation.” Such an etiological
interpretation may have led the missionized O’odham to believe that
their balance of life had been drastically upset, thereby inducing disease.
Either way, the unraveling of Native lifeways in the face of disease
offered the Jesuits an opportunity to assert their own traditions in
healing—what Kay (1987) has called “a medical conquest”—as well as
in other ways of life. The missionaries followed in the wake of the
epidemics, reconstituting the means of production and establishing the
priest as head of the newly established political order (Reff 1999). Because
Catholicism developed alongside epidemics in Europe, it provided coping
mechanisms for the unique nature of death and disfigurement induced
by epidemic, which were perhaps not available in local religious traditions
more accustomed to approaching illness on a case-by-case basis with the
individual body being the central site of disease causation, diagnosis, and
treatment (Bahr et al. 1974). European mechanisms included the
combination of prayer with clinical care, rosaries and relics, and soul
cleansing, as well as baptism (Deeds 2003). Given this advantage over
local traditions in addressing massive death tolls, illness was seen by the
Jesuits as affording ripe terrain for conversion and was thus interpreted
as being God’s will; it was not dwelt upon as an unprecedented brutal
demographic collapse.
The Jesuits brought with them a humoral understanding of the human
body and illness, a theory dictating that the body’s four humors (blood,
phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile) needed to be maintained in balance
for optimum health. Galenic herbal medicine addressed any excesses or
deficits in the humors, which were believed to be caused by contamination
of the air, odd weather, and vapors or emissions from dead bodies,
stagnant waters, or the earth’s broken surface. In addition to botanical
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cures, bleeding and purging were used extensively, and elementary surgery
was also performed when necessary (Quebbeman 1966). Although the
priests’ theoretical foundation was defined by the Old World, they
incorporated healing techniques and remedies acquired during the long
and arduous journey from Spain to the northern frontier, which almost
always included time spent in the colonial core of Mexico City. Pfefferkorn
(1949) maintained a mission garden in which he cultivated local
indigenous medicinals as well as imports from central Mexico. In 1765,
when a contagion from the south reached his mission in Sonora,
Pfefferkorn recalled that a mixture of the juice of imported citrus with
locally sourced sugar water had cured people afflicted by a similar ailment
in Mexico City in 1756, and he employed it with great success. These
instances tangibly demonstrate the fusion of the European, colonial, and
local healing substances.
In order to attend to the practical realities of health challenges on the
frontier, the Jesuits planted herb gardens and constructed pharmacies
and nursing stations on the missions, where they stocked locally harvested
medicinal herbs and animal and mineral products as well as those
requested from Mexico City via the annual memorias. Examples of
medicinal substances requested by the Jesuits in their memorias to Mexico
City include treacle, myrrh, camphor, and smelling salts (Deeds 2003).
In administering herbal medicine in the form of oils, plasters, salves,
powders, syrups, etc., the Jesuits were aided by “mayoris” or “madores,”
well-trained Native assistants who regularly cleaned and set wounds,
drained abscesses, and performed other basic operations. The missionaries
employed basic medical techniques, including measuring the pulse and
examining the patient’s urine, tongue, and general appearance (Valdés
Aguilar 2009). Valdés Aguilar (2009:208) asserts that the role of priest
as doctor was crucial to the construction of a national conceptualization
of medicine, introducing the Christian concept of attending to the sick
as central to the social and moral order of society, and placing “the church
in a privileged position with respect to the guidelines pertaining to
consciousness and the body.”
Although the imported medical tradition of the Jesuits had far-reaching
impacts on the local practice of medicine, this relationship was certainly
not unidirectional. Porter (1985:175) argues that medical history must
not be understood as a top-down imposition from doctor to society, but
rather more broadly as a dialogue among the family, community, the
sufferer, and the doctor, often mediated by “complex social rituals.” He
contends that much of medicine in historical times has not been carried
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out by professional practitioners, but more often by community care
and self-medication. Native peoples on the frontier maintained the ability,
and often the need, to continue their traditional practices of medicine.
Indeed, such cultural continuity could well be interpreted as one example
of what Scott (1985) calls “weapons of the weak,” meaning daily
manifestations of low-level resistance to ideological changes imposed by
colonizing elites. Thus, although the Europeans assumed the role of
doctor to the missions, the construction of medicine on the frontier
must be understood to have included both European and indigenous
conceptualizations of health, disease, and modalities for treatment.
Theorists of modern medicine and science (Foucault 1973; Good
1994) have argued that medicine, though thought to be purely scientific
and thus rational and neutral, is indeed culturally constructed. The clash
of medical ideologies on the frontier demonstrates how European cultural
assumptions left ample room for misinterpretations of Native practices.
Such misinterpretation ranged from simple attitudes toward treatments—
the Spaniards somehow finding it shocking that the natives initially
resisted forced enemas with all of their might—to deeper analyses of
natives’ ability to “think in such human terms” (Pfefferkorn 1949:120).
Moreover, the different types of conditions known to modern O’odham
as staying sicknesses, wandering sicknesses, and bodily afflictions have
different sources of origin and thus command different modes of healing,
a breakdown which may have been confusing to the outside observer
during colonial times. Although wandering sicknesses and bodily
afflictions such as lesions, indigestion, and bone fractures arise from
knowable disease agents and behavioral or material action, respectively,
staying sicknesses derive from the “ways” and “strengths” of dangerous
objects which when violated debilitate the body of the transgressor and
are far more complicated to address. Such sicknesses imply a violation
of “the commandments [that] govern various important roles—parent,
hunter, cowboy—as they relate to dangerous objects” (Bahr et al.
1974:21–22). It is certainly possible that these distinctions within
O’odham medical theory were significantly different at the time of
European contact, yet they likely existed in some form and complicated
the Jesuits’ ability to make sense of the vastly different ways in which
O’odham peoples approached healing and illness.
Both Pfefferkorn and Swiss Jesuit Philipp Segesser (in Treutlein 1945)
perceived that very few natives had any healing ability, and that the few
who did largely turned their backs on those suffering from European
contagions. “One cannot imagine more distressing circumstances than
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those surrounding a sick Sonoran,” wrote Pfefferkorn (1949:219–220).
“No one attends to him. What is more, sometimes no one even gives
him food or drink . . . Sonorans are without affection and insensitive to
the suffering of those with whom nature has so closely allied them.”
Bahr et al. (1974:10) offer an alternative interpretation of these
observations. With regard to the lack of medical knowledge among the
general Native population, they note that in modern O’odham society,
“shamans are the sole authorized theorizers on Piman sickness,” and
that lay people are loath to comment on or use medical knowledge that
would imply shamanistic knowledge and thus violate this code. Even
within the ranks of healers themselves, medical responsibility is clearly
delineated, with shamans being necessary for the diagnosis of the origin
of a staying sickness (via a night-long Dúajida ceremony), but not
necessarily its cure. Bahr et al. (1974:156) note that shamans do not feel
compelled to act when a “strength” reaches a patient’s heart and the
threat of death looms large, but rather defer such situations to a ritual
curer. A similar hierarchy of knowledge likely existed in colonial times,
implying that what the Spaniards observed to be indifference to suffering
may have actually been deference to healing protocols and the shamans
and ritual curers imbued with medical authority in O’odham society.
The experience of dying itself generated a whole host of misconceptions
and accusations on the part of the Jesuits. Pfefferkorn (1949:222–223)
dismissed the wailing and songs sung for the dead as “horrible howling,”
and stated that “I never noticed tears or sorrow at a death,” concluding
this to be “another proof of the savage insensibility of the Sonorans.”
According to Bahr et al. (1974), however, far from being signs of
indifference to death, songs play an integral role in the process of divining
sickness, driving away harmful “strengths” that sicken the body, and
offering an ultimate resort for curing. Similarly, Kozak and Lopez
(1999:114–115) discuss modern O’odham song poetry as fitting within
Herzog’s (1928) classification of “dreamt mythic song series tradition,”
explaining that “song inspiration is divine, a blessing for humans, and
songs are a type of sacred liturgy.” The centrality of song in healing
throughout history has been cited for other regional Native communities
as well as for societies around the world (Gioia 2006). Moreover, although
the peace and calm with which sick natives approached death was
interpreted by the Jesuits as an animal-like indifference, it may well have
been the culturally mandated passivity of the patient in reference to the
shaman noted by Bahr et al. (1974), as well as an acceptance of personal
responsibility for illness believed to have been induced by moral
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transgression. These misinterpretations serve as examples of how Europeans
and Native peoples constructed concepts of illness, the patient, and the
meaning of suffering that were unique to their separate worldviews.
Despite these widespread misinterpretations and denigrations on the
part of the Jesuits, they were far too limited in numbers and power to
entirely displace local practitioners. Valdés Aguilar (2009) notes that
many categories of Native healers were recorded by the Jesuits, including
herbalists, bone setters, bloodletters, cataract removers (performed with
agave needles), midwives, singers and prayer givers, dancers, chupadores,6
“snake healers,” and shamans. Quebbeman (1966:20) opines, “The
medicine men and the missionary were equally zealous in protecting
their spheres of influence.” Such healers were said to have received their
“don,” or gift of healing, from dreams, transformational life experiences,
inheritance, and natural aptitude,7 and during the early missionization
period they tended to be men, although virginal women and those
women past menopause could also practice. Pfefferkorn (1949) and
Nentvig (1980) both refer to the Indian practitioners as “medicine men,”
but both also assert that old Spanish women had set themselves up as
the primary herbal doctors of the region. This observation is confirmed
by Harris’s (2005) assertion that women tended to be keepers of botanical
knowledge in most societies dependent on hunting and gathering or
small-scale agriculture. Healers were said to have played multiple societal
roles, not only in medicine, but as political advisors to caciques, and as
leaders and instigators of revolt. Velarde took note of the active presence
of both evil and healing hechiceros among the O’odham. While stating
that the Pimas did not consort with the devil, he observed, “Hechicerías
are not absent among them, the arts of which are limited to killing
someone with herbs or [in] some other manner, or making snow fall
when they go to battle with the Apaches or other enemies . . . , making
rain and removing clouds, and other things of this nature” (Velarde
1716). He assures that such practitioners and ceremonies are abhorred
by most Native peoples, while conceding that others who practice healing
acts are revered despite their unsafe and “diabolical” cures.
The maintenance of bodily health among Native societies of the
northwestern frontier was deeply intertwined with spirituality and the
interconnectedness of all people to each other and their spiritual and
physical environments. As mediators of this relationship, medicine people
played a central role in Native society, embodying “the most complete
understanding of the nature of relationship between humans and the
natural entities around them,” according to Cajete (2000:116). This
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understanding, derived in large part from the knowledge of medicinal
plants, helped to maintain the crucial balance between the individual
and his or her relationship to the environment (both physical and
spiritual), which served as the basis for health. Bahr et al. (1974) note
that in modern times, the shaman continues to play the dual role of
health guardian and preserver of O’odham consciousness of their
humanity as a Native people. Consumption of traditional Native foods
and herbs also persisted during colonization out of both necessity and
preference, which had an impact on cultural maintenance as well as overall
health standards. Segesser (in Treutlein 1945) noted in his letters that
the natives still preferred their own foods to the imported culinary
traditions of the Europeans.
Although Jesuit missionary chroniclers denigrated the work of
curanderos and Native ritual, they were forced at times to acknowledge
their skill and even to rely on their knowledge for their own survival.
Nentvig and Pfefferkorn regale the reader with heroic tales extolling the
skill of these practitioners in addressing ailments and injuries “which
would exhaust many a doctor’s store of knowledge” (Pfefferkorn
1949:68). Such was the priests’ faith in the healers’ store of knowledge
that some very nontraditional modes of curing were accepted and
communicated. Nentvig (1980:31), for example, explains the most
effective means of healing a bite from the dreaded teveco snake: “The
most common and efficacious remedy consists of securing the head of
the snake between two sticks, keeping the head in such a position that
the snake cannot bite. . . . The victim of the snakebite then bites the
snake. At this point something truly remarkable happens. The patient
does not swell, but the snake does, monstrously so until it bursts.”
The European responsible for best documenting the medical fusion
that evolved from the meeting of these two highly disparate healing
cultures was the Jesuit doctor Juan de Esteyneffer (born Johannes
Steinhoffer). Arriving in Sonora in 1700, Esteyneffer came closer than
anyone else to serving as European doctor and pharmacist to the
northwest missions (Goodyear 1985:120). He applied European medical
theories while simultaneously seeking to make curing practical and
attainable for everyone by employing Native remedies and treatments
(Anzures y Bolaños, in Esteyneffer 1978). In 1712, Esteyneffer published
the Florilegio Medicinal de Todas las Enfermedades, which, in the tradition
of Jesuit medical-pharmaceutical handbooks from missions around the
world, called on three principal points of reference: classical Galenic and
Hippocratic medical knowledge, healing properties of the Native flora,
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and local expertise suited to the particular ailments of the colonies
(Anagnostou 2007). The Florilegio—which consisted of three volumes
covering medicine, surgery, and pharmacology—joined the ranks of
other colonial medical tomes that later played an important role in
preserving regional herbal traditions. Esteyneffer’s goal, however, was
to use simple prose and straightforward presentation to provide accessible
medicinal knowledge to the missions.
According to his biographer, María del Carmen Anzures y Bolaños
(in Esteyneffer 1978:18), Esteyneffer’s work embodied “a mestizaje of
his European knowledge and his knowledge of remedies based on the
products of New Spain and the northwest in particular.” The text
incorporated 49 Nahuatl words and multiple words in the languages of
the O’odham, Ópatas, and Tarahumaras as well as other northern tribes.
Esteyneffer introduced 35 new remedies from the Mexican colonies
(including classics from central Mexico and Peru, such as ipecac, sassafras,
feverfew, and tamarind) and many present in the northwest (epazote,
jojoba, maguey, mesquite, and estafiate), alongside traditional European
pharmacopeia (chamomile, rosemary, mint, and orange blossoms). Having
earlier beseeched Esteyneffer to produce a medical guide, the missionaries
and others in the region made wide use of the Florilegio—Pfefferkorn
(1949) explicitly mentions its relevance—and the compendium was
reprinted several times following his death in 1716. So wide was the
dispersion of Esteyneffer’s work, in fact, that Kay (1977) has posited
present-day commonalities found in the traditional medicinal practices
of southwestern communities may be due in large part to the common
reading and incorporation of the Florilegio.
However, the high levels of mobility among indigenous groups in
Sonora both before and after Spanish arrival afforded many other
opportunities for melding traditions of spiritual healing and physical
curing. These came via long-established trade routes and intermarriage,
and later in the missions themselves, as well as among herders out on
the range, among mine workers, and on ranches and haciendas. Deeds
(2003:121) states, “In work situations and chance settings, mission
Indians and nonlocal groups like Apaches and Sonoras, mulattos, and
mestizos came together to share magical remedies for overcoming hardship
and curing. Among them were the ingestion of various potions, fasting,
elimination of salt from the diet, and the use of herbs and hallucinogens
like peyote.” Witchcraft, says Deeds, was employed most commonly for
purposes of protection from evil, love magic, and other forms of healing,
and the use of herbal remedies in such environments was largely overlooked
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as insignificant in northern regions policed by the Inquisition, unless the
remedies were used in conjunction with a devil pact or for abortion.
Given the difficulty of separating what were considered “folk medicine”
and “folk religion” practices, the Inquisition was active in persecuting
the use of herbs for purposes deemed illicit in frontier regions including
New Mexico (Ebright et al. 2006) and rural Guatemala (Few 2002).
The hybrid medical traditions resulting from the process of colonization
encompassed this unique blending of cultures from throughout Europe,
regions previously missionized by the Jesuits, and disparate peoples of
the Mexican colony. Although many scholars call this process “mestizaje,”
Gonzales (2012:214) cautions that the term, and concept, “essentializes
Indigeneity as if it had some hard borders that always stop at a particular
place or point in history or a specific body.” She cites scholarly agreement
that, alongside traditional agriculture, Mexican traditional medicine is
the cultural domain that exhibits the greatest perseverance of Native
practices. Bahr et al.’s (1974) landmark work is one more testament to
such endurance.

Conclusions
Research on human interactions with plants and environment has
reached the finding that interdependence with nature over the course
of human evolution was central to the construction of ancient worldviews
consisting of stories that gave order to our surroundings. “All over the
world, small family groups of nomadic hunter-gatherers depended on
skills and knowledge that were profoundly local, embedded in the flora,
fauna, climate and geology of a region,” state Suzuki and McConnell
(1997:2). It is difficult to overestimate the impacts of Spanish colonialism
on the way in which peoples of the Americas interacted with their
environments, the land, and their physical bodies. Their culinary and
medicinal traditions, free movement, and interaction with their natural
environments were critically altered. Pfefferkorn (1949) noted the
impact of this historical trauma, which he believed partially explained
the low birth rate of Native peoples and their inability to properly
nourish themselves. As such, Native populations suffered extreme cultural
dislocation and crisis upon colonization, but they also clung tightly to
those traditions that most defined them as a people, including traditions
of foodways and medicine.
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On the northern fringe of the colonial empire, this motivation was
perhaps fueled and facilitated by the three elements discussed earlier in
this article: the Jesuit predilection for openness to new herbs and healing
traditions, the remote location and harsh geography of Sonora, and the
presence of efficacious and bountiful herbal remedies. Kay (1996) notes
that keen observers from the Jesuit, Franciscan, and later secular orders
reported the use of a similar set of Native herbs amongst the local
populations of Sonora. These plants—batamote, cholla, chicura, estafiate,
hediondilla, jojoba, mesquite, nopal, sangre de drago, sauco, and hierba
del manzo, among others—remain in active circulation today among
Native and mestizo communities of the region. Likewise, Valdés Aguilar
(2009) presents a list of 60 herbs mentioned by Jesuit chroniclers on
the northern frontier of New Spain, and a high level of overlap exists
between this list and a recently compiled list of healing substances
employed by a Sonoran elder herbalist (Slattery and Ruíz 2010). A recent
Mexican study of herbal practices throughout the country (Lozoya 1990)
found that despite the relatively high levels of education and wealth in
Sonora (which usually correspond to lower rates of traditional medicine),
Sonora maintains higher-than-average usage of traditional practitioners,
who in turn employ a higher-than-average ratio of Native to imported
herbs (50 percent vs. 33 percent). This modern-day reality likely reflects
the unique way in which Sonora was colonized and developed over the
centuries following Jesuit influx, its geographical character, and the
efficacy of its Native plants. <
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Notes
1 Aguirre was stationed among the Ópatas, but visited the Pimería Alta
as Father Visitor, traveling as far north as Bac. Esteyneffer (also in the
record as Steineffer) was never stationed in the Pimería Alta, but did visit
Kino and traveled with him to Tubutama in 1703. Nentvig was stationed
only briefly in the Pimería, at Sáric, in 1751. Following the Pima Revolt
in November 1751, he was reassigned to the Ópata missions, and a great
deal of his information pertains to that region. Och assisted Father Gaspar
Stiger briefly at San Ignacio—probably one or two years—but was
reassigned to “Sonora” (Ópata) missions. Pérez de Ribas was never
stationed farther north than the Yaquis and had very little information
about the Pimas Altos at the time of his writing; any information about
Pimas was in reference to Nébomes (Pimas Bajos). Pfefferkorn ministered
at Guevavi for two years (1761–1763); then, suffering from malaria, he
was reassigned to Cucurpe (an Eudeve community just south of Mission
Nuestra Señora de los Dolores). Velarde arrived at Dolores in 1714,
where he was stationed for more than 20 years.
2 See Velarde (1716), among others.
3 Known also as “bezoar stones,” these consist of a concretion found
in the stomach and intestines of ruminants and other animals, and were
long believed to have medicinal value.
4 Upstreaming, or “the direct historical approach,” uses what is known
about the present to directly interpret the past. This methodology has
been criticized by Hu-DeHart (1984) among others for assuming a static
uniformity to historical processes that does not allow ample room for
change and mutation.
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Bahr et al. (1974) cite chicken pox as an example of wandering
sickness, which can affect anyone and is caused by knowable disease
agents. This understanding could have changed over time, although it
is also possible that the epidemics were understood as wandering sicknesses
during Jesuit times.
6 Chupadores were traditional medical practitioners who utilized the
act of sucking and suction to expel harmful substances and objects from
the bodies of the sick. This could have included tainted blood, evil airs,
as well as objects inserted via supernatural forces. Bahr et al. (1974)
confirm that both sucking and blowing remain central in O’odham
divination ceremonies.
7 These mediums for receiving the don of healing closely resemble
those documented during later colonial periods and into modern times
(Griffith 2003).
5
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It is increasingly argued that social and economic inequities poorly affect overall health.
One of the means through which these inequities are translated to the body is via negative
emotions, which carry known psychological and physiological responses. This paper
examines migration-related psychosocial stressors impacting first-generation Mexican
immigrants in southern Arizona, and reports on the primary emotional experiences immigrants associate with these stressors. Data were drawn from a qualitative, ethnographic
study conducted over the course of 14 months during 2013–2014 with first-generation
Mexican immigrants (N = 40) residing in Tucson Arizona and service providers working
directly in the immigrant community (N = 32). Results indicate that the primary structural
vulnerabilities that cause emotional hardship among immigrants are pre-migration stressors
and adversity, dangerous border crossings, detention and deportation, undocumented
citizenship status, family separation, and extreme poverty. Many of these factors have
intensified over the past decade due to increased border security and state level anti-immigrant legislation in Arizona. Immigrants connected these hardships to the emotions of
trauma (50%), fear (65%), depression (75%), loneliness (75%), sadness (80%), and stress
(85%), and most respondents reported suffering from three or more of these emotions.
Given the heavy emotional toll of migration and the direct impact that regional legislation
and border security had on well-being, this paper argues that emotion be considered an
important mechanism for health declines in the immigrant community. In order to stem
the frequency and intensity of emotional stress in the Mexican immigrant community in
Tucson, it is imperative to support organizations and policies that promote community
building and support networks and also expand access to and availability of mental health
services for immigrants regardless of documentation status.
Keywords: mental health, emotion, depression and anxiety disorders, stress, Mexican immigrants, structural
vulnerabilities, embodiment theory

Introduction
This article aims to establish emotion as a critical means by which the context of immigrant life gets
transferred to the bodies of individual Mexican immigrants. As the means by which individuals sense
the structure of their larger environs, emotion can be understood to link our bodies to the outside
world (1). Based on a qualitative, ethnographic study among first-generation Mexican immigrants
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in southern Arizona, this article highlights the contextual factors
that Mexican immigrants commonly connect to emotional suffering, namely pre-migration stressors, dangerous border crossings,
undocumented citizenship status, detention and deportation,
family separation, and extreme poverty. I then use the words of
the immigrants themselves to reveal the nuanced marks of stress,
loneliness, fear, sadness, and trauma related to these factors.
Emotional suffering often remains masked by the individual and
disassociated from both the structural causes that contribute to
it and from its broad and debilitating impacts on the body (2).
By drawing intimate emotional experiences out of the realm of
the secret body and into the light of critical academic analysis,
this article seeks to expand the discussion on structural causes of
health disparities and identify policy recommendations specifically
geared toward reducing emotional stress.
This article employs the theoretical framework of structural
vulnerability to examine how the daily “lived lives” (3) of Mexican
immigrants in southern Arizona may generate emotional suffering. Quesada et al. argue that Mexican immigrants have come to
“occupy a disjunctive liminal quasi-caste status” in which they are
marginalized via processes of economic subordination, cultural
depreciation, and legal persecution, all of which has left them
structurally vulnerable to poor health [(4), p. 346]. While the
most commonly identified structural barrier to immigrant health
is limited access to medical care (5), a smaller body of literature has
documented the occurrence and potential health consequences of
other powerful psychosocial stressors present during immigration.
These include discrimination (6); targeted enforcement by police
and border authorities (7, 8); social isolation (9); mistrust of police
authorities and fear of deportation and detention (10, 11); and
family separation (12).
The presence of social suffering and stress related to contextual
circumstances is increasingly being documented in the literature
on marginalized groups. Yet, we know far less about the nuanced,
day-to-day, and highly individualized emotional impacts of these
experiences [see Ref. (2, 3, 12–14)]. Krieger (15) states that disentangling the causal mechanisms by which our bodies express and
mirror our social environments is the key to future health studies
(16–18). The phenomenological theory of embodiment holds that
the body is in constant dialog with its surroundings and relationships (15, 19–21), and it follows that immigrants carry the intimate
imprints of migration-related stressors in their physical bodies. In
fact, periods of physical displacement, such as migration, likely
produce intensified embodied consequences, because “geographic
orientation is embedded in the whole body” [(22), p. 1518]. As
such, migration may be experienced by Mexican migrants as a
fundamental ungluing, a disembedding, and reembedding of the
body into unfamiliar and often hostile spatial and social worlds.
The potential contribution of this research on migration-related
emotional suffering lies in the wide-ranging health impacts of
emotion. While the concept of emotion remains a contested
concept in social theory (1), emotional suffering and stress carry
known psychological and physiological responses with important
consequences for overall health (23–25). It is increasingly argued
that inequitable structural factors in society produce health
disparities (26, 27). Using the theories of structural vulnerability
and embodiment, this study highlights emotional experience as
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a key mechanism by which the marginalization of immigrant life
gets translated to the bodies of individual Mexican immigrants.
Given that the well-documented health declines that occur in the
Mexican immigrant community post-migration remain poorly
understood (28, 29), emotion offers an important means by which
to explore how race and citizenship status “get under the skin” to
impact the mental and physical health of Mexican immigrants (30).

Materials and Methods
Research Setting

Lying just 70 miles north of the current US–Mexico border, Tucson,
AZ, USA is a rich setting for exploring the emotional experiences
of migration. The city and surrounding areas house a large and
diverse population of Mexican immigrants ranging from recent
arrivals to established Mexican American families pre-dating the
transfer of the region to American jurisdiction in 1854. According
to the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau, 41.6% of Tucson’s population was
of Latin American origin and over a quarter of that population
was foreign born. Statewide in Arizona, over 10% of public school
students currently have at least one undocumented parent (31),
further demonstrating the high percentage of Arizonans living in
immigrant and mixed status families. Tucson’s historical origins as
a Mexican town and its enduring status as an immigrant receiving
community are reflected in the city’s wealth of Mexican storefront
specialty shops and markets, cultural celebrations, historical
landmarks, and bilingual community services. Yet, a longstanding
and prejudicial “racial subtext” (32) underpinning Arizona state
laws can be traced back to the state’s founding and has climaxed
over the past decade as Arizona has witnessed a dramatic spike in
immigration from Mexico during a period of state recession (33).
This surge in-state level exclusionary legislation has had very real
and deleterious effects on immigrants’ ability to access recreational,
religious, educational, and health services (34).

Study Sample and Procedure

This qualitative ethnographic research project was conducted
over the course of 14 months in 2013–2014. Project approval
from the University of Arizona Institutional Review Board (IRB)
was obtained in November 2013 and extended for a second
year in September 2014. The exploratory phase of research
consisted of semi-structured background interviews (N = 32)
with local activists and service providers selected on the basis of
snowball sampling techniques in addition to extensive research
into immigrant-serving organizations. The interview guide was
designed to draw out information on conditions of daily life for
Mexican immigrants, impact of state laws on the provision of
medical services, structural vulnerabilities in immigrant life, and
group-level health risks and outcomes. This exploratory research
helped to establish the demographic parameters of the sample
population, inform the immigrant interview guide, and identify
appropriate venues to reach this vulnerable community.
I then conducted participant observation and in-depth
semi-structured interviews (N = 40) with first-generation adult
immigrants from Mexico. Because randomized techniques, such
as phone sampling or recruitment of interviewees in public spaces,
were not feasible or advisable given immigrants’ high rate of
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mobility and their concerns about avoiding detection by police
authorities, I employed the method of “venue-based application
of time-space sampling,” a convenience sample strategy using
known venues where members of hidden populations gather
safely (35). The sites identified for this study include a day laborers’ center, a women’s empowerment group, and two free medical
clinics that serve the undocumented and uninsured communities.
Due to the extreme vulnerability of undocumented individuals,
study participants were consented verbally in lieu of signing a
written statement. I recorded the interviews using a digital audio
recording unless background noise was too distracting, and I also
took copious notes regarding non-verbal cues to emotion. These
precautions helped establish a safe environment for potential
participants and only one person I approached for an interview
declined to participate.
This study employed a life-history approach to immigrant
emotional health, addressing factors intersecting with the
emotional health of individual migrants before, during, and after
the process of migration (36). Questions addressed early life in
Mexico, and pre-migration stressors including childhood poverty,
nutrition, emotional trauma, illness, and access to health care in
order to establish a binational approach to migrant health capable
of highlighting intra-group variations (37). Large-scale studies
linking childhood exposure to poor health outcomes in adults
make clear the necessity to examine health risks faced by migrants
before arriving to the U.S. Though such studies lack inclusion of
migration-related risk factors (8), a small body of qualitative
research has demonstrated that variations in health exposures
in Mexico have important ramifications for health behaviors
including diet and pursuit of health care once in the U.S. (38–41).
The life-course approach also highlights the increasingly lengthy
and dangerous border crossing, which should be considered a
health determinant in and of itself (42). Since the topic of illegal
border crossing can be sensitive, I approached the issue by asking:
“What mode of transportation did you use to reach the United
States?” which enabled participants to address the experience of
the crossing and related dangers and stressors.
I employed a fixed interview guide, which included a brief
survey section tabulating basic demographic information on
family background and physical and mental health problems. The
majority of the interview addressed the structural challenges faced
by immigrants once in Tucson, including those mentioned in the
introduction as well as experiences of discrimination, barriers to
healthy diet and exercise, and lack of access to medical care. I then
presented participants with a list of both positive and negative
emotions and asked that they identify those they related most
strongly to their experience of immigration. I followed up on these
response with tailored questions such as “how did you cope with
being in jail during those weeks?” or “When the bills come in,
where do you feel that stress in your body?” or “When your son was
deported, how did that change your feelings about living here?” The
interview guide also covered definitions of health, disease etiology,
and healing traditions and practices pre and post-migration.
I conducted this research in Spanish, relying on my own professional training as a Spanish language interpreter and translator,
as well as the assistance of native speakers and dictionary sources
when necessary. I conducted the complete interview guide with all
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40 participants, and interviews ranged in length from 1 to 3 hours.
In addition, I conducted participant observation in courtrooms,
political protests, churches, and participant’s homes in order to
gain intimate familiarity with the structural and social factors
shaping immigrants’ daily lives. My regular weekly appointments
as volunteer English teacher and medical interpreter also enabled
more extended and informal interactions with approximately
one-quarter of sample participants who regularly attended either
the health clinic or day laborers center where I worked. For the
protection and privacy of all who participated in this study, I use
pseudonyms throughout this article.

Analysis

Data analysis was an iterative process that spiraled back and forth
between data gathering and examination during the course of the
project. Using MAXQDA qualitative data analysis software, I first
coded the service provider interviews using “focused coding”
methods designed to identify salient themes in immigrant life.
I then simultaneously transcribed and translated the immigrant
interviews, and later coded them according to the principles of
“selective coding” (43), highlighting the links between categories
of codes addressing the most common migration-related hardships
and their associated emotional responses, in order to define the
relationship between migration-related stressors and declines in
health and well-being in individuals.

Results
The Section “Results” of this article is organized according to the six
primary emotional stressors identified by study participants: premigration stressors, dangerous border crossings, undocumented
citizenship status, detention and deportation, family separation,
and extreme poverty.

Demographic Portrait of Study Population

The study sample was evenly divided between men and women,
with a median age of 42 (Table 1). This study sample included
mostly long-term stable residents of Tucson, with the median
number of years spent in residence being 15. Participants were
evenly divided between having been raised in rural versus urban
environments in Mexico. Just over one-half of this sample population was from Arizona’s bordering state of Sonora. Other highly
represented states were Sonora’s southern neighbor Sinaloa and
two southern states, Oaxaca and Chiapas, while remaining states
of origin included Veracruz, Distrito Federal, Michoacán, Jalisco,
Chihuahua, Guanajuato, Zacatecas, and Puebla. This sample
reflects the recent diversification of the historically Sonoran-origin
TABLE 1 | Study sample demographics.
Factor
Median age
Median residency in US (years)
Of Sonoran origin (%)
Monthly income ($US)
Average number of household
members in US

Men (n = 20)

Women (n = 20)

38
14.5
60
1500
3.9

43
15
55
1100
3.6
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Mexican population in Tucson in response to shifting patterns of
emigration from Mexico as well as the purposeful funneling of
migrants through the deserts of Arizona (33).

Childhood Adversity

The majority of participants came from large, working class families with the average number of children in the family being just
over 6. Most cited economic scarcity in their childhoods, and many
noted common experiences of lacking money for basic clothing
and enduring periods of nutritional deprivation. Less than onequarter of the sample completed high school, with most having
left school in order to augment family resources through informal
employment. Many participants cited beginning to work at a very
young age, sometimes selling gum or cleaning cars out on the
streets. While the majority of participants cited being healthy as
children and having little need for medical intervention, less than
half of participants had health insurance during their childhoods
in Mexico, and most reported relying primarily on home remedies
and traditional modalities for their non-emergency medical care.
Eighteen percent of participants came from families in which one
or more siblings died during infancy.
Despite these common economic challenges, participants
largely described their childhoods in a positive light, recalling
the warmth and safety of their extended family networks. When
extreme deprivation, emotional trauma, or abuse was present,
however, this delicate balance was upset, and several participants
demonstrated lasting damage from childhood suffering in their
adult life in the US. Approximately, one-fifth of participants
reported this degree of childhood suffering, with the most common
experiences cited being parental abandonment, domestic violence
either in childhood homes or adult romantic relationships, severe
material deprivation, and sexual abuse. Those participants who
reported childhood trauma also reported on-going suffering from
emotional imbalance and depression at the time of the interview.
Enrique is a 54-year-old man from the state of Zacatecas who
grew up in dire poverty in a family of 15 children, only 6 of whom
survived their first year of life. Although he is now a citizen and
once had stable employment, Enrique’s health problems have
steadily worsened, and he is now physically disabled and severely
depressed. He believes his current state of ill health results from
having started to work at age 11, often under very harsh and
exploitative conditions in both Mexico and US. He said:
All of this comes from my childhood. I never knew what
it was to go from childhood to adolescence. I went from
childhood straight to adulthood, to the responsibility.
And when you see other young getting to enjoy life, you
say ‘why didn’t I ever get to do that?’ But we came from
a very poor family. If we ate breakfast, we didn’t know
whether there would be any more food that day, because
my father didn’t have that awareness that he had to work
in order to feed his children… So I had to leave school
and play the role of father.
These pre-migration emotional and physical risk factors underscore the importance of employing a binational and life-course
approach to immigrant health studies.
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Border Crossing

Slightly over half of the participants crossed the border without legal
permission, many of them crossing two or more times (Table 2).
More men in the sample crossed without legal permission than
did women (80 and 25%, respectively). Likewise, participants from
Sonora had greater access to temporary tourist visas and thus were
more likely to have crossed legally. Most study participants who
immigrated without legal permission crossed on foot through
the Arizona desert, reflecting the impacts of the federal “Border
Strategic Plan” in the 1990s that shut down traditional points of
entry in Nogales, San Diego, and El Paso (44). The majority of study
participants who crossed the desert spent between $1,000–3,000
for a “coyote” to guide them and walked for several days. A nurse
who regularly treats distressed migrants concludes that the stressors of crossing the desert on foot are so intense, that “if migrants
have crossed the desert, their emotional health is very affected by
that experience” (Roberts, personal communication).
Most desert crossers in this sample referenced the intense physical exertion, extreme temperatures, and bodily injury endured during the crossing period, which often resulted in dehydration and
hunger. Aid workers in the desert reported that common injuries
include blisters, sprained and broken lower extremities, cuts and
scratches, snake bites, exposure to the elements, and emotional
trauma due to assault and near-death experiences (Price and
Wallin, personal communications). Serious bodily injury, such as
acute kidney failure and broken bones, are likewise not uncommon.
Fear and trauma were the most commonly cited emotional
experiences related to the crossing, which immigrants identified as
a period of extremely heightened anxiety. Participants reported fear
of criminal extortion and kidnapping, and several cited attacks and
robbery by “bajadores” – Mexican criminals who assault migrants
just before they cross the border. Once in US territory, participants
feared detection by Border Patrol agents and Mexican drug runners, as well as non-human surveillance and threats to safety, such
as animals, aerial drones, and ground sensors. Recovery from the
emotional and physical stress of the border crossing was often slow.
Lalo, a 37-year-old native of Chiapas, has crossed the border and
been deported multiple times. He described the bodily sensation
of crossing in this way:
When you are crossing, you have one 100% adrenaline;
you are alert the entire time. If you get a spine in your
body or are bitten by a spider, you don’t feel anything,
your blood is hot, your mentality is to be totally alert. So
at the time you don’t feel anything, but the problem starts
after you arrive and you relax. I remember that I was
taking spines out of my body for many days, like I didn’t
feel all the scrapes and cuts for a long-time afterward.
TABLE 2 | Migration-related conditions and experiences (%).

Undocumented residency status
Detained or deported
Separated from immediate family
Extreme financial hardship
Crossed through desert

Men (n = 20)

Women (n = 20)

60
65
45
80
80

75
45
35
75
25
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Between 1990 and 2012, approximately 2,238 migrants are
believed to have died in the Arizona deserts (45). Crossers often
lack the control to improve their own conditions or help others in
their group, and traumatic experiences therefore cause feelings of
helplessness, anxiety, guilt, and deep sadness. Jacobo Tellez of the
Mexican Consulate in Tucson recalls the day a boy faced 15-year-old
desert crosser from Oaxaca was placed into the custody of the consulate after his father fell dead in the desert. After offering the youth
whatever comfort they could, he said he was ready to tell his mother
the news. “I connected the phone line and went to sit back down,”
Tellez recalls. “But as soon as the boy heard his mother’s voice on
the phone, he started wailing and screaming: ‘Mamá! Mamá! He
died on me, I couldn’t do anything! I couldn’t do anything!’ and
the pain in his voice ran chills through my body, because it was his
sheer impotence, his inability to do anything for his father.”
Moreover, the perils of the desert crossing reverberate far beyond
the individual crossers and into the immigrant community more
broadly. Many participants described periods of high anxiety and
worry as loved ones were attempting the desert crossing, with some
having been extorted by criminals in exchange for the release of
abducted crossers. A small minority of the sample had experienced
the death of friends or family during the crossing. Elena Burgos,
who offers “healing touch” massage therapy in Tucson, reports
that many families come to her because of trauma related to the
desert crossing. Burgos can relate to others’ experience because
her own brother died crossing the desert.
Someone called my mom and said the animals had eaten
[my brother’s] body and that they just found the bones,
and that is when she had a heart attack. And we felt
like we were losing our minds, because of course we
never thought this would happen – we kept thinking
that he was coming, that he would arrive. He had five
kids and was 32 years old. So you feel like your heart is
just breaking to pieces.

Legal Status

The majority (67.5%) of the sample was undocumented, 22.5%
had work permits or were legal residents, and 10% were citizens
(Table 2). There was not always a direct correlation between
the illegal border crossing and current status an undocumented
immigrant. Several participants who initially had to trek across the
desert had since been able to achieve legal status. Contrastingly,
almost half of the Sonorans in the study sample had initially
crossed the border legally with a tourist visa, but had since outstayed the visa and were undocumented. The majority of service
providers and immigrant participants independently noted the
damaging impacts of Arizona state legislation, specifically State
Bill 1070, in increasing the dangers, frustrations, and stressors
of undocumented life in Arizona. These compounding hardships
in the lives of undocumented immigrants cause such emotional
upheaval that Cavazos-Rehg et al. call undocumented status itself
“a persistent and insidious psycho-environmental stressor” (2007:
1126). Participants with temporary work visas and permanent
residency likewise expressed feeling vulnerable both to the whim
of local and federal politics as well as that of individual law enforcement agents.
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When I asked Abelardo, a 54-year-old day laborer from
Chihuahua, how it felt to be undocumented in Arizona, he took
off his worn sports cap, put his arm down on the table to rest
his head and began to quietly sob. “It feels so hard,” he managed
softly. “It just feels so bad.” Undocumented participants reported
that their lack of legal status obstructed their ability to live “a
gusto” or at ease, and caused emotional expressions including fear,
sadness, trauma, frustration, helplessness, and loneliness. Due to
the fact that Tucson houses the overlapping jurisdictions of local
police forces, country sheriffs, Border Patrol, and Immigration and
Customs Enforcement agents (ICE), fear of arrest and deportation was a very common experience for participants (65%). Many
participants lamented the feeling of having to always “andar muy
recto” (not make any mistakes) and to leave home only for work
and other mandatory activities, often causing them to bypass
necessary medical attention. Diana, who has lived in Tucson for
15 years without legal status, suffers from an autoimmune disease
called pemphigus, the onset of which has been linked to emotional
stress (46). She states:
For me, fear has been the most direct impact on my condition, what I suffer from. Fear of leaving the house or not
returning, that at any moment I could be captured and
identified as what we are, as immigrants. Even though I
have an application in through my mom, it is still not a
legal condition, so I am still dealing with the fact that I
am here in limbo, without being anybody, without being
a true entity as we say, a somebody.
Many participants described how their fear of police detection,
particularly following the passage of SB 1070 in 2009, prevented
them from participating in community activities and from fulfilling civic duties, such as reporting crimes in their neighborhoods.
Moreover, their lack of legal residency and the dangers of the
crossing made returning to Mexico virtually impossible (see
Family Separation). This isolation in turn generated feelings of
loneliness, which was a salient theme in the lives of 72.5% of study
participants. According to Leticia, a 34-year-old married woman
from Guanajuato:
I don’t have a lot of community – I think that’s because
of the laws they’ve passed here. I feel like at any moment
they can decide that we all need to leave. So my life, I feel
like today it is good, but tomorrow I don’t know how it
will be. That is why I started to feel depressed, because I
feel like in reality I don’t have a stable life here. I feel part
of Tucson but sometimes, like when I have to present an
ID, my reality hits me and makes me feel like, no, I am
really not a part of it.
Undocumented status likewise impeded immigrants’ ability to
progress toward their goals, leading to feelings of hopelessness
and frustration in regards to their educational and vocational
opportunities. Many participants used words such as estancado
(stuck) and impotente (helpless or hopeless) to describe their
day-to-day feelings about being undocumented. Adrián, a 24-yearold who was brought from Sonora by his family as a small child
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recalled that: “In school growing up I always wanted to continue
my education. But when I understood more of what it meant to be
undocumented, it brought me down and I felt hopeless. I thought
“why the heck should I go to high school if I can’t go to college?”
I felt depressed and in my senior year I lost all motivation and
almost dropped out.”

Detention and Deportation

Forty-five percent of women and 65% of men had faced experiences of detention, deportation, or both in their immediate families
(Table 2). Undocumented immigrants were most commonly
detained during the initial crossing, on routine traffic stops, and
workplace raids. One participant was arrested in the process of
reporting a crime to police. Deportation and detention carried
acute emotional responses including trauma, loneliness, fear,
and sadness, both for the person directly involved as well as for
family members who faced concomitant emotional and financial
challenges. Service providers also noted the impact on the wider
community, as “the community is always fluctuating and is really
unstable with detentions, deportations, and loss of jobs. This is
really challenging for people without papers – there is an emotional
tax in seeing people here one day and simply gone the next” (Sharer,
personal communication).
Many participants reported that their fear and anxiety levels
increased following their own deportation or detention or that
of a loved one. Yesenia, a 42-year-old undocumented immigrant
mother from Sonora, said that her brother’s deportation changed
her daily experience in Tucson:
After my brother got deported six years ago, my fear
got worse and I got sick from all the anxiety. It was like
psychological terror. I can’t sleep until everyone in my
family is altogether – I worry that one of them won’t
come home one day. The last time the police pulled us
over, I shook the policeman’s hand and said ‘felicidades. If
what your government wants is to make us sick and keep
us scared, then congratulations, you’re doing your job.’
Other participants described the sadness and loneliness that
resulted from losing family members who had been deported and
were unable to return. Teresa’s husband of 28 years was deported
one day without notice, leaving her struggling to raise their teenaged son alone. Since his departure, Teresa has been evicted from
their apartment and has fallen into a deep depression.
When he first left there were many days that I hardly ate,
could barely sleep. I am embarrassed to say this but there
are still days when I don’t even want to bathe myself or
get dressed. It seems like no matter what I am doing, if
I am on the bus, or walking somewhere, or going to the
market, that I start to cry. And it seems like wherever I
am that everything is ugly now. Even my plants, which
used to be so beautiful to me, seem ugly now.
Detention also led to extended periods of separation, which
were exacerbated because undocumented family members were
unable to visit the jail due to their own lack of legal status. Eva,
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a 42-year-old who has lived in the US for over 15 years recalls
the isolation of her 60-day separation from her then 4- and
7-year-old sons while in detention following a traffic violation.
“It is so hard, imagine how lonely and sad you feel, without
anyone there to accompany you. And on the weekend everyone
else had visitors, but my sons and my husband couldn’t be
there.” Study participants who had been detained also cited
common experiences of discrimination and mistreatment,
including overcrowded cells, freezing temperatures, lack of
proper nutrition, intentional family separation, and denigrating treatment by guards, all of which has been extensively
documented (7, 47).
According to a medical doctor who works in a federal prison
in Arizona, the combination of these factors leads to toxic levels
of stress and anxiety while incarcerated, which carry potential
physical consequences including high blood pressure and blood
sugar levels (Olsen, personal communication). Lalo recalled the
desperation that set in soon after his arrival to a federal detention
center in Eloy following a routine traffic stop in Tucson:
The doctor asked me if I suffered from schizophrenia,
if I heard voices, or if I had tried to kill myself, and it
seemed weird to me, because I have never wanted to
do any of those things. But then I understood that the
problem was when they locked us up, when they closed
the door. And the guard yelled “don’t move, don’t make
noise, go to sleep now!” And I started to feel desperate,
my heart beat like crazy, and I felt claustrophobic and I
started to sweat, and I wanted to throw open the doors
and just fly out of there or disappear. I even wanted to
hurt myself so they would take me out of there.

Family Separation

While participants mourned many aspects of what they missed
about Mexico, including traditional foods, their personal freedoms, and the more relaxed pace of life, the vast majority cited
family separation as the most emotionally challenging part of
leaving Mexico. The primary emotions immigrants associated
with these separations were loneliness, frustration, and sadness,
which sometimes led to longer-term depression. Forty percent
of participants were separated from a child or spouse for at
least 1 year during their immigration experience, and the vast
majority faced on-going separation from siblings and parents
(Table 2). This high occurrence of family separation reflects
the increased costs, dangers, and legal penalties of the border
crossing, which have encouraged migrants to settle for longer
periods in the US without the possibility of return or cyclical
migration (48, 49).
Service providers frequently addressed the negative mental
health impacts of immigrants’ long-term loss of family-based
social and support networks. For immigrants, the inability to
return to Mexico due to both financial and legal constraints
for family events, funerals, and celebrations was a source of
on-going sadness and loneliness. Araceli, a 48-year-old from
Puebla recalls that during her years without papers she felt very
lonely. “When my mother died, they told me from Mexico but
I couldn’t go. My grandfather and then my dad, and my uncle
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who was like a father to me, they all died and I couldn’t go to
their funerals. Later I went back and saw their graves. That is
my own little piece of loneliness: to have so many years go by
without seeing my family.” Participants worked hard to stay in
close touch with family via regular phone calls and internet
communication, but the physical distance and passage of time
frustrate efforts to maintain closeness and many participants
bemoaned lost or strained emotional connections with children,
siblings, and parents.
Approximately half of study participants reported having
little community support in Tucson, and even those with intact
nuclear families and strong community ties in Tucson still commonly reported missing the close-knit spontaneous gatherings
with extended family in Mexico. Thirty-two-year-old Gregorio
who came to the US 4 years ago from Sonora explained that,
“Sometimes I am happy here because I have my own family but I
also miss my family in Mexico, so I am not totally content. Here
my family is just my wife and my kids. There I have my brothers
and sisters and my mom and dad, and one also misses them.” For
those participants separated from spouses and children, or who
have been unable to establish community in Tucson, the feelings
of sadness and loneliness are often debilitating and accompanied
by depression. Teresa, who remains separated from her husband
following his deportation over 1 year ago, described her emotional
state: “I have some family here but it’s like it makes no difference,
they don’t ask me how I am doing or if we have food, or how my
son is. I still feel so alone. I don’t know if I can handle this anymore,
I am so lonely here. I don’t go out or talk to anyone – I just go to
work and come home.”

Financial Stress

Financial stress was a constant theme during my interviews, with
77.5% of the sample stating that they were only “surviving” or
“barely surviving” economically (Table 2). The average monthly
income in this study was $1,400 for households consisting of an
average of 3.7 people, with several low outliers earning as little
as $600 or less (Table 1). Many service providers described a
debilitating level of economic stress among Mexican immigrants
in Tucson, and observed that this stress had increased over the
past 10 years in response both to the economic downturn and the
2007 passage of state legislation requiring all Arizona employers
to use the federal E-Verify technology to verify legal status. Many
immigrants stated feeling frustrated and impotent against the
legal barriers that prevented them from securing more stable and
remunerative employment.
Although three-quarters of participants stated that they were
financially better off in the US than they had been in Mexico, most
reported greater financial stress in the US due to the inflexibility
of the American billing system. Referred to ubiquitously as “los
biles,” monthly bills were a perpetual source of worry for both
men and women. The need for adults to work long hours and
multiple jobs in order to survive financially put major stressors
on families. Women addressed the stress that came from both
parents needing to work, and lamented how this left little time for
family relaxation and healthy eating habits. Isabella, a 35-year-old
participant corroborated the experiences of many other women
in this study:
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We have more work to do in the house than [the men
do]. They go to work and come home and relax. But we
don’t get to relax. And so what happens is our health
gets worse every day. We can eat all the vegetables and
lentils that we want, but if we don’t have peace in our
homes and in our minds, then we can’t be healthy. It’s
just that the stress of all the rules with everything here.
My head hurts here from all the pressure of paying the
bills and the go-go-go. We wanted a better life: We got
more things, but less life.
Men in the sample commonly emphasized the need to work in
order to have positive self-esteem and feel healthy. The majority of
men in this sample worked as day laborers and struggled to secure
jobs on a daily basis. Many men blamed this lack of job security and
stable income for their unhealthy sleep patterns and high levels of
generalized stress. Esteban, a 55-year-old undocumented laborer
from Sonora explained:
When I don’t work the full 40 hours, I don’t feel like
a normal person. A normal person works every day.
And I can work – I am a carpenter, I have energy. And I
have a nice truck (he points to a truck sitting idly in the
parking lot) – I am all ready. So I just feel this stress and
a depression that’s like a sadness. The stress gives me a
headache so I cannot sleep, and I am up almost all night.
Because the vast majority of sample participants had no economic reserves, many underwent feelings of stress, hopelessness,
sadness, and even trauma during periods of transition and hardship. Common stressors included the deportation or incarceration
of a spouse, evictions, overcrowded living conditions, temporary
homelessness, and reliance on soup kitchens and food banks.
Tomás, a 39-year-old father from Sonora described a period of
time in which he could not find work for an entire month.
I felt so much stress and nervios that my mind got all
twisted up. I had to go see the doctor at the clinic because
the muscles on one side of my face stopped working
completely, so that when I tried to drink water it would
just dribble out of my mouth. But the doctor just told me
not to worry so much about my life, because that worry
became stress and that was damaging my body. And he
gave me some pills that I took for awhile.

Mental Health Outcomes and Access to Care

The compounding and cumulative effects of these emotional
experiences took a serious toll on the self-reported mental health
of this study sample (Table 3). Participants most commonly cited
experiencing the emotions of trauma (57.5%), fear (70%), depression (75%), loneliness (77.5%), sadness (82.5%), and stress (87.5%),
and most respondents reported suffering from three or more of
these emotions. The three-quarters of the sample that stated feeling depressed connected the depression with either long-term
declines in well-being or with particularly challenging periods,
such as during detention or following the deportation of loved
ones. Mental health practitioners I interviewed uniformly reported
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TABLE 3 | Self-reported emotional condition of participants (%).

Fear
Sadness
Loneliness
Stress
Trauma
Depression

Men (n = 20)

Women (n= 20)

70
80
70
95
55
70

70
85
75
80
60
85

that the most common mental health issues they witnessed in
the immigrant community were depression and anxiety related
to economic stress, fear of detention, family separation, social
isolation, family stress, and the desert crossing. Practitioners stated
that the incidence of depression and anxiety in the immigrant
community had increased since the recent economic downturn
in Arizona and passage of anti-immigrant legislation. Reverend
Raul Trevizo, long-time pastor of Tucson’s largest Mexican-origin
Catholic parish, describes what he has seen among his congregants
in recent years:
It’s a collective depression, a desperation that is epidemic
in the immigrant community. You begin to see all the
effects of what could probably be diagnosed as clinical
depression. This is very collective; this is not individual.
They feel that they are in a country where they are not
wanted, they are looked upon suspiciously, they face
deportation at any moment, and they are struggling
to survive. It’s like a collective post-traumatic stress
syndrome.
Strikingly, the vast majority of Mexican immigrants lack access
to mental and behavioral health care services that could help
mitigate migration-related stress. The passage of House Bill 2008
in 2009 blocked immigrant access to preventive and follow-up
mental health care (50). These provisions make it nearly impossible
for immigrants to receive behavioral health services unless they
are visibly presenting psychotic symptoms and are remanded to
crisis response services by police authorities. Even in those dire
cases, very little can be done to address on-going issues or secure
necessary follow-up care for immigrant patients suffering from
psychosis.
Immigrants suffering from lower grade conditions like depression and anxiety were limited to a handful of low-income and
free clinics with limited volunteer-staffed counseling programs.
However, there are barriers to accessing the scant services available,
including limited knowledge about available services and individual willingness to seek emotional support in a community that
still has many reservations and negative stereotypes about mental
health services (Meza, personal communication). Moreover, even
the sliding scale offered by the low-income clinics can be prohibitive for immigrant patients, and many immigrants feel debilitating
fear and lack of trust in medical facilities due to having seen Border
Patrol policing area hospitals or having known someone who
was detained or deported after accessing care (Al-qaraz Ochoa,
personal communication). In addition, even those few immigrants
who qualify for state Medicare coverage are often afraid to use it

because they fear that it will label them as a “public charge” and
therefore damage their citizenship applications (Roberts, personal
communication).
While access to care is severely curtailed in this community,
immigrant participants and services providers alike noted the
benefits for those who were able to receive therapy services. Many
participants expressed reticence to share openly with friends and
family. Leticia explained that talking to the psychologist about her
depression related to being undocumented made her feel better
“because I really don’t have friends, just my sisters and my husband.
And with [the therapist] I can say things I can’t tell my sisters
or my husband because they would talk to each other.” Having
access to a trained therapist offered an outlet for self-expression
that afforded potential emotional and physical healing. Therapist
Michelle Humke described a teenager who came to counseling
because she lost her ability to walk following the imprisonment
of her undocumented mother.
This was a mental health issue that manifested as physical
issue – all she knew was that she couldn’t walk, and I
said ‘this is all related to the family issue.’ She was in the
care of her extended family, and the whole family was
traumatized. So I brought them all in and helped them
learn how to better verbalize when they were feeling
strong emotions and how to talk about it. And this is
what helped her walk again.
These results demonstrate the cumulative impact that
migration-related emotional suffering has on the overall mental
health of immigrants and the potential for expanded mental health
services to play a role in healing.

Discussion
Rather than directly testing the biological impacts of psychosocial
stress on the body, this article uses self-reported emotional suffering to place the incidence of such stressors in a broader contextual
framework. I use the words of first-generation Mexican immigrants
to portray the oppressive nature of living within the structural
vulnerabilities at force in their lives and their resulting experiences
of emotional suffering and trauma. Because “emotional practices
can … be seen as social acts which are significant in revealing the
complex interrelationships between the individual and society via
the body,” the emotional testimonies presented here offer insight
into how Mexican immigrants in southern Arizona experience the
daily context of their lives on a body level [(1), p. 396]. These are
testimonies to how individuals embody social inequalities, which
may in turn help to make sense of existing health disparities.

An Emotional Perfect Storm

The vast majority of the interview sample for this paper report
experiencing multiple negative emotions related to the compounding experiences of childhood adversity, family separation,
dangerous border crossings, undocumented status, detention and
deportation, and financial stress. Many of these “psychic costs” of
migration [(51), p. 297] have been studied previously and linked
to self-reported declines in well being and mental health. The
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pervasive fear of detention and deportation, which dramatically
curtails freedom of movement and promotes distrust (12), has been
linked to a direct decrease in perceived emotional and physical
health status (52). Border crossing and militarization have been
linked to the severing of family and social networks and related
feelings of isolation and loneliness (11, 53), while deportation itself
has been associated with poor self-reported physical and mental
health (54). Discrimination and stigma related to immigrant
status have been shown to increase self-reported stress and health
declines (29). The undocumented community (52), children and
separated families (12), and migrant workers (6, 55, 56) have all
reported particularly high levels of migration-related stress.

Science of Emotion

Some researchers argue that emotional stress may help explain
health disparities patterned across lines of race and socio-economic
status. A small but promising body of literature has begun to use
bio-marker data to link migration-related stressors to physical
health declines (57–59). Says Sternberg: “we are discovering that
while feelings don’t directly cause or cure disease, the biological
mechanisms underlying them may cause or contribute to disease”
(2001: 13). The emotional suffering reported on in this article –
namely stress, loneliness, fear, depression, and trauma – implies
varied and well-documented biological consequences.
Stress has been so closely linked to widespread and generalized
health declines that Sapolsky determines that “chronic stress can
be pathogenic” [(60), p. 395]. Deficiencies in social networks have
been shown to impact all-cause mortality (61), and loneliness is
now understood to produce immune deficiencies and disruptions
to cardiovascular functioning and complex cognitive functioning
(62). Moreover, the fear response has been linked to the onset
of anxiety, depression, and other mental disorders in addition to
physical health problems, such as weakened immune function,
hypertension, and insulin resistance (63, 64). Likewise, depression
is posited to cause dysregulation of the metabolic, immuno-inflammatory, and autonomic and hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
axis, potentially increasing the incidence of morbidity related to
cardiovascular disease, stroke, and obesogenic co-morbidities (65).
Lastly, trauma has been shown to disrupt homeostasis via impacts
on the brain, endocrine system, and sympathetic nervous system,
and “through a physiological domino effect, these changes affect
many other body systems, including the cardiovascular system,
respiratory system, and muscular system” [(66), p. 52].

Limitations and Strengths

This paper takes a life-course approach to immigrant mental health,
incorporating pre-migration factors as well as a complex web of
post-migration stressors. According to the theory of “cumulative
adversity,” individual hardships cannot be holistically evaluated in
isolation, as they both compound and overlap with one another
to produce long-term ill effects on physical and mental health
(67). The categories I presented in the Section “Results” of this
paper are by definition interwoven and iterative, and thus do not
break down for neat analysis of the impact of individual factors on
immigrant emotional health. Certain categories, namely family
separation and undocumented status, undergird all aspects of
immigrant experience and are challenging to tease out from their
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associated impacts on other areas of immigrant’s daily lives. At
the same time, the factors I address in this paper are by no means
exhaustive of the emotional hardships that may contribute to
immigrant’s cumulative toll of adversity over the lifecourse. I only
investigated emotional experiences closely linked to migration,
and therefore intentionally did not address emotions related to
more intimate changes in family dynamics and relationships, such
as changing gender roles (68) and role loss (69).
In addition, this paper does not argue that all emotional experiences related to migration are negative. While study participants
overwhelmingly reported emotional hardship related to migration,
a minority of participants (25%) also stated ways in which immigration had a positive impact on their emotional or physical health.
This was especially so for participants who had made a significant
life change upon migrating – such as overcoming drug or alcohol
addiction, leaving an abusive relationship, or conversion to a new
church or religion – or for those who had faced debilitating levels
of poverty in Mexico. These examples highlight the possibility for
migration to be associated with positive emotions and experiences
depending on pre-existing circumstances and individual motivation for change.

Conclusion
The immigrants and service providers I interviewed indicate that
the recent rash of state level exclusionary legislation in Arizona
has intensified and compounded emotional hardship in the
immigrant community. The state passed English-only legislation
in 1987 and 2005, denied undocumented immigrants access to
in-state tuition and state scholarship monies through Proposition
300 in 2006, limited immigrant access to state services under HB
2008 in 2009, banned Mexican American Studies from the Tucson
public schools in 2010 under HB 2281, and that same year passed
SB 1070, requiring immigrants to carry identifying documents at
all times and institutionalizing cooperation between police and
immigration authorities. The immigrants I interviewed lived with
the tangible results of this rash of legislation, including increased
risk of detention and deportation, longer family separations, more
dangerous border crossings, and restricted access to full employment, education, and medical care. Their emotional reactions to
these changes are embodied testimonies to the ways these policies
touch individual lives.
In the absence of an overhaul of state and federal immigration policy, the findings presented in this paper indicate several
pragmatic solutions that could serve to reduce the incidence and
intensity of emotional suffering among Mexican immigrants in
southern Arizona. I make the following recommendations in
regards to strengthening community support and public safety:
(1) expand local networks of support called “redes de proteccion”
that offer leadership training, community building, and assistance
to immigrants in the event of detention or deportation, and thus
buffer against related fear, stress, and loneliness; (2) increase
access to identification cards currently available from the Mexican
Consulate and in discussion by the City of Tucson, which provide
migrants with a valid form of identification and thus foster a
sense of increased personal security; (3) encourage further dialog
between community groups and local police agencies to reduce
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fear and likelihood of unnecessary non-criminal detention and
family separations. In addition, in order to increase immigrant
access to mental health services, I make the following recommendations: (1) educate medical personnel regarding the emotional
stressors affecting this community and encourage wider application of screening measures for immigrant patients; (2) expand the
availability of Spanish language mental health services to screen
for mental illness, offer an outlet for immigration-related stress,
and aid immigrants in making practical choices to improve their
living conditions; and lastly, (3) increase outreach to Spanish
speaking immigrants about available health and support services
via regularly updated pamphlets and improved communication
between service providers.
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Bodily Imprints of Suffering:
How Mexican Immigrants link their Emotional Trauma
to Sickness
It’s only 8am but Tucson’s July monsoon air is so thick with
pressure that my temples are already pounding. I pull into the
parking lot of the church that serves as a defacto sanctuary for
a largely undocumented community of day laborers who live
from job to job, hand to mouth. I come to teach a weekly English
class, an effort that’s less about language acquisition than it is
about helping the workers pass the frustrating hours of waiting
they face each morning. Today I find Enrique anxiously waving
the worker center’s flag in a vain attempt to attract potential
employers. His eyes are fixated intently on the passing cars. He
greets me warmly but then repeats a familiar refrain – he
hasn’t worked in days. He complains of a headache and touches
the nape of his neck, saying he can feel the stress creeping up his
body. “Do you know what depression is teacher?” he asks me.
“It’s like a stress, a sadness. I want to work because when I work
I don’t think about all the other things. It’s a distraction. When I
don’t work I have too much time. And so I cannot sleep now, and
I am up almost all night.”
I leave Enrique to his morning duty and head inside to the
church’s community room for class. But there too, the air feels
heavy and tense. The day laborers are stretched out
horizontally and draped over the small chairs, some sleeping
and others listening to music. They say there has been no work
at all today. The desperation and tension in the room are
suffocating. I have to cajole the men to come to the table for
class, and even then they are distracted. “How are you feeling?”
I ask them and the responses are all the same: frustrated, sad,
angry, stressed. Geraldo, a Sonoran whose life has weathered
him well beyond his 52 years is very groggy and nods in and out
of sleep. “I just feel so exhausted and faint,” he explains, “this
summer has been much harder with all the heat.” With ease, the
other men around the table begin to share their own woes. Jesus
takes out a vial of pills for his cholesterol, and Juan says he uses
raw garlic and exercise to manage the nausea and dizziness
stemming from his cholesterol problem. Others chime in with
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complaints and natural remedies for high blood pressure,
diabetes, blurry vision, and insomnia. Today it feels like
everybody is sick.
I. Introduction - How are distress and health woven?
The “psychic costs” of Mexican migration to the US have been widely
documented and charted in academic articles, popular literature,
movies, poems, and songs (Massey and Riosmena 2010: 297). The
intensification of border militarization and large-scale raids post
1990 led to sky-rocketing financial costs and personal risks of the
border crossing, severing family and social networks for the
immigrant community on a whole (Golash-Boza 2012; Talavera et al.
in De Genova and Peutz 2010). The estimated 5.5 million
undocumented Mexican immigrants in the US today face the daily
insults of a constant threat of arrest, imprisonment, and deportation
(Dreby 2012). Over the long term, they crash up against barriers to
accessing basic civil and human rights, such as stable and viable
employment (Mize and Swords 2011; Sarmiento 2002), health and
educational services (Chavez 1992; 2012; Horton 2004; Kretsedemas
and Aparicio 2004; Warner 2011), and possibilities for a secure and
healthy family life. The theory of structural vulnerability holds that
such “systemic social marginalization inflicts pain” in the Mexican
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immigrant community, with very real impacts on community health
(Quesada et al. 2011: 340).

In this chapter I seek to investigate how migration is experienced at
the site of the body by asking the question: how are distress and
health woven in this community? On a national scale Mexican
immigrants experience widespread health declines the longer they
remain in the US. Foundational work in epidemiology has
documented these health declines in multiple areas affecting the life
course of wellness, including birth outcomes (Cervantes et al. 1999;
Fleuriet 2009), obesity and diabetes (Barcenas et al. 2007; Hamilton
et al. 2011; Van Hook et al. 2012), and mental health (Alderete et al.
2000; Breslau et al. 2007; Kaestner et al. 2009; Vega et al. 1987). By
the second generation, Americans of Mexican descent begin to reflect
the same health inequalities patterned along lines of race, social
class, and ethnicity that have been widely documented throughout
the developed world (Braveman et al. 2011; Gravlee 2009; Hertzman
and Boyce 2010; Marmot 2005). While health declines amongst
Mexican immigrants have been extensively studied, no clear causal
mechanisms are recognized for this phenomenon, leaving it to be
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dubbed an epidemiological paradox. (Hunt et al. 2004; ViruellFuentes 2007). I argue here that the distress related to the daily,
lived experience of migration is a powerful contributor to illness in
this community.

The theory of embodiment – or how people “literally incorporate,
biologically, the social and material world in which we live” – offers a
means to unravel the web of interrelatedness and causality between
the structural vulnerabilities immigrants face and their physical
health (Krieger 2001:672). By marking the ways in which the
biological body is intimately connected to its social world, the lens of
embodiment has the potential to highlight the often hidden and
intricate processes by which each person mirrors his or her lived
reality. Green (1994) argues that the Mayan women with whom she
works “carry their pains, their sufferings, and their testimonies in
their bodies” (246). Indeed, the body is our key informant to lived
experience, revealing the tracks and fingerprints of threats and
insults new and old. And while injustice and repression may be
temporarily silenced by force and political intimidation, the body still
keeps the score, for “body memory alludes to memory that is
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intrinsic to the body, to its own way of remembering” (Cassey 1987:
147).

And the notion that the individual embedded body reflects “the
dynamic social, material, and ecological contexts into which we are
born, develop, interact, and endeavour to live meaningful lives”
(Krieger 2005: 350) is increasingly being proven at the cellular level.
Recent scholarship in the science of emotional pathways to disease
confirms the seminal importance emotion plays in individual health,
reminding us that the mind is in fact part of the body (Caccioppo and
Patrick 2008; Cole 2010). The evidence is now decisive that “stress
can make you sick because the hormones and nerve pathways
activated by stress change the way the immune system responds,
making it less able to fight invaders” (Sternberg 2000: 131).
Moreover this research indicates that the enormous life transitions
encompassed by the process of migration – physical dislocation,
losing loved ones, adapting to novel environments – can work
together to over-activate the stress response system and leave
lasting marks on the body (Kaestner et al. 2009; Sternberg 2001).
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My personal research interest lay in the potential power of
immigrant testimonies to narrate the emotional assault of migration
on the body. Because Mexican immigrants largely draw on an
embedded conceptualization of the body in which it is assumed “that
the body is an extension of one's day-to-day experience,” I believed
their voices were an under-sourced authority on migration-related
health declines (Finkler 1994: 36). To explore this wellspring of
body knowledge, in 2013-2014 I conducted 14 months of
ethnographic research on emotional stress in poor and largely
undocumented Mexican immigrant communities in Tucson, Arizona.
What I found was that these immigrant residents of Tucson live
amidst a virtual emotional perfect storm. The 40 Mexican immigrants
whom I interviewed reported feelings of trauma (50%), fear (65%),
depression (75%), loneliness (75%), sadness (80%), and stress
(85%) related to migration.

Over the course of my research, the weight of emotional burden in
these communities was ever-present, a finding supported by a small
body of prior research (Duncan 2014; Gonzalez 2013; Orozco and
López 2015; Ramos Tovar 2009). On the far south side of town, a
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grief-stricken mother waited anxiously by the phone for news of her
deported husband who had been kidnapped en route northward.
One man was detained on a minor traffic violation while leaving the
hospital following his daughter’s birth. Several others took sanctuary
in local churches fearing arrest and forced expulsion. People spoke
of their pervasive fears of deportation and some cried with
impotence at not being able to provide for their families. And in a
dilapidated apartment with cold air seeping in through gaps in the
doorframe, an older woman wept uncontrollably from loneliness.

The majority of immigrants I interviewed connect such intensive
periods of trauma and long-term suffering with declines in their
health and well-being, drawing conclusions such as “this stress is
killing us” and “this pain makes us sick.” They adeptly use their body
memory to describe the physical sensations produced by days of life
threatening exposure during the desert crossing, unabated fear over
police arrest, and the sudden loss of freedom and social support
following arrest and detention. Fifty-five year old Ivis believes that
her husband’s sudden deportation last year severely affected her
physical and mental health. “This separation is why my blood
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pressure goes up, it's not because of any other reason,” she explains.
She places her hand squarely over her heart and continues: “I feel it
mostly here in my chest. And I can feel my veins swelling and the
pressure. And a pain runs down my left arm, and it hurts so badly.
And sometimes it will run all the way up to my face and the left side
feels paralyzed and I say, ‘No. No this is not going to happen.’”

My goal in this chapter is to let these illness narratives fill in some
blank spaces in our understanding of the causal factors behind
immigrant health declines. I work to support the narratives with
emerging scientific findings on the specific neural pathways by which
negative emotions common to immigrant life – fear, trauma,
loneliness, sadness, and stress –weaken individual bodies. Taken in
concert, these embodied testimonies coupled with the science of
emotion make a powerful argument that emotional stress in
immigrant communities is literally making Mexicans sick. This
finding “lay[s] bare how societal relations produce the forms of and
distribution of sickness,” thus calling into question the putative
paradox of immigrant health declines (Lock 2001: 479). Considering
the potential cumulative health damages incurred by migration
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related emotional suffering, I identify the societal forces acting to
reproduce such suffering as key causal factors of disease.

II. What traditional medicine says about suffering and health
In order to appreciate what the testimonies of Mexican immigrants
can contribute to a conversation about health declines, it is necessary
to first understand how Mexicans view health and disease. While a
great diversity of perspectives about health exist in Mexico today, the
holistic medicinal ideologies known collectively as Mexican
Traditional Medicine (MTM) continue to be a relevant and vibrant
part of Mexico’s pluralistic healing culture (Martinez Salgado 1993;
Napolitano 2002). Drawing from a syncretic blend of pre-contact
indigenous spiritual and herbal practices and the European theory of
humors, MTM generally assumes the individual to be inextricably
tied to his or her environment via the immaterial substance of the
soul. To ground my work, I asked the immigrants in my study
questions about their own health, what it means to be healthy or sick,
and the relationship between lived experience and the body.
Thurston and Vissandjée (2005) maintain that: “the experiences of
migration must be understood and acted on within the old schema,
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for these are the tools at the migrant's disposal” (234). I also found
this to be true, as reflected in immigrant’s tendency to espouse an
integrated vision of wellness based on the harmony of body-mindspirit. Over half of my sample utilized traditional etiologies and 75%
of them cited herbal remedies as being a valuable part of their
healing arsenal.

The continued prevalence of MTM in Mexico and amongst
immigrants is due in part to the slow and incomplete extension of
public health services into the country’s vast indigenous and
impoverished countryside during Mexico’s colonial and national
periods (Lanning and TePaske 1985; Nigenda 1996). Practices of
self-care and the work of curanderos and other traditional healers
offered accessible, affordable, and often-times efficacious treatment
relying on a fusion of pre-contact indigenous herbal and spiritual
traditions with European botanical knowledge and Catholic healing
rites (Knaul et al. 2003; Finkler 1994). Moreover, even since the
extension of allopathic medicine via the institutionalization of social
security programs in the mid 20th century and the creation of public
health insurance in 2002, MTM persists because it fills a gap that
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allopathic care does not address. Martinez-Cruz (2011) argues that
its “healers are crucial to the delivery of a type of care that is
respectful of millennial native cosmology and the centrality of
community relationships to the conception of wellness” (75).

MTM defines illness as a fundamental state of imbalance borne from
the body's psycho-social embeddedness (Cajete 1999; Trotter and
Chavira 1981). Its central tenet is that the person is an open system
and as such is “inseparable from the physical and social
environments in which he or she lives,” (Velasquez et al. 2004: 4).
This openness renders the individual vulnerable to environmental
insults and the emotional suffering resulting from stressed
relationships, social isolation, spiritual transgressions, and other
factors. Daniel, who spoke to me from the confinement of a local
church where he was taking sanctuary, remembers the terror that set
in when his deportation order arrived. He got tension headaches and
lost weight, and had nightmares that he was out in the desert again,
laid out and ready to die. Before long his sense of humor dulled and
stress hung heavy upon him from morning till night. He says:
“Psychologically, the brain controls everything, if you are thinking
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bad thoughts your body is also declining …so automatically you can't
sleep well. And if you can't sleep then you can't eat. And if you can't
eat, then your body will be more vulnerable to illness and colds,
because your own body doesn't have the defenses it needs to attack
an illness because it is so weak from thinking about all those bad
things.”

When viewed through this lens, the experience of migration is a
singularly disruptive life event. New immigrants are displaced into
what Fadiman (1997) describes as an unknown world where, due to
their sheer novelty, new threats may dwarf prior hardships.
Migration may thus be experienced by Mexican migrants as a
fundamental ungluing; a disembedding and reembedding of the body
into unfamiliar and often hostile spatial and social worlds. As Mayra
explained to me: “Things are so hard now, that is why my health is
bad. This is my cage. It's the frustration of not feeling free, of feeling
like you are somewhere where you don't belong.” The desert
crossing itself was experienced as a total assault to mind, body, and
spirit. Over half of those I interviewed reported facing threats from
nature, police, criminals, and the physical limitations of their own
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bodies. Many said their lives flashed before their eyes. Thirty-seven
year old Lalo recounts how when Mexican drug runners came
looking for him with guns drawn, he fell to the ground, hugging the
earth tightly and “calling in all the saints, praying they would not find
me.” He explains that: “crossing the desert is not about walking. It is
about your emotional capacity to have all your senses totally alert for
days on end, to never let your guard down.”

According to MTM, the daily context and nuance of life gets
translated to the body via the emotional experience of the soul. In
pre-contact Mexico, the soul was understood to be “some entity or
life force [that] conveyed human identity and was at the same time
more than the body” (Furst 1995: 3). Indigenous knowledge in
Mexico held and continues to hold that the body is never separated
from the spirit or emotions or the mind (Gonzales 2012), and many
immigrants whom I interviewed spoke freely about this link. Juan, a
laborer in his late 30s from the southern state of Oaxaca believes that
his lack of freedom and joy in the US has contributed to his health
problems:
If you are not spiritually strong, you also won't be
healthy. I think it's 50-50. My life in Mexico was
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much more fun. There were limitations in the
material things, but in terms of happiness as a
person, I was more complete and happier because
there wasn't so much stress. Here I have more
material things: I have enough food, I can buy
clothes and shoes. But my life in Mexico had more
personal satisfaction, more fulfillment.
Immigrants say that the soul suffers many indignities in the process
of migration, including stress, loneliness, sadness, pervasive fear, and
deep trauma. Irma, a Tohono O’odham Mexican woman in her 30s,
believes her various medical problems –including type 2 diabetes,
high blood pressure, and overweight – stem from her depression. “I
think that since I have been a very depressed woman, the only thing
that I have gotten is sickness,” she explains. “Emotionally, I know that
when something happens to you, your head will hurt a lot, or you will
feel a lot of pain in your stomach. Sometimes ones swallows their
emotions.” Pancho, an undocumented day laborer in his 50s feels
that the anti-immigration laws in Arizona place so many barriers to
working and feeling at ease that it is impossible to have a balanced
and healthy life. “I think we eat about the same [as we did in Mexico],
but the stress is what’s really different. For residents and citizens
they can just watch their diet in order to be healthy, but for us
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[without papers], it's just exhausting and erodes our health and
everything.”

The immigrants often referred to the isolation and sadness of
loneliness as being a central facet of life in the US. Scholars have
theorized that the Mexican migrant in the US is caught in the lonely
space of Nepantla, “the Nahuatl word for the place in between”
(Gonzales 2012: 151). Napolitano Quayson (2005) holds that: “The
space between homeland and host country is a 'stuck place,' it is a
gap. That gap becomes not only individual but also a space of social
suffering” (354). Many immigrants in my study voiced a loneliness
borne from their inability to trust, participate, and integrate
themselves into their new community, largely stemming from
exclusionary legislation. And some connected their separation from
family in Mexico with physical illness. Alondra explains that the
deportation of her son “is what all of my problems come from – my
high blood pressure and my thyroids. Psychologically I am not well.
There is not a single day that goes by when I don't cry and feel
desperate. I was almost at the point of losing my mind ….”
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Over half the immigrants I interviewed told me that migration’s
cumulative toll of environmental, social, and political insults to the
spirit caused them to experience susto (soul loss) or nervios (nervous
disorder). Nervios is one of the most common traditional diagnoses
in Latin America, and is understood to be “a generalized condition of
distress” related to myriad life circumstances and reflective of low
social status (Salgado de Snyder et al. 2000: 454). Those in my study
considered nervios to be a very serious condition, generally caused
by long-term and anxiety-inducing stressors over which one has no
control, such as on-going under-employment, constant fear of arrest,
and the inability to report crimes to the police for fear of identifying
oneself.

Enrique, a man in his mid-50s from the northern state of Sonora,
describes his experience of nervios: “Here you need to worry about
everything – it's like a trauma because so much has happened in my
life. So, yes, there are many, so many, problems and that is why the
nervios come.” Yesenia, with whom I spoke many times over the
course of the months she took sanctuary in a local church, also
experiences nervios. She says she that the stress of working two jobs
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in the US plus the relentless fear that consumes her every time she
sees the police began to do real damage to her body. “At one point a
couple of years back, I felt like I could barely drive because my vision
was being covered with the tension. It was like my heart was popping
out of my chest and my ears were buzzing, like a plane engine about
to explode,” Yesenia explains. “I held so much tension in my stomach
and everywhere that my whole body hurt and I couldn’t sleep.”

Equally common was the experience of susto – the body's response to
a frightening event or intense stressor that results in the
dislodgement of the immaterial substance of the soul. Green’s (1994)
work amidst the massacres of indigenous Guatemalans during the
1990s argues that susto is “situational, an embodied understanding
of complex social and political relations – one that links the lived
experience of the physical body with the social, cultural, and body
politic” (248). The body politic of Arizona in the early 21st century
has likewise been ripe ground for generating trauma. Gonzales
(2012) says that “Indigenous midwives and traditional healers from
Mexico and the United States have diagnosed and treated Indigenous
migrants for susto, fright, or soul loss caused by various forms of
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structural, spiritual, social, and physical violence” (4), later adding
that many of these healers describe susto as “inhabiting Mexican
migrants” (209).

Indeed almost half of the immigrants I interviewed cited suffering
from susto stemming from a wide variety of experiences including
car accidents, police stops, painful memories of discrimination, or
being detained, as well as various facets of the desert crossing, such
as seeing a dead body or a rattlesnake or having near death
experiences. Enrique relates susto most closely with the experience
of deportation. “When the migra kicked me out I felt traumatized and
it made my body a little sick,” he explains. “Because here I am in the
country where I have lived most of my life: I came when I was 15 and
now I am 52. This is my home more than Mexico. One feels weak,
with stress … Yes, it is a trauma and one that lasts for a long time, it
doesn't go away easily.” Susto can be associated with depression,
inertia, debility, nausea, irritability, and diarrhea. While not
considered a disease in itself, susto is a systemic and often
debilitating response to life disjunctures and pressures.
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Some of the Mexicans I interviewed said their susto precipitated the
onset of many conditions including diabetes, high blood pressure,
weight loss and gain, and extended depression. Mayra recalls: “I got
the susto of my life when the migra took me. I got diabetes – three
years later they told me I had it. And I think it was from that susto
that was so strong, because I didn't cry the whole way with them but
when I got home I burst into tears and I couldn't stop crying.” Susto
has been identified as a precursor to many physical and mental
health symptoms as well as to specific disease outcomes, particularly
type 2 diabetes (Godina et al. 2004; Poss and Jezewski 2002; Weller
et al. 2002 and 2008). Moreover, research suggests that susto not
only predisposes immigrants to contracting diabetes but also affects
disease management by threatening glycemic control and acting as a
barrier to self-management, leading Flaskerud and Calvillo (2007) to
conclude that “diabetes cannot be successfully treated without also
treating the person's susto” (822).

The high incidence of susto and nervios in the immigrant community
speaks both to the continued relevance of traditional etiologies
amongst immigrants as well as to the high incidence of deep
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emotional trauma related to migration. Immigrants’ embedded
conceptualizations of their bodies as they move over and across the
border and settle into new environments provide fresh insight into
the primary triggers of emotional stress and its concomitant
embodied responses.

III. Illness Narratives: Me tiene enferma esta vida
In this section, I relay the illness narratives of two Mexican
immigrants, Laura and Faustino, who speak of the ways in which
migration-related emotional suffering has marked their bodies. As a
whole, my sample reported suffering from diabetes and overweight,
high blood pressure and cholesterol, anxiety and depression, as well
as a host of other issues such as unregulated thyroids, hernias,
chronic pain, arthritis, and gastritis. But Green (1994) argues that:
“Simply to categorize [traumatized people’s] sufferings … as either
manifestations of clinical syndromes or culture-bound constructions
of reality is to dehistoricize and dehumanize the lived experiences”
(247). What these narratives offer instead is a nuanced and
contextualized portrayal of how daily challenges to immigrant life in
Tucson – such as undocumented status, deportation and detention,
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extreme poverty and family separation – engender deep emotional
pain. Laura and Faustino use their intimate body knowledge to
narrate how the trauma of loneliness and fear, stress and sadness
travel from the heart and spirit to weaken and sicken their physical
beings. The science of emotion further clarifies how these pains are
embodied on a cellular level.

Faustino:
I see Faustino almost every week at my English class for day laborers
– whenever he doesn’t have work he is there at the church, waiting.
Tall and lanky with a big toothed smile, and dancing eyes, Faustino is
at once a joker who loves to draw a laugh and also a very selfpossessed forty year-old Indigenous man who is extremely cognizant
of how his life conditions impact him. One day as we stand talking
outside the church, I watch him cleaning the dirt from under his
finger nails with a shard of broken glass. Without thinking, I take the
glass from him and throw it aside, and he catches my eye with a grin.
“I have always had nervios and picked at my finger nails and bitten
them because I’m anxious,” he explains. “My wife says sometimes I
do it in my sleep. I think it’s about work. When you are suffering from
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too low resources you feel a lot of worry and stress, and from those
worries come illnesses … because to be healthy, you need to have
work. Having work means that the worries end because you have a
way to keep going.”

Faustino knows first-hand what it feels like to not have enough.
Growing up on a Yaqui ejido (commonly held land) in western
Sonora, he was the youngest of seven children, the first three of
whom died in infancy. Town was many hours away by bike or burro,
Faustino explains, and “by the time they got to the town where they
could be cured, my [first] brother was already dead. The second one
was in the hospital but since they didn't have money they couldn't
get the medicine that he needed. For the poor people there you
barely earn enough to feed the family and you have to pay for all the
medical care – it was too much.” Faustino’s family lived off the beans
and vegetables his father harvested and oftentimes there were barely
enough corn tortillas to go around. He never had what he needed for
school, and by fourth grade he had tired of borrowing notepaper
from his classmates and felt embarrassed showing up with no shoes
to the humble little school house. One day his cousins let him work
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with them, though he was barely big enough to carry their tools. “I
will never forget how they gave me five pesos, which at that time was
a lot. I went off to the store and bought a bag of flour and corn flour! I
got home and my mamá said ‘how do you have so much money?’ And
I said ‘because I helped my cousins,’ and she said I needed to focus on
my studies, but I told her: ‘No. We don't have a lot and I want flour
tortillas.’ It felt so good.”

Duncan (2014) argues that: “particularly for the undocumented, premigration vulnerability intersects with marginalization and
discrimination in the United States to provoke or exacerbate
emotional distress and sickness” (2). This has been the case for
Faustino, whose childhood deprivation drove him to make several
dangerous desert crossings in search of greater financial stability in
the US. Each crossing has exhausted his physical stamina and
emotional strength. On one journey his group was attacked by
hooded bandits who used a live scorpion to intimidate and rob the
crossers. On that trip he recalls: “When we crossed the border, we
saw little kids’ bodies already decomposing, and old people … It was
a real susto that gave me fear and sadness, because I thought ‘what if
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I end up like them out here?’” When Faustino crossed later with his
wife, he held her hand and carried her to make sure she wasn’t left
behind. Then days later, after running out of food and water, it was
his wife who supported him through the final miles. “At the end I
didn't have any more strength, but she gave me ánimo. I told her to
just keep walking ahead with the others and she had made friends
with them so they gave me encouragement too. I was really dragging
my feet by then and I felt that my legs were so tired.”

According to Sternberg (2001), short-term periods that push us to
the edge of our physical and emotional capacities, such as the border
crossing Faustino describes, can do lasting damage to the stress
response system. She states: “Strenuous, unaccustomed, and
prolonged physical stress … or chronic physiological stresses, such as
lack of sleep and food, will all deplete the stress hormone reserves.
At first such chronic stresses keep the response switched on … But if
such extremes persist, the response can fail, reach exhaustion, and
finally burn out” (113). Faustino arrived to Tucson thoroughly
exhausted yet also ready to work hard and take advantage of the
opportunities available to him in the US. But the stressors didn’t
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abate. He recalls: “I felt lonely and sad here because I felt like my
hands were tied, like I couldn't really be a good person here and
work like I wanted to work. Here I felt like I was nobody –that is how
you feel when you arrive.” Ethnographic portrayals of migrants
commonly describe a lack of trust in, connection to, and integration
in US society that echoes the social disintegration first described by
Durkheim (1951) as “anomie.” Migration related anomie has been
cited as resulting in higher rates of depressive symptoms and
generalized social maladjustment (Hovey and King 1996).

A key facet of the social alienation that Faustino experienced was the
ever-present fear that prevented him from fully participating in his
new community due to his lack of legal status. “I felt afraid even
going to the store. I felt like the police or immigration would get me
and I was always trying to take precautions and I didn't feel at ease.
Because you think ‘what will I do if they kick me out with my family?
What will I do in Mexico?’” On-going and pervasive fear has been
scientifically linked to the onset of anxiety, depression, and other
mental disorders in addition to physical health problems, such as
weakened immune function, hypertension, and insulin resistance
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(Rodrigues et al 2009; Sapolsky et al. 2000). And unfortunately for
Faustino, his fears came true soon after he arrived, on the night his
wife was in the hospital giving birth to their second child. Faustino
was at home with their toddler when immigration officials knocked
on his door and asked him for his papers, promptly taking him into
custody and deporting him.

Though Faustino was able to make it back to his family, his lack of
papers made finding stable employment near impossible and he
began to feel the impact on his body. He remembers that: “in the past
I had so much stress that my mouth was frozen from stress and
worry. Because from stress comes paralysis, like attacks that
paralyze the whole body. Before when I had no work I came to the
clinic here [at the church] and they examined me and they said my
blood was really sick. [The doctor] said I should massage my nerves
and my head, because I had headaches and nervios.” The kind of
relentless stress that Faustino describes here has been found to be
pathogenic (Sapolsky 2004). Such unabated and excessive release of
hormones and chemicals into the bloodstream ultimately
compromises the immune cell’s capacity to respond to new invaders,
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thereby predisposing the body to disease (Sternberg 2001). One of
the most commonly measured biomarkers is cortisol, a
glucocorticoid hormone released by the adrenal glands and central to
the stress response system. In a study specific to a largely Mexican
farmworker community in Oregon, Squires et al. (2012) found
elevated levels of cortisol in response to several chronic psychosocial stressors and conclude stress to be an important health
determinant in this community.

This stress reached traumatic levels last year when Faustino was
detained along with three fellow day laborers after getting lost near a
Border Patrol check-point west of Tucson. The officials spoke
accusatorily to the workers, and Faustino lost his patience telling
them:
I am indigenous, I don't know why you are talking
to me like that. I told him that he was wrong
about us having crossed the border – I told him I
didn't cross the border, that the border had
crossed me. ‘Why are you saying that to me?’ he
yelled. ‘I’m sorry,’ I told him, ‘but I am indigenous
and that is why I telling you that you are wrong
about what you are saying and you are
disrespecting me. We indigenous people don't
want this [border].”
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The subjective experience of anti-immigrant discrimination and
stigma that Faustino describes has been found to increase stress,
depression, and chronic illness in the Mexican immigrant community
in the US (Flores et al. 2008; Kaester et al. 2009; Viruell-Fuentes
2007).

Faustino remained in immigration lock-up for a week fighting hunger
and freezing temperatures in the detention unit that Mexicans in
Tucson ubiquitously refer to as “la hielera” – the freezer. Then he was
transferred to federal prison in Eloy, Arizona. While detained, he
worked to control his nervios, well aware of how fast things could
spiral out of control. “I felt sad because I was thinking about my
family and how I was going to pay the rent for my wife and what
would they eat and how would they pay the bills,” he recalls. “So I
asked myself ‘how will I get out? How will they do?’ But I also told
myself not to be too worried because if I thought about it too much it
would lead me to commit something bad, it could lead me to do
something to myself, so I better control my nerves and not think too
much about my family.” Kris Olsen, a doctor who works in an Arizona
federal prison says she regularly sees intense physical manifestations
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of the emotional stress immigrants face during detention. She
believes that their high levels of hyper-vigilance lead to dramatic
spikes in blood pressure and blood sugar, upset stomachs, and
diabetes. “We see more diabetes that is unlike what I see out here – it
is much harder to control and so it probably is stress,” she explains.
“[In jail] they are exercising and they are not heavy, but still the
diabetes is out of control and they end up on insulin.”

Faustino’s community in Tucson raised bail for him, and he was
released just one week after getting to Eloy. He says: “when I got
[home], I felt so free. It's like when a squirrel or other little animal
gets stuck in the corral, and when it gets out it runs and jumps and
leaps … that is how I felt when I got to the house! I said ‘I am free
now, I am free,’ and I hugged my kids and my wife.” His euphoria was
tempered only by the painful awareness he now carried of all his
compañeros who were still locked up. Then just a few days later
Faustino saw on the news that one of the men he had known in jail
had committed suicide, the fifth suicide at Eloy since 2003. Faustino
remembers his compañero like this:
His adrenaline ran really high and he was always
thinking too much … and was desperate about how
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he would get out, he was always so worried. I tried to
calm him. I tried to control my own nervios when I
saw him so out of control. ‘I am in the same position’
I would tell him, ‘I have my family too and I am also
wondering how they will support themselves out
there.’ Your head is just spinning. But if you think too
much you can go crazy – you have to control your
nervios so you don't do something bad. You have to
have faith in God that you will get out and that things
will be ok.”

Laura:
“My immune system attacks my skin,” Laura tells the therapist the
night I first interpreted for her in the small cramped office of the free
clinic. At 50, Laura is heavyset with frizzy dyed blond hair, fair skin
and a distinct spark of warmth about her. She suffers from a rare
auto-immune disorder called pemphigus, a condition in which the
immune system turns against the body, producing antibodies that
attack healthy skin cells rather than foreign invaders. After months
of physical pain and discomfort caused by the skin blisters which
broke out along her face, scalp, chest, and back, Laura was advised by
her doctor to go to counseling. “One of the doctors told me that stress
and sadness could affect [my condition]” she begins, explaining how
she landed in mental health counseling, a rare occurrence in the
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undocumented community. And Laura agrees. “I do believe that the
soul is related to our health –that is exactly what loneliness has to do
with this [illness]. In terms of eating, I eat well. I am working. In
terms of being with my daughter, I am with her. But in terms of how I
feel … I feel empty. This loneliness is what has most marked me.”

Originally from the large metropolis of Guadalajara, where she sang
with a band, competed as a beauty queen, did martial arts, and
worked on and off in a factory, Laura came to Tucson 15 years ago to
work as a housekeeper for her brother’s company. He immediately
warned her not to go out or expose herself to arrest, and she heeded
his advice, avoiding the immigrant –dense south side of town and
largely keeping to herself. During her years in Arizona, she has had
no boyfriends, very few friends, and has been unable to return to see
her family, all of which have contributed to her deep sense of
loneliness. “It would have been better for me if I could have gone
back to Mexico to visit my family during these years, like what you
have to do with telephones: I needed to go back there to recharge my
batteries. I was running out of charge little by little without my
sisters,” Laura explains. Sad and alone, Laura gradually sank into
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depression, a condition that has been linked to systemic
dysregulation of primary metabolic, immuno, and adrenal functions,
potentially hastening morbidity related to cardiovascular disease,
stroke, and obesogenic co-morbidities (Penninx et al. 2013).

According to Velasquez et al. (2004) a deeply embedded sense of
community identity and responsibility at the levels of both family
and ethnic group are of central importance in traditional Mexican
worldviews. Thus, as in the case of Laura, experiences of loneliness
grossly disrupt life balance and harmony. Scientific investigation has
revealed individual, relational, and collective loneliness to be
dangerous states of social isolation with health consequences
rivaling those of smoking and alcoholism. Visible on an MRI as clearly
as physical pain, loneliness produces immune deficiencies and
disrupts key cellular processes, cardiovascular functioning, and
complex cognitive functioning (Cacioppo and Patrick 2008). The
embodied effects of loneliness amongst Mexican immigrants have
been documented elsewhere to lead to a weighted down and fatigued
body (Napolitano Quayson 2006), mental health problems (Duncan
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2014) and to risky sexual practices amongst single male migrants
(Muñoz-Laboy et al. 2009).

Laura says her loneliness stems largely from her undocumented
status that pins her in a vicious cycle that always leads back to
nowhere. The compounding threats of deportation, detention, and
family separation that define “illegal” immigration to the US lead
Cavazos-Rehg et al. (2007) to call undocumented status “a persistent
and insidious psycho-environmental stressor,” which leads to a
direct decrease in subjective emotional and physical health status
(1126). Laura is wary of whom to trust, feels manipulated by her
boss who holds her undocumented status over her head, and is too
fearful to even honk her horn in traffic, loathing the idea of calling
any attention to herself. And although she is an extremely capable
woman who is equally at ease with power tools and machinery as she
is performing on stage, all the efforts she has made to actualize a
more stable and full life have led her nowhere. “I wanted to sing
again like I used to, so I got in touch with a woman who brings
concerts here to Tucson,” Laura explains. “They go to Sonora and
Coahuila and they just come and go, come and go. But I can't do that.
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And so she said to me: ‘Mira, bella, you sing real nice, but if you can't
leave [Tucson] then I can't really use you."

She currently has no identifying documents, since Arizona state law
no longer allows her to renew the driver's license she had when she
first arrived. Meanwhile her Mexican license also expired and she
cannot return to renew it, and the consular identification card
available in Tucson would only mark her as an undocumented
Mexican. She has no choice but to drive to work and to take her
daughter to school, so she prays to God for safe keeping every day
when she leaves the house. She asks:
What if I go out and they arrest me … what's going to
happen with my kids? They won't know where I am!
For me, fear has had the most direct impact on my
condition. Fear of leaving the house, or of not
returning, that at any moment we could be captured
and identified as what we are, as immigrants. Even
though I have a [legal resident] application in now, it
is not yet a legal condition, so I am still dealing with
the fact that I am here, not illegally, but I am still in
limbo. I’m still not anybody. I’m not a being, as we say,
I’m not somebody.”
Green’s (1994) work with traumatized Guatemalan Mayan women
led her to conclude that: “one cannot live in a constant state of
alertness, and so the chaos one feels becomes infused throughout the
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body. It surfaces frequently in dreams and chronic illness” (231). For
Laura, it surfaced along her skin, at first little by little as small bumps
which then became deep lesions that stung like hot oil burns and
formed blisters along her chest, back, and scalp. Laura explains how
the pemphigus erupted one year ago: “One day I went out to clean [a
house] that had been abandoned, so there were lots of spiders. Then
three to four days later I felt something on my back and I thought I’d
been bitten by a spider, but it felt like a burn. I put some cream on it,
but then another one just like it popped up on the other side. And
then one appeared on my chest.” Despite Laura’s best efforts to heal
herself, more lesions kept appearing. She remembers it as an
extremely stressful time, because work was very busy and her
daughter was having serious problems at school. Within the week,
her upper body was full of blisters. She remembers that one night:
“My son walked in [while I was changing] and I was half naked and
he said ‘mamá, what do you have?’ And I said ‘I don't know, these
have just appeared all over.’ And he said to me, ‘Get dressed, I am
taking you to the hospital.’" Over her protests against the high
hospital costs, her son took her in that night and soon after Laura
received a diagnosis of pemphigus.
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It has been argued that emotional stress may play a role in the onset
of pemphigus, and that mitigation of such stressors has the potential
for therapeutic benefits (Cremniter et al. 1998; Ruocco and Ruocco
2003). It was with this possibility in mind that Laura followed her
doctor’s advice to see a therapist some six months before we first
met. “When I started to talk to the counselor, she asked me what
would my solution be? And it was either to wait another few years
for my papers to come through and just return to my daily life of
loneliness and anonymity where I am nobody ... or it was to go back
to México and be able to do something, like help my sister. So I said
to myself, ‘I am going, I am not going to stay in this cycle of just
lamenting all the things I cannot do.’” According to Duncan (2014),
mental health practitioners in the Mexican state of Oaxaca treat
migrants who, like Laura, opt to return home is search of escape from
the stress and pain of migration. Commonly treating conditions such
as general psychosis, depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and
social trauma, these practitioners have determined that: “migration
is a main determinant of poor mental health among their patients”
(11).
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In the weeks after Laura decided to return to Guadalajara, I could see
her face lighten. She said her fears had lifted and she felt empowered
to speak her mind. At one point she wept with joy at the idea of
feeling useful again to those around her, of feeling fully realized as a
woman. And her skin condition slowly improved. But then her
teenage daughter fled the house for the freedom of the streets, and
within a matter of days Laura’s options once again caved in around
her. When she next comes in for therapy, she is visibly despondent
and is worried sick about her daughter. With an open Child
Protective Services case against her, Laura cannot leave the country
without abandoning custody of her daughter. Now for the first time,
she lifts her shirt to show us the visible marks of this pain, and it
hurts to see the newly raw patches of red skin pushing up against the
scars of earlier blisters, just barely beginning to heal.

IV. Discussion: What Happens to These Pains?
While it is impossible to fully separate out the contributing factors to
health declines in the Mexican immigrant community – including
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nutritional deficiencies, low rates of exercise, lack of medical care,
and environmental insults, amongst others – this paper argues that
emotional stress is a crucial component. The immigrant voices in
this paper make clear that the cumulative weight of emotional pain
and stress related to migration is debilitating to individual physical
and emotional health. The obvious next question is then: what
happens to these pains?

My research confirms earlier findings that many of the mental and
physical health ramifications of immigration go un-treated amongst
first generation Mexicans in the US. Immigrants face a complex web
of obstacles to accessing medical care, particularly preventative care
and mental health, including lack of insurance, cultural and linguistic
barriers, and high costs of care (Crocker 2015; Horton 2004;
Quesada et al 2011; Waldstein 2010). Moreover, fears over the very
real risk of apprehension at medical facilities blocks many sick and
injured immigrants from accessing even the most basic medical care
(Armin and Reineke 2010). Often when I asked immigrants about
their health, they felt incapable of properly responding. Thirty-five
year old Carla, who suffers from deep anxiety, stress-induced
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headaches, and dizziness explains: “I haven’t gone to the doctor
because they will not see me anywhere here. So I haven’t checked
myself, and the truth is I just don’t know if I have high cholesterol or
whatever. The truth is I just don’t know.” Many health problems thus
go undetected until immigrants check into the hospital or an
immigrant friendly clinic presenting wildly unregulated medical
issues. Clinic staff cites seeing immigrants walk through the door
with issues such as deep depression, acute appendicitis, explosive
levels of blood pressure, blood sugar of 600 and above, and severe
bleeding.

The enduring discomfort and stigma in Mexico over addressing
emotional health problems further compounds the tendency for
mental health challenges to go unaddressed (Moro-Rios and Bautista
2014; Nadeem et al. 2007). Juan explains: “Our culture doesn't let us
cross that boundary [of emotion], so when people ask us how we are,
even if we are nearly dead, we won’t say that we are doing poorly. If
we are going through something really hard, it just stays there. We
don't communicate about it, because we feel like if we say something,
it will get worse. So we just say nothing.” Mental health professionals
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report concern over immigrant’s reticence to access the few available
behavioral health services in Tucson and to use prescribed
medication, saying most immigrants seemed to swallow their
problems until they reached a point of explosion. One therapist says
how she works with diabetic patients to help them see that life
stressors and unchecked emotional swings may affect their sugar
levels (Humke, personal communication). Herbalist and masseuse
Elena Burgos says she sees that amongst Mexican immigrants in
Tucson: “There are many emotional problems that they body is
having to hold, and that is causing a lot of sickness because they don’t
let go and they don't let go and their head holds all of it and finally it
can't tolerate it anymore and they can fall into a deep depression.
And often they don't find the help they need to get out of that hole.”

These multiple barriers to accessing care result in many physical and
emotional problems remaining hidden and unhealed, further
deepening the wounds. Despite the effort immigrants may make to
shield their loved ones from the sadness and desperation they hold
inside, they cannot prevent these traumas from affecting their own
health and even transmitting them onto their children. The theory of
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historical trauma has been utilized to analyze the “cumulative
emotional and psychological wounding over the lifespan and across
generations, emanating from massive group trauma experiences”
(Heart 2003: 7). While this theory has largely been employed in
reference to the health crises in Native American communities
(Duran and Duran 1995), Estrada (2009) holds that it also applies to
Mexicans in the US, arguing that the conquer, displacement,
deportation, and segregation of Mexican peoples in the US have
caused the intergenerational transmission of health declines,
including substance abuse, personality disorders, and type 2
diabetes. According to Estrada, cumulative intergenerational stress
affects health by “acting through a psychobiological stress response
mechanism that influences neuroendocrine hyperactivity, autonomic
and metabolic responses, and the immune system” (2009: 335).
A composite scientific biomarker called “allostatic load” (AL) can
contribute to our understanding of the potential embodied impact of
historical trauma on the life course of health for immigrants. AL
incorporates multiple biological indicators in order to measure the
cumulative physiologic “wear and tear” of long-term stress exposure
on the body, which has been proven to dysregulate the body’s
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homeostatic functions and deteriorate overall health. First proposed
by McEwen (1998) and McEwen and Seeman (1999), AL
“summarizes dysregulation across multiple physiological systems,
including aspects of immune, endocrine, metabolic, and
cardiovascular function” (McClure et al. 2015: 1518). By measuring
the impact of life exposures on later cognitive decline, disability, and
early mortality, AL provides hard to capture “insight into risk prior to
clinical onset” (de Castro et al. 2010: 186). A small body of literature
has confirmed that physiological adaptation to chronic stressors has
contributed to observed health declines amongst immigrant groups,
including Latino day laborers (de Castro et al. 2010); Mexican
immigrants aged 45-60 (Kaestner et al. 2009); and Mexican
farmworkers (McClure et al. 2015). The latter two studies confirmed
these same findings even when controlling for health behaviors and
access to medical care. McClure et al. 2015 conclude that: “Despite
initial promising health indicators, cumulative stress exposure as
measured by AL appears to contribute to immigrants’ deteriorating
health over time in the US” (1519).
The study of epigenetics – non-genetic determinations of phenotype
– further reveals how long-term stressors such as those measured by
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AL literally change our DNA in ways that are potentially inherited by
future generations. Thayer and Kuzawa (2011) explain epigenetics
as: “the notion that genes are regulated by biological ‘memories’ of
experiences acquired earlier in our own lives, and even by recent
predecessors” (801). While epigenetic changes occur during one’s
lifetime and are not inherited traits, they can be transmitted both
behaviorally and physiologically to future generations (Youngson
and Whitelaw 2008; Niewohner 2011). Epigenetic responsivity to
change over time renders it particularly relevant to the study of the
embodied impacts of migration. A small body of literature has
addressed the interaction of epigenetics with disease and obesity
outcomes in the Mexican origin community in the US (Kulkarni et al
2015; Mamtani et al. 2016; Volberg 2013). However, more focused
epigenetic analyses in multi-generational immigrant families could
help explain the startling health declines that occur amongst second
and third generation Mexican immigrants (Barcenas et al. 2007;
Fleuriet and Sunil 2015; Hamilton et al. 2011). Given what we know
about the toxic levels of stress in Mexican immigrant communities,
these “biological memories” carry devastating potential impacts for
generations of immigrant families. Taken in unison, these two bio-
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markers may help narrate the story of historical trauma by proving
the indelible ways in which the lived experience of migration from
Mexico to the US changes immigrant’s biology.

V. Conclusions – The Road to Healing
Just as the embedded medical theories of Mexican traditional
medicine help us to understand how the wounds of migration are
embodied by individual Mexicans, traditional medicine may also
offer a way forward toward healing. León (2004) calls curanderismo
– the practice of spirit-based natural healing – a “borderlands
religion” due to the constant isolation and institutional abandonment
of this region which necessitate the continued use of non-biomedical
alternatives. This need springs not only from a lack of access to
allopathic care, but also its inability to address the emotional insults
of migration that may precipitate the onset or worsening of mental
and physical disease. Gonzales (2012) argues that sustos and
emotional pain will carry on and stay in the body unless healed, and
that “indigenous healing models provide distinct ways of
understanding the impact of trauma and emotional and spiritual
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dislocation on the human body” (4). Spiritual healings have the
potential capacity to re-socialize a traumatized person (Arrizaga in
Cajete 1999), reconstitute the social worlds broken by migration
(Nordstrum 1998), and afford a culturally sanctioned respite from
social roles that allow for healing before the onset of more grave
conditions (Weller et al. 2008). The continued use of herbal and
natural medicine has been shown to be a safe and often effective
alternative that at once works to maintain strong family and
community ties (Waldstein 2010). In these ways, the continued
practice of MTM may help to lay the foundation for what Sternberg
(2009) says are the two essential elements of healing: hope and
social support.

Yet whatever the potential for traditional healing to help stitch
together the broken pieces of the immigrant soul, the only true
remedy for this health crisis is a change to the structural factors that
produce the suffering. Thayer and Kuzawa (2011) argue that “since
epigenetic markings provide a ‘memory’ of past experiences,
minimizing future disparities in health will be partially contingent
upon our ability to address inequality in the current environment”
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(798). The situation today is dire for immigrants like Laura and
Faustino and the others featured in this article. Compounding the
hardships inherent to moving to a new country and experiencing loss
of connection to home have been the intensification of state and
federal level exclusionary and prejudicial legislation since the 1990s.
These laws have had very real impact on daily realities in Tucson and
beyond, creating the lethal hazards of the desert crossing, constant
threat of deportation and arrest, multi-layered barriers to
employment, and the impossibility of returning home to refresh and
maintain family and community ties. These hardships infuse daily
immigrant life with toxic levels of fear and loneliness, sadness and
stress and create lasting wounds of trauma. Holmes (2013) likens
such structural level violence to Engels’ (1958) concept of social
murder, calling it: “the violence committed by configurations of
social inequalities that, in the end, has injurious effects on bodies
similar to the violence of a stabbing or a shooting” (43). In the case of
the sickening of Mexican immigrant bodies, there is blood on the
hands of state and federal anti-immigrant policies and enforcement.
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